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ABSTRACT
Load transfer mechanisms in ground anchors have been studied using analytical and 
numerical methods. A method based on the minimum potential energy theorem has 
been used to obtain the differential equations governing the load-displacement 
behaviour of a ground anchor. The load distribution in a ground anchor has been 
identified by solving the governing differential equations. The stress distribution and 
load-displacement behaviour of ground anchors has been studied using the finite 
element method. Failure at the grout-ground interface is the most common cause of 
anchor failure. Attempts have been made to model the grout-ground interface using a 
variety of approaches. Calibration of the numerical model and obtaining characteristic 
parameters for the interfaces has been carried out by minimising the discrepancy 
between experimental data and numerical analysis results. The minimisation has been 
carried out using genetic algorithm, which has made it possible to obtain the interface 
parameters from simple pull-out tests, without expensive laboratory and / or field 
tests.
Based on the available experimental data and the findings from theoretical studies, 
recommendations have been made to modify the equations currently used in the 
design of ground anchors. Moreover, the potential application of neural network 
techniques to ground anchor design has been discussed. Furthermore, a simple 
spreadsheet model has been developed to facilitate routine study of the load 
distribution and load-displacement behaviour of a ground anchor. Finally, 
recommendations are made for further study and research.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
A ground anchor is an installation that is capable of transmitting applied tensile load to a 
bearing stratum, i.e. soil or rock. Since the first civil engineering application of a rock 
anchor during the raising of Cheurfas dam, in Algeria in 1934, anchorage technology 
and practice has evolved to become a viable technique utilised throughout the world. 
Nowadays, ground anchors may be associated with retaining walls, dry docks, 
cofferdams, concrete gravity dams, tall buildings, suspension or arch bridges, tension 
roofs, pile and plate load tests, transmission towers, radio masts, ski jumps, cliff 
stabilisation, shafts, tunnels, underground caverns, pipelines and oil platforms (BS 
8081,1989; Adams, 1972).
Ground anchor applications have developed more rapidly than the understanding of 
how an anchor actually works, and it is felt by many practitioners that anchorages are 
likely to remain more an art than a science, like most underground structures 
(Xanthakos, 1991). Despite the lack of full understanding of anchorage behaviour, the 
use of anchorages has been successfi.il and the occurrence of failure is rare. The 
reason for the low number of anchor failures is that it is common practice (according 
to most codes) for every anchor to undergo thorough acceptance tests. Such tests are 
used to demonstrate the ability of the anchorage to support a load that is greater than 
the design working load. Obviously these tests provide a minimum factor of safety 
against pull-out failure, but they do not assess the degree of over-design. Therefore it 
is reasonable to believe that more economical designs will only be achieved through a 
better understanding of anchorage behaviour.
1.1 Background to Present Work
A ground anchor comprises a steel tendon inserted into a pre-drilled hole, grouted into the 
surrounding soil or rock along part of its length (the fixed length) and debonded along the
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remainder (the free length). Its load carrying capacity is generated as a resisting reaction, 
mobilised by the shear strength and weight of the sun ounding ground mass. Current 
design methods (e.g. BS 8081, 1989) estimate the ultimate capacity of grouted anchors 
from equations which are essentially of the form:
T = Xt L^  (1-1)
where
T  is ultimate capacity 
L  is fixed anchor length 
Ts is bond stress
1  lumps together many factors, including fixed anchor diameter, in situ stress, installation 
method and so on.
Eqn. 1-1 suggests that ultimate capacity is linearly dependant on fixed anchor length, 
which in turn implies a uniform bond stress distribution at the grout-ground interface. 
However, the evidence from instrumented anchors indicates that the bond stress 
distributions ai e highly non-unifonn. This non-unifonnity becomes more pronounced with 
increasing fixed length, with a considerable reduction in anchor efficiency.
Design formulae could therefore be improved through experimental and/or analytical 
studies. According to the writer’s investigation this improvement is of great interest to the 
anchorage industry (Barley, 1994a).
1.2 Objectives of Research
Experimental studies into the load transfer mechanisms in ground anchors have been 
conducted by several researchers. However, the available experimental results do not 
cover a wide range of founding rocks and soils. Obtaining data from laboratory or field 
tests for a wide spectrum of geomaterials is expensive and time consuming. Consequently, 
it would be of great interest to develop theoretical methods for the accurate prediction of 
ground anchor behaviour. These theoretical analyses could then be used to generalise 
the limited body of experimental results to a wider range of soils and rocks.
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The objective of the present work has been to carry out theoretical studies into the 
load transfer mechanism in ground anchors. Both analytical and numerical methods 
have been used for this study. Because of the crucial role of the interfaces in the 
development of load transfer mechanisms and in anchor design, attempts have been 
made to develop a method for identifying the characteristic parameters of the 
interfaces by utilising data from simple pull-out tests.
1,3 Organisation of Thesis
This thesis comprises eight chapters.
Chapter Two is a literature review of load transfer mechanisms in ground anchors. In 
this chapter, both the classification of anchors and the current design methods for 
different types of ground anchors are described. Experimental and theoretical studies 
are reviewed and the necessary research areas are identified.
Chapter Three describes analytical methods which have been used to study the load- 
distribution and load-displacement of anchors. A method based on minimum potential 
energy is used to study the load-displacement behaviour of rock anchors. The results 
have been compared with finite element predictions and also experhnental data. 
Furthermore, a simple spreadsheet model is developed for studying the load transfer 
mechanism in ground anchors. The latter shows considerable promise as a routine 
design tool.
Chapter Four contains an introduction to the finite element method, including the 
development of an axi-symmetric interface element. It also describes infinite elements 
which have been used in some of the models. Finally, the results from finite element 
analyses using three different commercially available packages are presented.
Chapter Five describes the evaluation of the interface specification using genetic 
algorithms. First, the genetic algorithm is introduced and its capability is shown 
through some hypothetical examples. This method is then used to identify the 
characteristic parameters of the interface by using data from pull-out tests.
In Chapter Six recommendations are made for the modification of current design 
methods for anchorages in cohesive and non-cohesive soils. Conventional curve fitting
13
techniques has been used to introduce an efficiency factor to current design equation. 
Furthermore some design charts for ground anchor has been establish, using artificial 
neural network technique.
The results obtained in Chapter Two to Six are discussed in Chapter Seven 
Chapter Eight contains conclusions and recommendations for future work.
14
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In the design of ground anchors, calculations are essential in order to judge in advance the 
technical and economic feasibility of a proposed anchorage solution. However, most codes 
recommend that some acceptance test is conducted for each anchor before it can be approved. 
This indicates the huge amount of uncertainty and insufficiency of knowledge in this area. In 
tliis Chapter the classification of anchors will be described. Available experimental data and 
the theoretical results on ground anchor peifonnance will be reviewed. Furtheiinore the 
current procedures for designing injection-grouted tension anchors will be presented. Finally, 
based on available data and cun ent codes for ground anchor design, the reseai ch needed to 
improve current design procedures will be identified.
2.2 TYPE OF ANCHORS
The most common types of anchors can be classified into th  ee basic categories: plate, helical 
and grouted anchors (Kulhawy, 1985).
2.2.1 Plate Anchors
Plate anchors consist of a wide stmctural member embedded in the soil (by excavation and 
back-filling) with a steel cable or rod used to transmit the load to the anchor. Fig. 2.1-(a). 
Plate anchors may be made of steel plates, precast concrete slabs, poured concrete slabs, 
timber sheets, and so forth. They may be horizontal, inclined, or vertical to resist axial pull-out 
loads in different directions. This type of anchor would be used when excavation is both
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practicable and economically viable, and is popular for anchoring transmission towers against 
the effects of wind loading.
2.2.2 Helical Anchors
Helical anchors consist of a steel shaft to which one or more helices ai e attached, Fig. 2.1 (b). 
Generally a power auger which applies both an axial load and a torque is used for rotating the 
shaft into the ground. The installation can be difficult in stiff soil or soil containing boulders. 
However, compared with other soil anchors, the helical anchor is an attractive alternative 
because it is light and easy to use. This type of anchor is most popular for light weight 
applications, such as anchoring mobile homes. They are also becoming increasingly popular in 
the constmction of electricity transmission tower foundations in the United States (Das, 
1990).
2.2.3 Grouted Anchors
Grouted anchors consist of a steel tendon placed into a pre-drilled hole which is subsequently 
grouted, most commonly using cement grout and occasionally resin grout. It is desirable to 
embed the tendon in competent ground away from the structure. Therefore, only part of the 
length which is furthest away fi om the stmcture is bonded by the grout to the ground. 
Grouted anchorage techniques have developed dramatically over the past twenty years. The 
use of grouted anchors nowadays is widespread for both temporary and permanent 
applications throughout the world.
2.2.3.1 The Grouted Ground Anchor System
The three main parts of a grouted anchor are as follows (shown in Fig. 2.2)
• the fixed anchor length (bonded length)
16
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Fig. 2.2 Grouted anchor nomenclature
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• the fi-ee anchor length (unbonded length)
# the anchor head (end anchorage).
2.2.3.2 Types of Grouted Ground Anchors
There are two major types of grouted ground anchors, namely compression anchors and 
tension anchors as shown in Fig. 2.3
Anchor
h e a d Se al  Protective Seat Tendon Tension crocks in grout 
s h e a t h  \ ^  Tendon
Protective
c o a tin g
Structuré
Secondary 
grout Primary "grout
Free anchor  
length
Spacer Grout 
cover
Fixed anchor, 
len g th
TENSION ANCHOR
Anchor
h e a d
Protective c a p
Corrosion
protection
com pound
( g r e a s e )
S p a c e r  Corrugatedp ressu re  pipe
Protective Tendonsh e a th
End p late
Seal Secondary
grout Primarygrout Seal
Fixed
a n ch o r
len gth
COMPRESSION ANCHOR
Fig. 2.3 Typical details of a tension and a compression anchor (After Hanna, 1982)
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• Compression anchors: Load is transferred to the bottom (distal) end of the anchorage zone 
by means of a pressure pipe which isolates the tendon from the primary grout.
• Tension anchor: Load is mobilised from the top (proximal) end downwards. In this case 
the tendon is embedded in the grout, and by the application of load, shear and normal 
stresses are developed which cause the grout to be in tension, leading to tension cracks. 
Tension anchors are much more common than the compression type, and will form the 
focus of the present study. From hereon in the thesis, the term “ground anchor” will be 
taken to mean grouted tension anchor.
2.3 T e n s i o n  A n c h o r  G r o u p i n g  a n d  C l a s s i f i c a t i o n
2.3.1 Temporary and Permanent Anchors
Temporary anchors are, by virtue of their limited durability, devices of a temporary nature that 
will become useless and inoperative after a certain stage in the work programme. Permanent 
anchors are devices which, by virtue of their long durability, will maintain the stability of a 
structure on a permanent basis. The two groups have different requirements. For temporary 
anchors mandatory structural analysis, design and testing should be undertalcen in order to 
confirm the load carrying capacity. For permanent anchors, further requirements must be 
satisfied particularly in the protection of system components. Several codes (e.g. BS 
8081)specify the duration of temporary service as two years, but the requirements of 
peimanent anchorage installation can not be deteimined solely on the basis of time. Ground 
conditions and con osive tendencies of the soil environment should be considered as well. 
Furthermore in determining allowable working loads, the creep characteristics and possibility 
of reduction of bonding along contact surfaces should be considered, especially in soils 
composed mainly of silt or clay which may be subjected to remoulding or consolidation.
Based on visual inspection, con osion of ground anchorages can be due to sulphates as well as 
the presence of salts (Jones, 1997). Visual appearance of the anchorage is an indication of the 
degree of coiTosion. However the use of appropriate testing can establish whether corrosion 
risks do in fact exist, and if so how these can be quantified.
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2.3.2 Active and Passive Anchors
111 active or pre-stressed anchors (such as anchoring for rock slope stabilisation) an initial load 
is applied to the structure that will be maintained with time unless the structure undergoes 
displacement relative to the anchor itself. Passive or dead anchors (such as tie-anchors for 
sheet pile cofferdams) are not pre-stressed and respond to the loading only when the structure 
begins to move.
2.3.3 Types of Anchors According to Method of Load Transfer
According to BS 8081 (1989) there are four main groups of ground anchors, characterised by
the mechanism of the stress transfer from the fixed anchor zone to the suiTOunding ground.
Fig. 2.4 shows the four main types, and each type is suited to specific ground conditions.
• Type A. Straight shafted anchors; These anchors are gravity grouted into straight shafted 
boreholes which may be temporarily lined or unlined, depending on hole stability. This type 
is most commonly employed in rock and very stiff cohesive deposits. Resistance to pullout 
is usually governed by shear stresses at the ground/grout interface, as the shear strength at 
the grout-tendon interface is usually greater.
• Type B. Low pressure anchors: These anchors are grouted under low pressure (less than 1 
N/mm^) in to straight shafted boreholes using a lining or an in-situ packer so that the 
effective diameter of the fixed anchor is increased with minimal disturbance as the grout 
permeates through the pores or natural fissures in the ground. This type is most commonly 
employed in the soft fissured rocks and coarse alluvium, and also in fine grained 
cohesionless soils. The resistance to withdrawal is dependant primarily on side shear in 
practice. However, an end-bearing component may be included when the pull-out capacity 
is being calculated.
• Type C. High pressure anchors: In these anchors the grout is injected under higher pressure 
(greater than 2 N/mm^), forcing the cement paiticles to penetrate the soil irregularly and 
thereby enlarge the anchor zone thi ough hydro-fracturing of the ground mass to give a 
grout root or fissured system beyond the core diameter of the borehole. This anchor type is
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employed primarily in cohesionless soils, although some success has also been achieved in 
cohesive deposits. The design is based on an assumed uniform shear along the the fixed 
anchor zone, or it may have a semi-empirical origin based on experimental results.
• Type D. Underreamed anchors: These anchors aie installed in gravity grouted boreholes in 
which a series of enlargements (bells or underreams) have previously been mechanically 
foimed. This type is most commonly employed in stiff to very stiff cohesive deposits. The 
resistance to pullout is dependent primarily on side shear, but with a significant component 
fi"om bearing on the underreams ( Basset 1970, 1978).
2.4 M a t e r i a l s  a n d  C o m p o n e n t s  o f  A n c h o r s
2.4.1 Tendon
The tendon is usually formed fi'om one of the following thi ee steel elements: bar, wii*e or 
strand. The decision as to wliich to use is influenced by a combination of costs, stress level, 
fabrication, transport and corrosion protection. In general, wire and strand have advantages 
with respect to strength, transport and storage, particularly for high load carrying capacity 
anchorages. For small loads, the solid bar is sometimes easier to use and cheaper to install 
(Hanna, 1982). Tendon wires varies in diameter, the most common size ranging fi'om 5 to 8 
mm, and has a usual ultimate tensile strength of 1670 MPa. In general it is used in groups of 
10- 100.
2.4.1.1 Tendon Characteristics
The main characteristics of the steel tendon in ground anchors are strength, elasticity, creep, 
and relaxation behaviour. The tensile strength covers a broad range fi om 1200 to 2000 
N/mm^. Bars, plain or threaded, are the simplest type of tendon and are used for shallow or 
low capacity installations. Because of their appreciable bending stifi&iess they can be handled 
and placed easily. Wire and strand offer distinct advantages with respect to tensile strength, 
ease of storage, and transportation to the construction site. They have higher extensibility and
21
(a) Type A (b) Type B (c) Type C (d) Type D
Fig. 2.4 Main types of cement grout injection anchor (after BS 8081)
Normal Compacted
Fig. 2.5 Typical normal and compacted 7-wire strand cross-section
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higher tensile strength. Bars are generally cold-worked high caibon or alloy steel, and are used 
more in North America and Germany (Xanthalcos, 1991). Wires are produced from cold- 
drawn plain carbon steel. The most common diameter of wire is in the range 5-8 mm, with an 
ultimate tensile strength of 1670 N/mm^. In general, the number of wires which are used in a 
tendon are between 10-100. Compared with strand, wire is recommended because it 
eliminates potential torsional and bending problems. Strands consist of a group of wires, 
usually from 4 to 20 in number, airanged in helical form around a common axis of straight 
wire and come in diameters of 12.7 to 15.2 mm. The 7-wire strand is very common, and the 
19-wire strand is also used frequently. The usual tensile strength is from 1570 to 1765 N/mm^, 
however strengths up to 2000 N/mm^ can be produced. Typical normal and compacted forms 
of 7-wire strand are shown in Fig. 2.5. The modulus of elasticity for bars is in the range of 
165-175 IcN/mm .^ Modulus of wires is in the range of 195-200 kN/mm^. Because strand 
wires tend to unwind during loading E for a tendon is about 6% to 8% lower than E for a 
strand (Xanthakos, 1991).
2.4.2 Encapsulation
Encapsulations generally take the form of single or multi-unit tendons grouted within a single 
corrugated duct or two concentric corrugated ducts which effectively protect the tendon bond 
length against corrosion. The system allows transfer of load from the tendon across a number 
of material interfaces to the fixed anchor grout within the borehole. Over the free length, the 
anchor tendons are debonded from the grout by either individual strand or group strand plastic 
sheathing surrounding the greased strands. Generally this sheathing is extended for 1 metre or 
more into the upper part of the fixed anchor length to prevent the concentration of loading 
near the bedrock suiface (Fig. 2.6 ). According to BS 8081 (1989) the ultimate bond stress, 
assumed to be uniform over the external grout-encapsulation interface, should not exceed 
3.0 N/mm^for cementitious grout unless adequately proven.
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Fig, 2.6 Typical encapsulation systems (after BS 8081)
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2.4.3 Grout
In general, cementitious or resinous grout will perform some or all of the following functions:
a) to hold the anchor tendon to the ground by fonning a load transfer zone or fixed anchor 
length. In this case the grout may be injected before or after tendon homing prior to 
stressing (primary grout); to bond the tendon to a capsule, which can be done 
simultaneously with bonding to the ground, or subsequent to the bonding of a capsule to 
the ground; to fill the void space within and around the tendon which has been isolated by 
grease in order to enhance protection against corrosion, and
b) to fill the voids or fissures in the ground prior to tendon installation where pre-grouting is 
necessary. Grouting can be accomplished by two distinct modes, namely single-stage and 
two-stage injection. In two-stage, the injection of primary grout takes place first to create 
the bond zone in the fixed anchor length and then, after tendon stressing, a secondary grout 
is introduced in the free length zone mainly for corrosion protection of the tendon. In 
single-stage grouting, the borehole is filled in one continuous operation. However, unless 
the free anchor length is carefully greased before sheathing the applied load to the anchor 
head may not be entirely transmitted to the intended fixed zone due to possible fiiction in 
the free anchor length.
2.4.4 Anchor Head
The anchor head is that part of the anchorage that distributes the tensile force from the 
anchor tendon to the anchored stmcture. The anchor head generally comprises a stressing 
head (in which the tendon is anchored), gripping wedges, and a distribution bearing plate by 
which the tendon force is transfen ed to the structure. A protective cap may also be fitted 
over the anchorage. The head should be set concentrically with the tendon. The assembly 
should allow access for grout injection tubes ( preferably in a central axis position). 
Furthennore, the anchor head may have to accommodate the following anchor operations:
1. The tendon can be stressed and the load locked ojfr at a magnitude of up to 90 percent of 
the characteristic strength.
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2. The anchor can undergo load adjustment up and down according to the tensioning 
specifications.
3. All the strands in the tendon can be stressed simultaneously but locked off individually by 
gripping wedges in the conical bores of the anchor head.
4. The force in the tendon can be evaluated and for small extension loss it may be recovered 
by thread-mnning or shimming. Fig. 2.7 shows typical anchor head details.
Anchor block Bearing plate
Gripping
w edges Bearing plate
Anchor block
Single multiwire grij 
(a)
bar
Nut
Bearing plate
(b)
Fig. 2.7 Anchor head details for: (a) strand or wire tendon; (b) bars (after Xanthaxos,
1991)
2 .5  G r o u n d  A n c h o r  C o n s t r u c t i o n
Experimental results have demonstrated that the pull-out capacity of an anchorage is sensitive 
to the quality of workmanship during construction (BS 8081,1989; Barley, 1994). During the 
constmction of a ground anchorage, the method of drilling (with or without flushing), the 
tendon installation, the grouting system and the time period of these operations may influence 
the capacity of the anchorage. Consequently, care has to be taken in the choice of diilling and 
flushing techniques in order to minimise disturbance to the surrounding ground, to maintain
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stability of the borehole and to ensure correct alignment of the borehole. In other words the 
construction of ground anchorages should be earned out in such a manner that the validity of 
the design assumptions is maintained.
2.5.1 Drilling
Any drilling procedure may be employed that can supply a stable hole that is witliin the 
pennitted tolerance and is free of obstruction in order to accommodate easily the tendon. 
Drilling necessarily disturbs the ground and the method should be chosen relative to the 
ground conditions to cause either the minimum of disturbance or the disturbance most 
beneficial to the anchorage capacity. Care must be taken not to use high pressure with any 
flushing media, in order to minimise the risk of hydofracture of the surrounding soil, 
particulaily in built-up areas.
2.5.2 Tendon Preparation and Installation
Prior to tendon installation, centralizers and multi-unit tendons spacers made of steel or 
plastics should be securely fixed so that their positions are maintained during subsequent 
handling and homing operations. Tendon installation and grouting should be carried out on 
the same day as drilling of the fixed anchor length, since a delay between completion of drilling 
and grouting can have serious consequences due to ground deterioration, particularly in 
overconsolidated fissured clays and soft rocks.
2.5.3 Grouting
The type and design of a suitable gi out system depends on the ground condition, setting time, 
and strength. Grouting can be accomplished by two distinct modes, namely, two-stage and 
single-stage injection.
• Two-stage section: this process involves first the injection of primary grout to create the 
bonded zone in the fixed anchor length, and after tendon stressing a secondary grout is
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introduced in the free length zone mainly for corrosion protection of the tendon. For 
anchors in rock, the primaiy grout may be placed before or after tendon homing. Post 
placing is advantageous with large tendons and poor rock, and probably the only choice for 
very shallow holes or anchors inclined upwards. The primary grout extends usually 2 m 
beyond the designated fixed anchor length in order to inhibit crack fondation in the 
proximal end of the anchorage during stressing. Two stage grouting method offers 
construction convenience, but in addition to being time consuming it creates an additional 
interface at the top of fixed zone where the two grouted sections meet at a construction 
joint, and becomes a piime target for coiTosion attack.
• Single-stage grouting: in this process the borehole is filled in a single continuous operation; 
hence the functions of the grout are achieved simultaneously. In this case the free anchor 
length should be cai efiilly greased before sheathing, to prevent possible fiiction duiing 
stressing.
Grouting pressure
In general, grouting pressures are largely a matter of conjecture and are recommended by the 
specialist contractors. They depend on the circumstances and geology of the site and the 
“rules of thumb” should be proven at site by the in-situ water or grout pumping tests before 
being put into general use. As a starting point the most common mle for permissible pressure 
appears to be 0.023 N/mm^per meter of overburden (Littlejohn and Bruce, 1977). The 
consensus of opinion is that high grout pressures are not necessary for anchors in intact rock, 
but very useful in badly fissured rock or soil. The quoted range is 0.30-0.70 N/mm^. Practical 
and economical considerations often set the maximum grouting pressure at 3.0 N/mm^, and 
there is no evidence at present that higher pressure will produce any real benefits. Fig. 2.8 
shows the relationship of ultimate anchor capacity to grout pressure suggested by Soletanche- 
Tamanchu and adopted by Xanthakos (1991).
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Fig. 2,8 Proposed relationship between ultimate anchor capacity and grouting pressure
(After Xanthalcos ,1991).
2 .6  D e s i g n  C o n s i d e r a t i o n s
In ground anchor design, the potential modes of failure should be taken into consideration to 
ensure that, on the one hand, the design load can be carried safely, and on the other hand, the 
components of the system are stressed to economic levels. An anchorage may fail or become 
inoperable in one of the following modes:
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• Failure of the tendon or an anchor head component
• Failure at the tendon-grout interface
• Failure at the grout-ground interface
• Failure within the ground or grout mass
2.6.1 Failure of Tendon.
Wlien load is applied to the anchor head, the steel tendon is stressed in tension. If the load 
exceeds the strength of the material, failure will occur by excessive yielding followed by 
bursting. The allowable working load in the steel tendon is based on the characteristic strength 
(fpu) or the elastic limit with an appropriate factor of safety.
The tension in the tendon may be limited to prevent large creep defonnation where the soil is 
susceptible to creep. Furthennore, in ordinaiy grout the modulus of mpture is relatively low 
(0.62 where fc is the concrete strength in compression in N/mm^; Ferguson, 1981).
Consequently this strength is exceeded relatively quickly, and cracking of the grout column is 
likely to occur at an early stage of load application. To ensure a crack- free section there will 
have to be a major reduction in load canying capacity. Severe environments may cause a 
reduction in the effective cross-sectional area of the steel with time, making it necessary to 
adopt lower working loads.
2.6.2 Failure at Tendon-Grout Interface
Bond between tendon and grout depends on adhesion, friction and mechanical interlock. 
Adhesion provides initial bond before slip and will disappear when slip occurs. Friction is a 
component which depends on the confining pressure, the surface characteristics of the tendon, 
and the amount of slip, and is mobilised when the adhesion fails. Mechanical interlock is 
similar to micro-mechanical locking but on a much larger scale as the shear strength of the 
grout is mobilised against major tendon irregularities, such as ribs and twists. There are some 
similarities between bond in ground anchorages and conventional reinforced concrete, and
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there is a vast amount of infonnation available concerning the mechanism of load transfer in 
reinforced and pre-stressed concrete. Nevertheless, there are significant differences; in a 
ground anchorage, the grout is usually in tension whereas during a standard bond test in 
reinforced concrete at least part of the surrounding concrete is in compression. Therefore, in a 
ground anchorage the mechanism of bond action depends on the relative elastic moduli of 
steel and grout.
2.6.3 Magnitude of Bond.
Laddji and Young (1988) have earned out tests to determine the bond between steel strand 
and cement grout in ground anchorages. According to their results, with no lateral 
compression an ultimate bond stress of 2.5 N/mm^ is developed with normal pre-stressing 
strand embedded in grout for lengths of embedment of 76 mm and above for nonnal strands. 
They found that bond is approximately proportional to . For indented strands, the
magnitude of bond increases by a factor of 1.2. They have also concluded that the application 
of bi-axial lateral pressure increases the bond stress at all levels by approximately 1 N/mm^ for 
every step of 3 N/mm^ in pressure, up to a limiting lateral compression of 0.3^,. Comite 
Euro-International du Beton (C. E. B, 1996) suggested a softening behaviour for bond 
stress-slip relationship between concrete and reinforcement. According to the C. E. B. 
recommendation, the following values can be considered for maximum and residual bond 
stress in the case of confined concrete:
= V A  (inN/mm^
At present, unifonnity of stress along the interface is assumed in the design of grouted 
anchors even though theoretical and experimental studies and pull-out tests have shown that 
the major part of adhesion bond is first developed locally at the leading (proximal)end, to be 
replaced by fiiction and/or mechanical interlock in the area where adhesion has been overcome 
and slight movement has taken place. The distribution of bond along the embedded length 
(and therefore the total bond resistance) depends upon the relative contribution of these
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mechanisms and the amount of slip which has occurred. For example, research by Hawkes 
and Evans (1951) has provided a theoretical basis for bond distribution expressed by the 
following exponential function:
(2-1)
where
Ux= bond stress at a distance x from the proximal end 
Uo~ bond stress at the proximal end 
d  = nominal bar diameter
A  = empirical constant relating axial stress to bond stress in the anchorage material, equal to
0.28 for steel anchorages in concrete.
According to BS 8081 (1989) the ultimate bond stress is assumed to be uniform over the 
tendon bond length and should not exceed the following:
a) 1.0 N/mm^ for clean plain wire or plain bar
b) 1.5 N/mm^ for crimped wire (Fig. 2.9 )
c) 2 N/mm^ for clean strand or deformed bai"
d) 3 N/mm^ for locally noded strand. (Fig. 2.10)
These recommendations can also be applied to parallel multiple-unit tendons with clear 
spacing not less than 5 mm, such as the single bore multiple anchor SMB A developed by 
Keller (Barley, 1995).
Fig. 2.9 crimped wire
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Fig. 2.10 Noded strand 
2.6.3.1 Bond at Grout-Encapsulation Interface
The mechanism of load transfer at grout-encapsulation interface is complex due to the 
different engineering properties of the various materials involved e.g. steel, grout, plastic. 
According to BS 8081 (1989), the ultimate bond stress is assumed to be uniform over the
external grout-encapsulation interface and should not exceed 3.0 N/mm^ for cementitious 
grouts, unless adequately proven. Ultimate bond stress at the grout-tendon interface within the 
encapsulation should not exceed any of those specified in 2.5.2.1.
2.6.3.2 Tendon Embedment
For cement grouted anchors, the minimum tendon embedment length recommended by the 
majority of codes (e.g. BS 8081, 1989 and PTI, 1994) are as follows:
• 3m  for tendons homed and bonded on site
• 2 m for tendons bonded to their encapsulation under factory-controlled conditions.
For shorter bond lengths, or where uncertainty exists regarding the actual factor of safety, the 
adequacy of bond should be confirmed by full scale tests. A minimum grout cover of 20 mm 
should be maintained (usually with the use of a centraliser). Furthermore the cross-sectional 
area of the steel tendon should not exceed 15 percent of the bore hole area.
2.6.4 Grout Strength
In addition to shear strength within the grout itself, sufficient grout strength must be attained 
for bond at the tendon -grout and grout-ground interface. The usual measure is the unconfined
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compressive strength (fru) at 7 days and 28 days. However, results from laboratory tests 
indicate that normal unconfined compression tests on grouts cannot provide relevant 
infonnation on the stress available for mobilisation in anchor bore grout (Barley, 1997). A 
new simple test system has been developed to simulate the confinement of a grout column in 
the ground. Barley has reported compressive strengths in the range o f200 to 800 N/mm^ in 
the anchor grout body. These values are an order of magnitude greater than UCS values 
(Barley, 1997). Hence it should be appreciated that UCS test values, while entirely 
appropriate for basic quality assurance, in no way reflect the actual strength available in-situ. 
Tests on confined grout indicate that direct shear strength may range from 12 to 20 N/mm^ in 
normal anchor grout, and 25 N/mm^ in proprietaiy encapsulating grouts. These values 
considerably exceed the bond stress generally available at the grout-ground or tendon- grout 
interface. This highlights the enonnous benefits to be obtained by the pressure grouting of 
weak fissured rock.
2.6.5 Failure of Grout-Ground Interface
For most anchored structures the anchors are long enough so that bond at the grout-ground 
interface is likely to be exceeded before shear failure occurs in the gi ound mass. For straight- 
shaft, cylindrical anchors a convenient assumption is that the free length is not engaged and so 
shear resistance is mobilised only at the interface of the borehole. Furthennore, it is assumed 
that the distribution of shear stress is unifonn. Nevertheless, experimental and theoretical 
work has shown that the shear resistance between ground and grout column is more complex 
than these idealised models, with non-unifonn bond distribution being common. For a 
straight-shafr fixed length the applied load p can be related to average bond stress t by the 
following simple expression;
P - 7 jD L T   (2-2)
where D is the effective grout column diameter and L is the fixed anchor length. This is valid 
under the following assumptions:
• The transfer of load from grout to ground occurs unifonnly over the fixed length.
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• The borehole and the fixed length have the same diameter.
• Failure occurs by sliding at the grout- ground interface for a smooth interface, or by 
shearing along a zone adjacent to the interface in the weaker medium for a rough borehole.
• Debonding does not occur at the grout- ground interface.
• There are no discontinuities or weak planes that can alter the process of failure.
In Eqn.(2-2) r  is the shear resistance or bond at the interface and is determined by the 
following expression:
T = a  + cr„ tanS   (2-3)
where; 
a is adhesion,
a,j is nonnal effective stress, and 
S  is fiiction angle between grout and ground.
2.6.5.1 Failure of Grout-Ground Interface in Rocks
Most codes assume a uniform stress distribution at the ground-grout interface. According to 
BS 8081, for weak rock (U.C.S.<7 N/mm^) shear strength tests on representative samples 
should be carried out. In such cases the ultimate skin fiiction proposed for design should not 
exceed the minimum shear strength. For strong rock, in the absence of shear strength data or 
field pull-out test, the ultimate skin fiiction may be taken as 10 percent of the unconfined 
compression strength of the rock up to a maximum value -^of 4 N/mm^, assuming the design 
unconfined compression strength of the grout is equal to or greater than 40 N/mm^. PTI 
(1994) recommends the values in Table 2.1 for ultimate bond stress in rock.
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Table 2.1 Typical Ultimate Bond Stresses Between Grout and Sound Rock in Rock
Anchors (after PTI, 1994)
Rock Type Bond Stress 
(MPa)
Granite and Basalt 1.72-3.1
Dolomite Limestone 1.38-2.08
Soft Limestone 1.03-2.52
Slates and hard Shales O j3 -L 3 8
Soft Shales 0.21 - 0.83
Sandstone 0.83 -1.72
Concrete 1.38-2.76
Rowe and Annitage (1987), based on an examination o f200 tests, proposed that:
Ty = 0.45cr°-^ .(2-4)
where cXc is the unconfined compression strength of rock.
2.6.S.2 Failure of Grout-Ground Interface in Granular Soils
Tensile loads in excess of 1000 kN can be sustained by anchors in sands over a fixed length of 
4-7 m and with shaft diameters of 100-150 mm. These reported loads cannot be explained by 
the classical theories of soil mechanics. Experience demonstrates that the ultimate capacity of 
anchors in sand depends on the several parameters, including:
• relative density, dilatancy and degree of uniformity of the soil,
• fixed anchor geometry and dimensions (mainly the length and to a lesser degree the 
diameter, method of grout injection and injection pressure),
• the drilling methods and equipment.
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Effect of pressure grouting
Pressure grouting increases anchor load capacity since greater penetration of cement grout 
into soil is achieved. As a rule of thumb, permeability of the order 10"^  to 10'  ^cm/s will allow 
soil infiltration by the grout, and permeability of the order 10'  ^to lO"'^  cm/s will cause soil 
densification local to the borehole.
The most common fonn of anchorage in granular soil is Type B. For this type, 7} (in kN) may 
be estimated fi'om the empirical equation:
Tj-~ LntdiVKp  (2-5)
where:
L  is the fixed anchor length (in metres);
(p is the effective angle of shearing resistance (in degrees)
72 is a factor which takes account of drilling technique, depth of overburden pressure, fixed 
anchor diameter, grouting pressure in the range o f30-1000 IdM/m^ , in-situ stresses, and 
dilation characteristics.
For coai'se sand and gravel with a permeability of k >10^ m/s, n ranges fi'om 400 to 600 
IcN/m, whilst in fine to medium sand with 10"^ < k <10^ m/s, n reduces to 130 to 165 kN/m.
These figures were initially measured in nomally consolidated materials for borehole anchor 
diameters of approximately 0.1 m. Where the borehole diameter D varies significantly, n is 
modified in the same proportion. The major weakness of Eqn. 2-5 lies in the parameter n, 
because it lumps together many different influences. In pile design, it is known that diameter 
(which determines shaft area) is a factor in ultimate load, yet this appear to be incorporated in 
n implicitly for ground anchors. Inexperienced engineers would have great difficulty in ground 
anchor design, because of the difficulty in selecting an appropriate value for n. Eqn (2-5) also 
implies that the load carrying capacity is a linear function of length which is in contrast with 
experimental data. Furthermore the carrying capacity is highly dependent on the soil 
parameters, especially the particle shape and density of the soil. Experimental data could be 
used to improve this equation, but no attempt appears to have been made to do tins.
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There m e also several more theoretically-based formulae for estimating the load canying 
capacity of anchors in soil. For example, by neglecting the end bearing component of the 
pull-out, the following equation:
Tf = p^nDLtmcp  (2-6)
can be used to estimate the ultimate canying capacity of anchors in sand, 
where;
Pi is the residual grout injection pressure;
D  is the effective diameter of the fixed anchor ;
L is the length of the fixed anchor; and 
Ç is the angle of internal fiiction of the sand.
Depending on the soil type, residual grouting injection pressure ranges from 0.33-1.00 x 
applied injection pressure (Littlejohn, 1979a, see also section 2.5.3). Based on the available 
experimental data, some simple modifications to Eqn. 2-5 will be proposed by the wiiter in 
Chapter Six.
2.6.5.3 Failure of Grout-Ground Interface in Cohesive Soils
The load canying capacity of anchors in clay is generally low. However, it can be improved 
by special procedures such as :
a) injecting iiTegular gravel into the augured hole over the fixed anchor length, together with 
the cement grout;
b) using high-pressure grouting and ;
c) using bells or undeixeams in the fixed anchor zone(Bassett, 1970; 1978);
d) using the single bore multiple anchor system (Barley, 1997).
In the design of straight-shaft anchors in clay, as a first approximation the following equation 
can be used:
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7} = a/iDLp^ ........ (2-7)
where is the average undrained shear strength over fixed length and a  is an adhesion factor. 
Eqn. 2-7 is similar to the “a  method” in pile design, in which:
T =acu ........ (2-8)
In the design of piles in clay, attempts have been made to correlate a  to the undrained shear 
strength of soil. The value of a  deduced fi'om pile load tests appeal's to reduce fi'om unity or 
above for piles in a low strength clay to 0.5 or below for clay of strength about 100 IcN/m^ . 
This relationship could be expressed as (Seidel and Haberfield, 1995):
«  = ........ (2-9)a
in which Pa is atmospheric pressure (approximated for simplicity to 100 rather than 101.4 
l<N/m )^ and \|/ is an empirical factor equal to 0.5 .
For bored piles in clay an effective stress approach is also available (Fleming et a l, 1992). 
Considering the similarity between anchors and bored piles, an effective stress approach can 
also be used for anchor design. The effect of grouting in gi ound anchor construction will 
increase the anchor capacity (discussed at the end of this section).
For underreamed anchors (as shown in Fig. 2.11) the ultimate load carrying capacity is:
7^=:7: + 7: + 7; ........ (2-10)
where;
7^ , = TTDLc^^ (side shear in underreamed length)..................................................... (2-11)
7] = ^(jD^ -  d'^ (end bearing on clay)................................................... ........ (2-12)
7^  = ndlc^ (side shear along shaft length)...................................................... ........ (2-12)
D = the diameter of undeixeam (in m)
L  = length of fixed anchor (in m)
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Cu = average undrained shear strength over fixed anchor length (in kN/m^) 
d  = diameter of the shaft (in m)
7Vc= the bearing capacity factor (value of 9 commonly assumed)
c,it = undrained shear strength at proximal end of fixed anchor (in IcN/m )^
/ = the length of shaft (in m)
Ca acu ( a  = 0.35 is commonly assumed, in IdSf/mm )^ (BS 8081,1989)
Unsuitable
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(ii) End bearing 
failure in cTay
(iii) Cohesive failure 
through clay
Possible tension crack
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Fig. 2.11 Multi-unde: ream anchoi'age at ultimate capacity (after Bassett, 1970)
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As in strong rock and dense sand, the available experimental data indicate that shear stress 
distribution at the clay-anchor interface is non-unifonn both at low stress level and at failure 
(Evangelista and Sapio, 1978; Barley, 1995).
Anchor load resistance with post-grouting
The load canying capacity of anchors in cohesive soils can be substantially increased with the 
help of post-grouting (Ostennayer, 1974). With this method high injection pressure is used to 
cause local hydraulic fracture in the clay, and simultaneously locldng in the normal effective 
stresses acting on the anchor. Fig. 2. 12 represents the results from a relatively large number 
of tests in variety of soil conditions; hence it is usefril as a design aid for borehole diameter 
from 80 to 160 mm. The diagram indicates a linear increase in shear resistance with increasing 
post-grouting pressure up to a value of 3 N/mm^. Post-grouting should be well below the 
values at which bursting of the gi'out can occur.
2.6.6 Failure of Ground Mass
In most cases individual anchors are installed at a sufficient depth so that failure of the soil or 
rock above the anchor is unlikely. However, the analysis of load carrying capacity of ground 
anchors should always consider the stability of the ground mass above the anchor. The 
methods presented here apply mainly to anchors constructed vertically, or nearly vertical.
2.7. OVERALL STABILITY OF ANCHORS AND ANCHORED STRUCTURES
2,7.1 Uplift Capacity of Rock Anchors
It has long been accepted in design practice that for a single anchorage at failure an inverted 
cone of rock is mobilised within the rock mass (Fig. 2.13). Current design approaches ensure 
that anchorages are embedded deep enough such that failure of the tendon or interfaces 
occurs before rock pull-out. Resistance to pull-out is essentially determined by the weight and 
mechanical properties of the rock. Where a failure plane or major discontinuity exists, the free
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length of the anchorage must extend beyond this feature. Several researchers proposed 
different included angles and position of the apex of the inverted cone. As a general rule, in 
sound homogeneous rock the apex is assumed to be at the bottom of the fixed anchor with an 
included angle of 90° and in weak or highly jointed rock masses the apex is positioned in the 
middle or top of the fixed anchor with an included angle of 60° (Weerasinghe, 1993). In the 
case of groups of anchorages the failure volume is defined by a flat vertical plane or a 
truncated cone as the spacing in a single line reduces. Table 2.2 shows the depth of anchorage 
for overall stability of anchors recommended by BS 8081 (1989).
Table 2.2 Depth of anchorage for overall stability(after BS 8081, 1989)
Rock type FoiTnula for depth of cone Remarks
One anchorage Line of anchorages
Sound homogeneous j S f K S fT . Sf 2 to 4
rock V 4.44 r 2S>3ts Apex angle = 90 °
Irregular fissured .  135,?;. 1
rock \ x^tanç} ^  ^tan^ (p
Irregular submerged .  1 1
fissured rock \  (r -  r ç> \  (r -  y
The parameters in the Table are as follows:
• T is the shear strength of rock (in IcN/m )^;
• Sf is the factor of safety against failure (a value of 2 to 3 is customary in cuirent practice, 
BS 8081,1989);
• s is the spacing of anchorages (in m);
® (p is the effective angle of fiiction across failures in rock mass (in degrees);
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Fig. 2.13 Volume of rock mass assumed to be mobilised in pull-out failure
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Tw is the working load on anchorage (in IcN) 
Y is the unit weight of the rock (in IdSf/m^ );
Yw is the unit weight of water ( in kN/m ).
Anchorage Spacing
Spacing between anchorages is an important factor affecting the behaviour of individual 
anchorages. The minimum spacing is governed by practical requirements such as necessaiy 
tolerance to avoid deep anchorages converging or crossing due to deviation in drilling line. 
Typical minimum spacing ranges between 1.5-3m. The choice, which is often made using 
engineering judgement, is influenced by rock mass discontinuity spacing, ftee anchor length 
and an awareness that fixed anchors in close proximity can create high stress concentrations 
in the surrounding rock.
2,7.2 Uplift Capacity of Soil Anchors
Experimental results show that generalised shear failure in a soil mass is associated with 
relatively short installations i.e. where the free anchor length is less than 3-4 m. With deeper 
installations anchor failure is confined to the fixed anchor zone and does not propagate to the 
ground surface. Fig. 2.14 depicts the configuration and volume of soil mass engaged at failure 
(Xanthakos 1991). The probable volume of soil involved in uplift failure of the soil mass has 
been shown in Fig. 2.14 (b) for unifonn cohesionless soil, or by a combination of cone and 
cylinder as shown in Fig. 2.14 (c). Point O is the apex of the cone, and is taken as the half­
point in the fixed anchor length. Maximum uplift resistance of the anchor is equated to the 
weight of the soil mass contained in the cone, and does not include shear resistance along the 
failure surface. The half angle p of the opening of the cone of influence is less than or equal to 
two thirds of the internal angle of friction of the soil ( cp ). Where the spacing of vertical 
anchorages is less than 2R, there is an interaction between the cone of influence of 
neighbouring anchorages as shown in Fig 2.15. In this case, the contribution of the volume of
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soil contained within two or more overlapping cones of influence must be shared equally 
between the anchors.
F r ic t io n le s s
soil
CM
Cohesionless
soilCohesionless
soil
CM
Bottom of 
. anchorage
(a) (b) (c>
Fig. 2.14 Volume of soil engaged at failure: (a) theoretical cylindrical shape; (b) practical 
configuration for cohesionless soil; (c) practical configuration for fiictionless soil.
2.7.3 Overal Stability of Anchored Structures
Ground anchors can be used in the solution of a very wide range of foundation engineering 
problems. BS 8081(1989) has classified the anchorage use into the following categories:
a) restraint for deep surface excavations;
b) stability of slopes;
c) stabilisation of underground excavation;
d) stabilisation of new and existing structures;
e) security of structures subject to vertical or transitoiy loads.
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Fig. 2.15 Geometry of soil mass assumed to be mobilised at failure (after
Xanthaxos, 1991)
Assumed Coulomb failure plane
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Fig 2.16 Recommended free length for ground anchors (after BS 8081)
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In assessing the overall stability the designer should take into account:
1) anchorage capacity, i.e. would discrete high capacity anchorages contribute less to overall 
stability than more numerous lower capacity anchorages;
2) location of critical failure planes to ensure that a sufficient free anchor length exists to 
extend beyond any such planes;
3) building and planning constraints which can restrict or prevent the use of anchorages 
outside the working area of the project;
4) physical constraints and the presence of underground services.
In addition to assessment of the overall stability, the designer should detail the following:
(i) working load of the anchorage;
(ii) minimum free anchor length(s);
(iii) general layout of the anchorages.
From among the various categories of anchorage use, anchored walls and anchored rock 
slopes will be discussed in more detail.
2.7.3.1 Anchored Retaining Walls In Soil
In assessing the overall stability of an anchored retaining wall for a deep excavation the 
interaction between the ground, structure, and anchorages as a complete system should be 
considered. The deformation of this system is generally the most important consideration. It is 
accepted that no excavation, however well supported, can be made without causing ground 
movement. Ground anchors can, however, be used to reduce these ground movements. In 
anchored retaining walls the overall equilibrium check ensures that the free length is adequate
i.e. tie force is transmitted far enough back from the wall. Fig. 2.16 illustrates the empirical 
recommendations of free anchor length for ground anchor. One recommended method in 
BS 8081(1998) for the analysis of anchored retaining walls in cohesionless soil is the sliding
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block method. When a failure surface with the minimum factor of safety is located, ground 
anchorages within this area should have no contribution to overall stability. If anchorages go 
beyond the failure surface then the anchorage forces may be allowed for in the analysis.
Fig. 2.17 shows the sliding block method proposed by BS (8081,1989).
on failure plane
Assumed pin joint
(point of zero shear)
W
Fig. 2.17 Sliding block method of analysis (after BS 8081, 1989)
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The anchorage force may be detennined from the force polygon illustrated in Fig. 2.18. 
In this method, factor of safety for critical applications is given by:
,   (2-14)tanjS;
where:
W  is the weight of soil mass within the failure surface.
P„ is the design force acting on the surface DE. A driving force due to water must be 
considered when below the water table.
R„ is the fiictional component of soil resistance. This force is applied at angle, a  = ({) (full 
obliquity) to the normal base of the soil mass. It should be noted that a  can not be
greater than the internal friction angle of the soil. The mobilised shear resistance acting along
the plane is (Rn cos(j)).tan(j).
S  is the component of soil resistance due to cohesive soil strength. (Generally ignored).
P a is the active earth force between point A and C. Point C is the point of zero shear.
T  is the anchorage force.
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Assumed pin joint (point of zero shear)
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Fig. 2.18 Forces acting in an anchored sliding block (after BS 8081,1989)
2.7.3.2 Using Anchorage for Slope Stability in Rock
Anchorage could be used for rock slop stability. Fig. 2.19 shows a rock block held in place by 
means of an anchor without which the block will tend to slip along discontinuity X-X.
Tension crack
Fig. 2.19 Geometry for analysis of rock slope stability (After Xanthaxos, 1991)
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In this figure:
Ui is the hydrostatic uplift normal to the base of the block.
U2 is the hydrostatic pressure along the tension crack.
F is the pre-stressed load in the anchor acting at an angle a  with the direction of the slope. 
Equilibrium is maintained if:
WûnO-^U^ - F c o ^ a  -  cl + QVco^O-U^ + F s in « ) ta n ^   (2.15)
where c and (|) denote the rock strength parameters. It should be noted the anchor force F 
provides equilibrium in two ways, by resisting the sliding tendency directly and by increasing 
the fiiction along the sliding plane. Solving for F one can obtain:
_  WsinO-^U.-cl-WcosOt^iXïé^-UAmèF  = ------------------------------      !.   (2.16)cosa + tan^9Sina
the value of F can be reduced if Ui and U2 are absent, that is, by appropriate drainage. If the 
anchor is not pre-stressed a certain movement (sliding) of the block is necessary to develop a 
reaction force in the tendon.
2.8 INVESTIGATIONS OF INTERFACE BEHAVIOUR
The stress distribution aiound a cylindrical anchor has been studied by several researchers, 
both expeiimentally and therotically. Of the four anchor types, type A is the most suited to 
rock anchoring due to the low cost and simplicity of constmction. Because of its frequent 
application it has provided the basis for most experimental and theoretical works on ground 
anchorages.
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2.8.1 Experimental Work
2.8.1.1 Field tests
Ostermayer and Scheele (1978) conducted a full scale field test on the instumented soil 
anchors and studied the influence of anchor length and density of soil on the ultimate 
capacity of anchor and the mechanism of load transfer along the anchor length.
Experimental field studies on bond distribution in rock anchors have been conducted by Bruce 
(1976), Barley (1978 ), Shields et al. (1978), and Weerasinghe (1993). Barley (1988) 
reviewed the results of testing of some 10,000 anchorages in a wide range of rock conditions. 
The data were classified according to the anchorage being installed in:
1-chalk
2-sandstone
3-mudstone, shale and mai ls
4-other strong rocks
Ultimate and working bond stress at the rock-grout interface have been presented. The 
ultimate values were related to standard penetration test (SPT ) values for challc and 
mudstone. Barley tried to find a correlation between SPT values and Xuit i.e.
x,ii = F.N(kNW )  (2-17)
in which;
F is the SPT-bond stress factor and
N is SPT value
He found F between 20-30 for chalk and 2.4-6 for mudstone. Weerasinghe (1993) has 
studied the load transfer, failure mechanism and service behaviour of anchorages in wealc 
mudstone thiough an extensive series of full-scale field tests. For straight-shafted anchors in 
mudstone with unconfined compressive strength (U.C.S) of 12 MPa, the ultimate rock-grout 
bond was 500 kN/m^. According to his findings the introduction of a single underream 
enlianced the ultimate capacity of a straight-shaJded anchorage by 45 %. Pull-out tests on 
single bore multiple anchors (SBMA) indicate that the capacity of an anchorage in weak rock
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single bore multiple anchors (SBMA) indicate that the capacity of an anchorage in weak rock 
increases when fixed anchor lengths of more than 6 metre are adopted. In this case the unit 
bond length of 2 m is recommended (Barley, 1995). Xu and Benmokrane (1996) have 
presented a state-of-the-art review of using rock anchorages for strengthening existing 
concrete dams. They have reviewed about 60 case histories of concrete dams strengthened by 
post-tensioned anchors. They have tabulated the location of dams, rock type, tendon 
configuration, ultimate bond, design work load bond length, minimum anchor spacing, hole 
size, the ratio of cross sectional area of tendon to borehole area (which is less than 25% ) and 
ultimate safety factor. Unfortunately no values are given for characteristics such as U.C.S or 
E  of the founding rocks. However by assigning an approximate value for the U.C. S of each 
rock one can find a congelation between rock parameters and ultimate bond. Results fi om the 
above mentioned investigations into stress distribution along the fixed length strengthen the 
argument that the stress is not unifonnly distributed under tensile load.
2.8.1.2 Laboratory Tests
Experimental studies by Saffari-Shooshtari (1989) showed clearly the strain-softening 
behaviour for a chalk-concrete interface. Based on field and laboratoiy tests. Barley (1978) 
concluded that the use of strand noding (Fig. 2.10) increases the pull-out capacity of individual 
strands over 100 %. Weerasinghe (1993) and Adams (1996) have both studied the load 
transfer mechanism in a ground anchor through a full-scale laboratory anchor model called a 
“gunbarrel” at Bradford University. The gunbarrel test is essentially a full scale laboratory 
simulation of an anchor pull-out test comprising a tendon casted into an artificial rock 
mass, within a vertical steel tube. A photograph of the installation at Bradford is given in 
Fig. 2.20, and a schematic section in Fig. 5.15. The Bradford gunbarrel tests, owing to 
careful instrumentation, have produced some of the highest quality experimental data on 
anchor pull-out in the world. Data from some of these tests have been used to calibrate 
analytical and numerical models developed by the author in Chapters Three and Five.
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IFig. 2.20 A general view of the gunbarrel
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2.8.2 Theoretical Work
Theoretical work has been undertaken by Coates and Yu (1970), Farmer (1975), Yap and 
Rodger (1984), HoUinshead (1971), Whittaker and Grant (1980), Casanovas (1989) and 
Aydane^a/. (1985).
The origins of numerical studies of ground anchors and rock bolts may be related to the 
numerical studies of steel bars in reinforced concrete stmctures, because of the 
similarities which exist. Ngo and Scordelis (1967) used a linkage element consisting of 
two springs to represent behaviours in directions tangential and normal to the bar. Their 
concept became a starting point for other researchers. Coates and Yu (1970) used finite 
elements to study the behaviour of a two material anchor system. However they used a 
two-phase system instead of the actual three-phase material system and assumed linear 
elastic behaviour for the materials. Holligshead (1971) used a thi ee-phase material system 
to analyse grouted rock bolts in dolomite. He used an elastic-perfectly plastic analysis 
assuming each of three materials to yield according to the Tresca yield criterion. This 
work is considered to be of limited application as it employs the elastic-perfectly plastic 
behaviour and no consideration is given to the interface. Yap and Rodger (1984) used a 
three-phase material system to analyse rock anchors. They employed different yield 
criteria depending upon the type of material, and assumed elastic-perfectly plastic 
behaviour for the materials, but again no strain-softening of interface behaviour was 
represented.
Though there are shortcomings in the above theoretical models, the results fi-om both 
experimental and theoretical studies show that in all cases there is marked concentration of 
bond stress at the beginning of the fixed length (proximal end) leaving a significant portion of 
the fixed length with low (perhaps zero) stress towards the distal end. In spite of this, there is 
no evidence of attempts to incorporate this non-linearity in anchor design.
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2.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND DISCUSSION:
Load transfer in ground anchors is a complex phenomenon. Current codes of practice (BS 
8081, 1989; P.T.I, 1994) propose simple equations for designing ground anchors, and 
employ a large value for factor of safety. For instance, BS 8081 (1989) recommends a 
minimum factor of safety between 2.5 and 4 for interfaces. Furthennore, the codes 
recommend some sort of mandatory tests for every individual anchor. Recommendations of 
large values for factor of safety and mandatory tests reflects the liigh degree of uncertainty in 
cun ent methods for designing ground anchors. Taking account of the actual behaviour of 
anchors would result in more economical design methods. Design formulae could be 
improved by the aid of available expeiimental data and/or reliable analytical results. Research 
in the field of load transfer mechanisms in ground anchors can be divided into two areas, 
namely,
• expeiimental, and
• theoretical investigations of load transfer.
One point to note concerning of experimental results is that the available data do not cover a 
wide range of founding rocks and soils. In addition, the published works generally lack details 
of design and constmction aspects, and (more importantly) very rarely include detailed 
classification of the founding soil or rock. Obtaining data fi-om laboratory or field tests is both 
expensive and time consuming. Consequently, it would be of gieat interest to develop 
analytical methods for the accurate prediction of ground anchor behaviour. Such theoretical 
analyses could be used to generalise the limited experimental results to a wider range of 
soils and rocks. Numerical methods such as the finite element method offer possible 
advantages analysing stmctures with complex geometry and non-linear material 
behaviours. Finite element tecliniques are well suited to model ground anchors, since 
arbitraiy loads, non-linear behaviour of materials and special element types can be easily 
accommodated.
In the majority of numerical analysis to date, plain strain models have been employed and the 
actual behaviour of interfaces have not been modelled adequately. Another important aspect
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of modelling is that the actual anchor is located in a semi-infinite domain while most of 
researchers have used tmncated models, which would lead to erroneous results.
The true representation of ground anchors in numerical analysis may be attained by a 
thi ee-dimensional or axi-symmetric model in which confining pressure, contracting of the 
steel tendon and dilation of the grout are taken into account. The theoretical data are 
reliable only after being veiified against high quality laboratory and field data. Using both 
experimental and theoretical results, recommendations could be put forward for improving 
cuiTent design methods for ground anchors. The remainder of this thesis will consider the 
available data, supplemented by extensive numerical studies conducted by the writer. These 
are used together in order to improve cuiTent design methods and to devise computational 
tools wliich may be used in practice.
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CHAPTER THREE
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF LOAD TRANSFER 
MECHANISM
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Several analytical methods have been developed to evaluate the bond strength 
between fibre and matrix. A pull-out test for a ground anchor is more complex than a 
simple pull-out test in a composite material. Nevertheless by assuming elastic 
behaviour for both anchor and ground, tentative predictions of behaviour can be made 
using the results of such mathematical studies. Lawrence (1972) has conducted 
theoretical studies considerations of fibre pull-out from an elastic matrix. According 
to his results, embedded fibre length and the elastic properties have a significant effect 
on load distribution along the fibre length. Takaku and Airidge (1973) have studied 
the effect of interfacial radial and shear stress on fibre pull-out in composite materials. 
Theoretical and experimental investigations into stress distribution along a resin 
grouted rock anchor have been carried out by Farmer (1975), who has proposed Eqn. 
3-1 for the variation of shear stress along resin grouted anchors length (x):
—  = 0.1 exp(-0.2 —)  (3-1)<Jq t
in which
Tx is the shear stress at the steel-resin interface
r is the radius of the steel bar, and
<jo is the tensile stress at the anchor head.
Fig. 3.1 shows the shear stress distribution predicted using Eqn. 3-1. Several 
simplifying assumptions have been made in his analysis and there is no indication of 
the influence of the relative stiffness of the rock in the Eqn. 3-1. However, this 
equation is a characteristic example of the shear stress distribution in rock anchors.
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Fig. 3.1 Variation of shear stress in resin grouted rock anchor (after Farmer, 1975)
3.2 Mathematical Model for the Analysis of Anchor Pull-out
Based on the mathematical model described above, a simple model has been 
developed for computing axial displacement of a three-phase material anchor, using a 
variational approach and minimising a potential energy fimction. In this model, it is 
assumed that the anchor and surrounding ground have perfect compatibility of 
displacement at the tendon-grout and grout-ground interface. Furthermore, both 
anchor and ground consist of linear elastic materials. Several studies have been 
conducted in the field of pile-soil and pile-rock interaction( Heydinger and O,Neill, 
1986; Motta, 1994; Rosenberg and fourneaux, 1976; Nicola and Randolph, 1993; 
Leong and Randolph, 1994; Randolph and Wroth, 1978; Williams and Pells, 1981; 
Seidel and Haberfield, 1995; Kodikora and Johnston, 1994; Murff, 1980; Johnston 
and Lam, 1989; Mc.Way et,al., 1992 and Amira et a l  1995). Vallabhan and Mustafa 
(1996) has presented a variational model for the analysis of settlement of piles. Seed 
and Reese (1957) have introduced the concept of load transfer mechanism for 
computing the axial settlement o f piles in clay. They assumed the pile to be
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compressible and the magnitude of load transferred into the soil at the pile periphery 
to be dependant upon the movement of the pile, relative to the surrounding soil. This 
model is often referred to as the Reese model. In the present model, developed by the 
writer, the normal strain energy is considered in addition to the shear strain energy in 
the ground , which is ignored in the Reese model. Because of the assumption of 
elasticity, the model can be used to predict the displacement of the anchor in the range 
of working load (approximately 50 percent of the ultimate capacity) where the anchor 
and ground deformation are in the linear elastic range.
3.2.1 Description of the Model
A cylindrical anchor is shown in Fig. 3.2, placed in a uniform rock medium with 
laiown material properties, namely, Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (v). The 
rock medium is assumed to be semi-infinite i.e. the depth is equal to anchor length, L 
whilst the horizontal width is infinite. The distal end (bottom) of the anchor is 
unrestrained, and the top and bottom surfaces of the rock are stress free. Length, 
radius, cross-sectional area, and the Young’s modulus of tendon are L, Rs, Ag and Eg, 
respectively. For the grout R, Ac and Ec are radius, cross-sectional area, and the 
Young’s modulus, respectively. The problem is axi-symmetric and therefore 
cylindrical co-ordinates(r,0,z) are appropriate. By use of the constitutive relationships 
and the strain-displacement equations of elasticity, the stress at any point is:
E j l - v )
(1 + v)(l -  2v)
1 \  — V \  — V 
V1
Sym.
l - v1
0
0
0
- 2 v Y rZ ;
2(1- v )
(3-2)
in which
3 '
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u^" = 7
d v  â u
Based on practical considerations radial displacement, w(r, z) in the rock is negligible, 
compared to the vertical displacement in the rock w(r, z) (Vallabhan and Mustafa, 
1996). Furthermore, it is assumed that vertical displacement at any point (r, z) in the 
rock surrounding the anchor can be represented as:
w(r, z) = w(z).(|)(r) 
such that (f)(R) = 1 and (f)(oo) = 0
00
w
(3-3)
->
00
Fig.3.2 Axi-symmetric rock anchor
based on these assumptions, there are two non-zero internal strains in the rock 
medium, namely:
(3-4)
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and
(3-5)
The corresponding non-zero stress components are;
E { l - v )
( l 4 - y ) ( l - 2 v ) l - v
0
l - v
1
0
0
0
l - 2 v  
2(1-x)_
(^y")
w(z)
0dw(z)
dzd(j}{r)
dr
and
( l  +  y ) ( l - 2 y ) dz
and
Trz = Gyrz = —7^ —w(z)2(1 + v) dr
where
(3-6)
(3-7)
(3-8)
(3-9)
E, V and G are the Young modulus, Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus of the rock, 
respectively.
The total potential energy of the anchor-rock system is given as;
n =  Usteel + Uconcrete +Urock" Pw(0) .......(3-10)
The four parts of the right hand side of Eqn 3-10 can be substituted. A stationaiy 
value of n  at w and (j) requires that 0U= 0 for any admissible variation 5w and 5(|), 
and this can be true if (Zienkiewicz and Morgan, 1983);
a i  = — (SW-!-— <« = 0 âw ô(j) (3-11)
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Using the minimisation of total potential energy, the procedure yields to two 
following equations:
The detailed calculations can be found in Appendix A
In these equations, coefficients are functions of w and (j> and their integrals. These 
equations can not be solved to yield a closed-form solution. However, assuming that 
the coefficients are constant, a closed-form solution could be calculated, subject to 
particular boundary conditions. Using an iterative procedure on the closed-form 
formula, solutions are obtained until the coefficients converge within a prescribed 
tolerance. The procedure is implemented on the computer algebra system MAPLE 
(Harris and Lopez, 1995; Shail and Aston, 1993).
After convergence, the value of j5 is obtained and a , Bi and B2 are then computed. 
Having these parameters, one can obtain displacement and load distribution in the 
anchor. The problem has been solved for different rocks.
3.2.2 MAPLE System
MAPLE is a computer algebra system which has been developed at the University of 
Waterloo in Canada since the early 1980’s. The package has four main components, 
namely Symbolics, Numerics, Graphics and Programming. Most conventional 
mathematics software use numerical algorithms and the results will always be 
truncated to a finite number of decimal places. Therefore, they suffer from tmncation 
errors and are at best only approximations. The symbolic capability of MAPLE is free 
of such limitations and allows the user to handle huge expressions to get a closed 
algebraic expression for the parameters. The programming facility in MAPLE enables 
the user to write a procedure in the MAPLE language when perfonning a particular 
task several times.
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3.2.3 Validation and Benchmarking 
testl
The results have been compared with finite element analysis, obtained from the 
ABAQUS program (Hibbit et al, 1996 ) with the same material parameters. Table 3.1 
shows the parameters used in these analyses, and Fig.4.12 shows the mesh and 
boundaiy conditions. The displacement along the anchor length and the normal stress 
on the tendon have been normalised (with respect to applied tensile stress, Go) for 
comparison. Normalised displacements and stresses for the two models are shown in 
Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. Results from both methods shows that in hard rock the 
load-displacement and stress distribution is liighly non-linear and that the applied load 
is transferred to the surrounding rock over a relatively short length, while in soft rock 
the gradient of the curves is shallower, indicating that the applied load is transferred 
over a longer length.
Table 3.1 Parameters for MAPLE and ABAQUS models
Property Value
Length L 3 m
Hole diameter D 100 mm
Tendon radius R 40 mm
Tendon Young’s modulus Es 200 GPa
Tendon Poisson’s ratio V 0.2
Rock Young’s modulus El 8 and 40GPa
Rock Poisson’s ratio V 0.2
Grout Young’s modulus Ec 16.5GPa
Grout Poisson’s ratio V 0.2
Applied load P 438 KN
(See Fig. 4.12 for mesh and boundaiy conditions)
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Fig. 3.3 Normalised displacement along tendon (a) MAPLE results (b) ABAQUS 
results (the displacements are normalised with respect to anchor head displacement)
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Fig.3.4 Normalised stress along tendon (a) MAPLE results (b) ABAQUS results
The stresses are normalised with respect to applied normal stress)
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Clearly there are some dififerences between the MAPLE and ABAQUS models, but 
qualitatively the results show the same trend. There is better agreement between the 
normalised stress distributions from the two different models, than for the normalised 
displacement. The discrepancy may be related to the differences between the 
analytical and numerical models. In the analytical model the bottom boundary of the 
rock is not restricted(Fig. 3.2), while in the numerical model this layer is fixed in the 
vertical direction ( Fig. 4.12). Furthermore, in the analytical model it is assumed that 
there is complete compatibility between tendon and grout, and the shear strain and 
resultant energy at the tendon-grout interface is not considered in the model, while in 
the numerical analysis there is a shear stress concentration at this interface due to the 
different stiffnesses.
Test2
The analytical results from the MAPLE model have also been compared with 
numerical analyses carried out by Pinelo and Matos Fernandes (1981). They used iso­
parametric rectangular (4-noded) and triangle (3-noded) elements in their axi- 
symmetric analysis. Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.2 shows the geometry of their model. Fig.
3.6 (a) shows the distribution of axial stress along the tendon from numerical analyses, 
while Fig.3.6(b) shows the MAPLE results with the same material. In the numerical 
analysis the radius of the ground is 6m and the depth of ground beneath the anchor is 
7.5 m, while in the MAPLE model the ground is assumed to be a semi-infinite 
domain. The results from Pinelo and Matos Fernandes (1981) suggest that 50 % of 
the applied load is lost from the tendon {i.e. transferred to grout and ground) over an 
extremely short distance at the proximal regardless of relative stiffness. This seems 
intuitively incon ect and has not been seen in any other results (either published by 
other investigators or obtained by the writer). One possible explanation is the way in 
which the finite element results have been plotted. If  their vertical axis is transformed 
so that 0.5 becomes 1.0, and everything above 1.0 is ignored, then their results are in 
close agreement with those of the writer (both MAPLE and ABAQUS). The MAPLE 
results at high Ea/Em ratios (sofi; ground) seem to be in error at the distal end, where 
zero load would be expected. This suggests that some of the mathematical detail in 
the model is not quite correct.
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BD
Fig. 3.5. Geometiy of ground anchor used in numericat analysis by Pinelo and
Matos Fernandes (1981)
Table 3.2 Dimensions of ground anchor in Fig. 3.5
Rs Rc A B C D E F
(mm) (mm) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)
25 85 10.00 9.0 0.3 7.5 6.0 26 80
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Fig.3.6 Normalised stress along tendon (a) Pinelo and Matos Fernandes(1981)
(b)MAPLE results (b)
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3.3 SPREADSHEET MODEL
3.3.1 Introduction
Theoretical models (such as the mathematical method described in the preceding 
section) and numerical analyses (which are described in the following chapter) are 
capable of giving indications of the bond stress distribution at a particular load level or 
prescribed displacement at the anchor head. However, they are still far from being a 
practicable design tool and there is still a need for something to fill the gap between 
sophisticated analysis and crude empiricism. Spreadsheets, such as Microsofi; Excel 
and Lotus 1-2-3 are readily accessible tools for many engineers.
A spreadsheet is divided by vertical columns and horizontal rows into a grid of cells. 
The name derives fi*om spreading the organisation’s accounts on a sheet of paper, and 
the user can directly enter numbers, formulae or text into the cells. It is also possible 
to automate any task in a spreadsheet by creating a macro. A macro is a series of 
instructions-keystrokes and commands- that can be saved and used over and over 
again. Macros are useful for:
• repeated tasks
• frequently used labels, numbers and formulae
• selecting command sequences
• building command menus.
A spreadsheet model using Microsoft Excel has been devised to represent load 
transfer and progressive debonding which can be used to predict load-extension 
characteristics and ultimate capacity of ground anchors.
3.3.2 Description of Model
The cylindrical ground anchor model built-up in the spreadsheet consists of three 
materials, namely steel tendon, grout and ground. Fig. 3.7 shows the cross-section of 
the model.
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Fig. 3.7 Cross-section of cylindrical anchor model used in spreadsheet 
(1) steel tendon (2) grout (3) ground
The dimensions and characteristic parameters are shown in Table 3.2.
Based on available experimental and theoretical studies the following assumptions 
have been made in the model:
a) No debonding occurs at the tendon-grout interface, which is not unreasonable for 
highly deformed bars.
b) When load is applied to the proximal end of tendon, it will strain elastically and the 
surrounding grout will deform with it in a pseudo-compatible fashion, with radial 
micro cracking occurring in the grout column (effectively breaking it up into discs).
c) When a threshold strain in the grout-ground interface is exceeded slip will occur at 
the interface; prior to this point bond stress increases with strain up to an ultimate 
value Xuit with continued strain.
d) The surrounding ground mass is rigid, so that extension of the tendon is equivalent 
to relative movement between grout and ground.
Computational steps
The fixed anchor is divided into a number of segments of uniform length Ax within 
which bond stress, anchor load, axial strain etc. are constant. Obviously the accuracy 
of the model depends on the number of segments used. Load and bond stress 
distribution are then obtained as follows:
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1. Zero the anchor load p(x), axial strain s(x), and bond stress x(x) along the grout- 
ground interface.
2. Apply a small initial load po to the proximal end of the tendon.
3. Using the current distribution of bond stress t ( x )  calculate the axial load p(x) in the 
tendon-grout column from p(x)= po -Zx.Tt.d. Ax> 0 (i.e. if negative, set to zero)
4. From the axial load distribution p(x), estimate the axial strain s(x) along the 
tendon-grout column.
5. Make any necessaiy adjustments to the bond stress distribution x(x), based on the 
current axial strain s(x).
6. Repeat step 3-5 until a prescribed convergence is obtained.
7. Estimate the extension of each segment using the average axial strain for the 
segment, and sum to obtain the total extension at the proximal end i.e. ô = Zs.Ax.
8. Increase the applied load po by a suitable increment and repeat step 3-7 until the 
ultimate capacity of the anchor is considered to have been reached.
Although the steps have been laid out in sequential manner to illustrate the method, 
the spreadsheet is actually dealing with an implicit loop of expressions; the cells 
holding expressions for p(x) depend on x(x), which depend on s(x), which in turn 
depend on p(x). The iterations implied in step 6 are performed using the recalculation 
function repeatedly. The 13 '^ row of the spreadsheet is reproduced in Table 3.3, 
showing the actual expressions in a typical row. The final column ( I ,tSA ) is a 
summation of load in the tendon, working backwards from the distal end (where p=0) 
to the proximal end. Up until the load level at which the anchor is just about to pull- 
out of the ground, the load predicted in this column is similar to that in the p(x) 
column. When pull-out occurs, the load which the anchor can carry will drop, and this 
is shown by the values in the D tSA  column.
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Bond stress-strain relationship
Many different kinds of relationship between x and s can be handled by the 
spreadsheet. The 4-part composite relationship shown in Fig. 3.2 provides a 
reasonably comprehensive and flexible definition. It is possible to fit a second order 
cui*ve to OAB and third order curve to EC so as to smooth the discontinuities at A, B 
and C. As this has not been shown to yield greatly improved predictions, the 
piecewise linear representation shown in Fig. 3.8 has been adopted for the purposes of 
this thesis.
Table 3.3 A typical row of the spreadsheet used in anchor model
X 'LrnDx P(x) 8(x) 6(x) x(x)
+A12+0.1 0.5*(F12+F
13)*PI()*$
C$P(A13-
A12)+B12
IF($C$7-
B13>0,$C$
7-B13,0)
C13*100/$
L$1
0.5*(DI3+
D14)*(A14
-A13)*10
IF(D13<G$
3,G$1*D13
/G$3,IF(D1
3<G$4,$G$
1,IF(D13<
G$5,$K$3+
D13*$K$4,
G$2)))
0.5*(F13+F
14)*PI()*$
C$1*(A14-
A13)+G14
bond stress x
strain
Fig. 3.8 Bond stress-strain relationship for grout-soil interface
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The bond stress is calculated from the following equations.
f  5br G<;Ga
fo r  Sa<S<Sb  
Gb<G<Ec
T=Tnw for
In the spreadsheet, the appropriate selection is made using a nested IF  construction in 
the appropriate cells (see Table 3.3, under the column for x(x)). It is more normal to
relate bond stress to relative displacement than to strain. These two approaches are
assumed to be equivalent for the purpose of the present model, but this has not been 
investigated in detail.
3.3.2 Validation and Benchmarking
To illustrate the capability of the procedure, its results have been compared with 
laboratory and field data.
TestI
An attempt has been made to model the “gunbarrel” test data obtained by 
Weerasinghe at Bradford University (1993). As mentioned in Chapter Two, the 
gunbarrel test is essentially a fiill scale laboratory simulation of an anchor pull-out test 
conducted within a vertical steel tube. A photograph of the installation is given in Fig. 
2.20 and a schematic section in Fig. 5.15 (full simulation of the gunbarrel test using 
the finite element method is described in Chapters 4 and 5 ). The physical dimension 
are fixed, whereas the values describing bond stress-strain relationship have been 
selected to give approximation of anchor load-displacement. The input parameters 
shown in Table 3.4 were used in the spreadsheet model.
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Table 3.4 Parameters for simulated laboratory anchor (testl)
Property Value
Fixed length Lb 3 m
Free length Lf 2 m
Hole diameter D 100 mm
Tendon radius R 30.2 mm
Tendon Young’s modulus E 200 GPa
Ultimate bond stress Xult 2000 kPa
Residual bond stress Xres 400 kPa
Strain to reach ultimate bond Ea 0.050 %
Strain to begin softening Sb 0T<%
Strain to reach residual bond S c 0.40%
Fig. 3.9 shows the development o f axial load in the tendon as the applied load is 
increased, plotting YjTÔA against x rather than p(x). It shows how the load transfers 
from proximal end to distal end by the increasing the applied. The pull-out capacity of 
this anchor model is 700 kN. Attempt has been made to increase the applied load to 
750 kN, but due to debonding, the model unloaded to 650 IcN.
Fig. 3.10 gives the bond stress profile at the same load level, showing progressive 
debonding very clearly.
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Fig. 3.9 Development of axial load in tendon (testl)
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Fig. 3.10 Variation of bond stress for different loads (testl)
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The predicted load-displacement curve for the anchor head is shown in Fig. 3.11 
which consists of an initial linear responding up to 300 kN and the onset of debonding 
thereafter.
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Fig. 3.11 Load-displacement cuiwe for gunbarrel test 
(a)spreadsheet model (testl) (b)experimental results (after Weerasinghe 1993)
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The spreadsheet models shows the start of reloading at 700 IcN load. It should be 
mentioned that in spreadsheet model the length of segments is 100 mm i.e. the stress 
and strain over a 100 mm length is assumed to be constant. These results for first 20 
mm of anchor head displacement is comparable with the observed ultimate capacity 
of Weeasinghe’s field anchor test. The agreement could be improved even further 
using shorter segments for the anchor column, along with piecewise linear or non­
linear curves for the bond stress-strain relationship. Also the parameters describing 
bond could be adjusted to give a better fit, but the purpose of the analysis here is to 
show that a good qualitative prediction can be made with a best estimate o f these 
parameters.
Testl
In the second test, field data from Wimberly et a l  (1993) has been used. They used 
ground anchors for the strengthening of Lake Lynn Dam, a concrete gravity dam, in 
the USA. Pull-out test were conducted in the field, and load-total elongation of 
anchor was reported. An attempt has been made to simulate the anchor behaviour at 
this site by the spreadsheet model. Based on the behaviour of piles in rock, a softening 
bond stress-strain behaviour (shown in Fig. 3.12) is assumed for the grout-rock 
interface (Leong and Randolph, 1994).
bond stress x
strain
Fig.3.12 Bond stress-strain relationship for grout-rock interface
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A summary of the characteristic parameters used in the spreadsheet model are given in 
Table 3.5.
The load distribution along the anchor tendon is shown in Fig. 3.13, whereas Fig. 3.14 
shows the variation of shear stress along the grout-rock interface. The variation of 
shear stress at a typical section of the interface during pull-out is shown in Fig. 3.15, 
and it can be seen that it is following the pattern described in Fig. 3.12.
Table 3.5 Parameters for simulated field anchor
Property Value
Fixed length Lb 2.91 m
Free length Lf 17.3 m
Hole diameter D 187 mm
Equivalent tendon radius R 64.4 mm
Tendon Young’s modulus E 200 Gpa
Yielding bond stress Ty 2600
Ultimate bond stress 3400 IcPa
Residual bond stress Xres 800 IcPa
Yield strain Sa 0.08%
Strain to begin softening Sb 0.18%
Strain to reach residual bond Sc
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Fig. 3.13 Development of axial load along tendon in testl
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Fig.3.14 Variation of bond stress for various loads in testl
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Fig. 3 .15  Stress-strain behaviour of interface in spreadsheet model
The load-total elongation from the field test and spreadsheet model are shown in Figs. 
3.16 and 3.17 respectively.(NB; In the spreadsheet results, an allowance for the 
extension of the free length has been made).
Comparing the results from field test and spreadsheet model, the anchor head 
displacement in the field is more than that predicted by the spreadsheet (Fig.3.11).
The discrepancy of the displacement in the field and spreadsheet results is due to the 
following points:
• In the spreadsheet model the anchor head displacement is the integral of strain 
along the tendon length, in other words it is the relative displacement of the 
proximal end with respect to the distal end. In the field tests the displacement of 
the distal end is not always zero, and it would increase the displacement measured 
at the anchor head.
• In the spreadsheet model the stiffness of the ground has no effect on the anchor 
behaviour (because it is assumed rigid), whereas in the field the ground mass will 
be deforming to some extent.
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Fig. 3.16 Applied load vs. total elongation of field anchor(Wimberly et al 1993)
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Fig. 3.17 Applied load vs. total anchor elongation of spreadsheet model
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3.4 SUMMARY
The load distribution in a ground anchor has been studied in this chapter using two 
different methods, based on:
• minimum potential energy theorem in an analytical model, and
• simplified bond stress distribution and load transfer mechanism in a spreadsheet 
model.
Using the minimum potential energy theorem leads to the establishment of differential 
equations for the anchor and rock domain. The load distribution function can be found 
by solving these differential equations. In this analytical model the thickness of the 
rock layer is assumed to be identical to the anchor length, and the upper and lower 
surfaces of the rock are stress free. In other words a semi-infinite layer of rock was 
used in the model. Furthermore, the materials are assumed to behave elastically. The 
results of this analytical model are in reasonable agreement with results from more 
sophisticated finite element analyses.
New insights into the mechanisms of load transfer and debonding in ground anchors are 
offered through a simple analytical model which can be implemented in a spreadsheet. 
The characteristic parameters describing the interfaces which are input to the 
spreadsheet model have a major influence on the predicted results. Continuous bond 
stress curves as well as piecewise linear functions can also be used to describe the 
interface. In the cuirent model only the interface between grout and ground was taken 
into account. Furthenuore, the surrounding ground was assumed rigid. Both of these 
shortcomings could be overcome by further development of the model. The analysis 
mns very quickly, i. e. a few minutes, compared to several hours for a non-linear finite 
element analysis. Therefore, it could easily be implemented within optimisation 
programs which normally need a large number of analyses, such as the genetic 
algorithms which are described in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF LOAD TRANSFER 
MECHANISM IN GROUND ANCHORS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Two different methods for the prediction of ffill-scale anchor behaviour, namely, 
experimental trials and closed form solutions have been discussed in Chapters Two 
and Three. Although these two methods are suitable for some applications with 
certain assumptions there are, however, shortcomings which do not allow the designer 
to use these methods for various practical situations. A few experimental studies are 
available but these studies do not cover a wide range of ground conditions. Closed 
form solutions can be obtained for problems with simplified assumptions, for example 
when the soil is assumed to behave in an isotropic linear elastic manner. Since 
geomaterials are highly complex multi-phase materials which behave non-linearly 
during loading, obtaining a closed form solution to realistic geotechnical problems can 
be very difficult, if not impossible. The closed form solution discussed in Chapter 
Three can be used only for the elastic phase of the anchor behaviour and cannot be 
utilised for predicting the non-linear part. Numerical methods such as the finite 
element and finite difference methods offer a great advantage over closed-form 
solutions in analysing stmctures with complex geometry and non-linear material 
behaviour. The main objective in this Chapter is to describe the use of the finite 
element method for the prediction of ground anchor response, and in particular how 
to model the interface behaviour.
4.2 CONSTITUTIVE BEBAVIOUR FOR SOIL AND ROCK
The finite element technique represents, in principle, the most versatile tool available 
for conducting investigations of complicated problems in geotechnical engineering. 
Nevertheless, it should be recognised that, despite substantial and continuous
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progress, some of the requirements for the accurate simulation of anchor response 
appear, as yet, to be unresolved. In general, in the analysis of geotechnical problems 
such as the load transfer mechanism in the ground anchors, it should be noted that:
• soils and rocks behave in a more complicated manner than a simple elastic theory 
can predict.
• geomaterials are far from uniform, and variations in properties occur from stratum 
to stratum and from site to site.
• Geotechnical materials exhibit irreversible behaviour, yield phenomena and shear- 
induced dilatancy.
4.2.1 Yield Criteria
The yield criterion relates the onset of yield to the states of stress. For a one­
dimensional state of stress, the yield criterion can be easily visualised using, for 
example, quantities such as measures of uni-axial compressive stress or uni-axial 
tensile stress. However under multi-axial states of stress this becomes complicated, 
and a mathematical expression involving all the stresses is required. Establishment of 
this expression (Icnown as the yield criterion) is normally based on experimental 
observations. In view of complexities involved in the yielding of materials under 
three-dimensional states of stress, it is convenient to define a scalar function, F, as the 
yield function criterion, that is:
F^F(cJu, CJ22, CJ33, <J}2, 0-23, <Jl3)  (4-1)
This equation can also be expressed in terms of the principal stresses and directions, 
that is:
F=F(0 -], 0 2 , 0 -3, n-i, n2,ri3)   (4-2)
where, o), 0 2 ,0 3  are the principal stresses and tij, ri2, are their corresponding 
direction cosines, respectively.
Assuming the material is isotropic and does not have any preferred directions, the 
yield criterion can be expressed in terms of just principal stresses, and has the form of:
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F=F(ai,U2,<Js) (4-3)
This can also be expressed more conveniently in terms of the invariants of the stress 
tensor as follows:
Where,
—07/+022+CT35
h  = 0-12 + O’22 ^23 + ^11
0-13
^21 ^22 ^32 C733 ^31 ^33
and
= deter,y
Fig. 4. 1 shows the yield surface in stress space.
(4-4)
(4-5)
(4-6)
(4-7)
^2
Elastic
domain
F<0
Yield
surface
F=0
F>0, impossible 
stress situation
Fig. 4.1 Yield surface in 2-D stress space
4.2.2 Flow Rule
The stresses and strains in the multi-axial case have in general six components and it is 
necessary to specify the direction of plastic straining at every stress state. This is done 
by means of the flow rule, which can be expressed as follows:
(4-8)
8 6
where g /  represents the six components of incremental plastic strain, Q is the plastic
potential function and A. is a scalar multiplier. In general, the plastic potential 
function, Q, is different from the yield function. If the plastic potential function and 
the yield function are identical, the flow rule is said to be associated. As the 
incremental plastic strain vector is then normal to the yield surface the normality 
condition is said to apply. In the general case in which the yield and plastic potential 
functions differ, the plastic strain vector is not normal to the yield surface but to the 
plastic potential surface, and the flow rule is said to be non-associated. Fig. 4.2 shows 
examples of associated and non-associated flow mles.
Yield surface 
F(a)=0Yield and plastic surface Plastic surface 
Q(ct)=0
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.2 (a) Associated and (b) non-associated flow rule 
4.2.3 Dilatancy
When the stresses are in the elastic domain, there is no volume change i.e. the 
dilatancy is zero. In this case the change in shear stress does not cause a change in 
the volumetric strain and, similarly a change in mean stress does not cause a change in 
shear strain. However, in the plastic domain the dilatancy is not zero. For example, in 
the Mohr-Coulomb criterion for associated flow rule, one can obtain the volume 
change from the following equation:
ds^  = ~2 (iA sin <j> (4-9)
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while in a non-associated flow rule ^ is substituted with y/. The rate of dilatancy is 
proportional to sin y/. Since y/ < (j), the rate of dilatancy with a non-associated flow 
rule would be less than that predicted by an associated flow rule.
Many different yield functions have been proposed in plasticity theory. The Mohi*- 
Coulomb yield criterion has been used in this study, expressed in terms of principal 
stresses as:
c r ,( l-s in  0 -3 (1  + sin Ç?)-2c. cos = 0 ......(4-10a)
or
F  = + 4t^  - (<j^  +cr^)sin^-2c.cos<p = 0  ......(4-10b)
and in terms of shear stress and normal stress
r<o-„tanç? + c  (4 - 1 1 )
where C and cp are cohesion and angle of internal shearing friction, respectively.
4.3 Fm iT E  ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF GROUND ANCHOR BEHAVIOUR
4.3.1 Geometric Description
Figure 4.3 shows, due to symmetry, a quarter of the typical three-dimensional rock 
anchor model. The model consists of tliree materials, namely, steel tendon, grout and 
rock. Load distribution in the anchor and load-displacement behaviour of anchor head 
will be studied in this chapter. The load applied to the anchor head is transferred from 
tendon to ground by passing through the:
a) tendon,
b) tendon-grout interface
c) grout, and
d) grout-ground interface
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Tendon
Grout
Rock
z, w
(a)
Rock
Grout
Tendon
(b)
Fig. 4.3 Typical rock anchor model (a) perspective (b) plan view
Failure will occur within one of the above materials or at one of the interfaces. In 
general, failure occurs at one of the interfaces by shearing, and always takes place at
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the weakest one. Finite element techniques are well suited to model ground anchors, 
since arbitrary loads, non-linear behaviour of materials and special element types can 
be easily accommodated. The true representation of ground anchors in a numerical 
analysis may be attained by a three-dimensional model in which parameters such as 
confining pressure and dilation of the grout could be taken into account. In most cases 
the anchorage body could be assumed to be generated by revolving a plane figure 
about an axis in the plane. In this case the anchorage body is an axi-symmetric solid. 
Assuming that the geometiy, elastic properties, loads and supports are all axi- 
symmetric, then nothing varies with the circumferential co-ordinate, 0,. Material 
points displace only radially and axially, and the shear stresses Tj-b and %  are both 
zero. Thus the problem is mathematically two dimensional (Fig. 4.4). In the cases 
where the above assumptions are not valid i.e. when the stresses or materials are not 
axially symmetric, the analyses should be carried out with 3-D models.
C .L .
<c
<T
<c<c
< r
b o u n d a r i e s  n o r m al ly  
sm ooth a nd  r i g i d
Fig. 4.4 Typical axi-symmetric model for ground anchor
Although the axi-symmetric finite elements are pictured as plane triangles or 
quadrilaterals, these plane shapes are actually cross-sections of annular elements. 
Compared with plane strain and axi-symmetric models, typical finite elements for 3-D 
models are hard to prepare, tedious to check for errors, and are much more
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demanding of computer resources. Consequently, it is advisable to use axi-symmetric 
models instead of 3-D models wherever possible and/or as a preliminary study of a 
complete 3-D analysis. In this study most of analyses have been carried out on axi- 
symmetric models.
4.3.2 Previous Work
Initially, numerical studies o f ground anchors and rock bolts may be related to the 
numerical studies of steel bars in reinforced concrete structures, because of the 
similarity between reinforcing bars and rock bolts or anchors. Ngo and Scordelis 
(1968) used a linkage element consisting of two springs which represented behaviour 
in directions tangential and normal to the bar respectively. Their concept has become 
a starting point for other researchers.
Several researchers have used the finite element method to study the behaviour of 
ground anchors. Coates and Yu (1970) used finite elements to study the behaviour of 
anchors consisting of two materials. The application of this work is however 
restricted by;
a) the use of a linear elastic model allowing no yielding of the material, and
b) the use of a two-phase system instead of the actual three-phase material system.
Holligshead (1971) used a three-phase material system to analyse grouted rock bolts 
in dolomite. He used an elastic-perfectly plastic analysis assuming each of three 
materials to yield according to the Tresca yield criterion. Holligshead employed the 
elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour and no consideration was given to the interface. 
Pinelo and Matos Fernandes (1981) have studied anchor behaviour and tied back 
walls. They have assumed elastic(linear and non-linear) behaviour for materials. Yap 
and Rodger (1984) used a thi ee-phase material system to analyse rock anchors. They 
employed different yield criteria depending on the type of material, but assumed 
elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour for all materials. Stress distribution along rock bolts 
have been studied by Aydan et al (1985) with inelastic behaviour of interfaces. They 
described their model as a one-dimensional coupled element to shnulate pull-out tests 
of rock bolts. Desai and his co-workers have used the finite element method to study
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the interaction in an anchor-soil system ( Desai et a/,1985 and Siriwardane, 1989). 
They used a three-dimensional model for the analysis and the interaction behaviour 
was simulated by using a thin-layer interface element. They assumed elastic-plastic 
behaviour together with the Mohr-Coulomb criterion for the interface element. They 
have used different constitutive models for materials, namely,
• linear,
• non-linear without interface, and
• non-linear with interface
Fig. 4.5 shows the comparison of different load-displacement cuiwes with field data.
Desai and co-workers have also concluded that the initial stress at the interface should 
be considered as 40 % of the injection pressure.
3 0 0 .0
200 .0 Nonlinear wich InrerCuce 
Element
Nonlinear
1 0 0 . C
3.00.0
0laplacement, mm
Fig 4.5 Load-displacement cui*ve of anchor head (Desai et a/, 1985)
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4.4 SPECIAL ELEMENTS
4.4.1 Interface Element
Many geotechnical problems involve the interaction between structures and soil or rock. 
In these situations, relative movement of the stmcture with respect to the soil or rock can 
occur. The use of continuum elements with compatibility in a finite element analysis of 
these problems prohibits relative movement at the soil-structure interface (Fig.4. 6 ).
-------- V------- 1
Structure ► ( Soil ' ,
t___ ........... .....i
Fig. 4.6 Soil-structure interface without interface element
Interface or joint elements are powerfiil tools in the modelling of geomaterial 
discontinuities in different lands of structures (Desai, 1981). Interface elements can be 
used to model soil-reinforcement interaction (Gens et al, 1989), to model the analysis of 
rock joints (Goodman et a/,1968) or to model bond between concrete and reinforcement 
(Schafer, 1975). Leong and Randolph (1994) have used interface elements in the finite 
element modelling of rock-socketed piles. Interface elements can be divided into two 
elementary classes. The first class contains the nodal or discrete interface elements which, 
to a certain extent, are identical to spring models (Fig. 4.7). The second class of elements 
contains the continuous interface elements (line, plane, and shell elements).
#--------# dMWA» *"
Structure m
Fig. 4.7 Using spring to model interface
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Several types o f continuous interface elements have been developed for modelling of 
soil-structure and rock-structure interaction. The most common can be classified in the 
following categories:
• Standard finite element of small thickness (Griffiths, 1985) as shown in Fig. 4.8
• Joint or interface element in which relative displacement between opposite nodes are 
the primary deformation variables. They can have finite or zero thickness (Goodman et 
a/.,1968; Ghaboussi e /a/., 1973; Desai e/a/., 1984; Beer, 1985; Faruque, 1986; 
Kaliakan et.al, 1995) as shown in Fig. 4.9.
Structure • (\ «, Soil ► (
Fig. 4.8 Using continuum element to model interface
Structure
Fig. 4.9 Using special interface element
The CRISP 94 program has a zero-thickness (slip) element for plane stress models only. 
It should be mentioned that the slip element can be used in axi-symmetric models, but has 
not been tested thoroughly (Britto, 1995). Attempts have been made to use the slip 
element in axi-symmetric models, but the investigations were not conclusive. Spring 
elements as well as continuum interface elements are available in the ABAQUS program. 
Furthermore, a zero-thickness axi-symmetric interface element has been developed for 
implementation as a user-defined element in ABAQUS.
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A full description of the zero-thickness interface element requires information on the 
geometry and stiffness of the element, the constitutive law adopted to describe the 
behaviour of the interface, and the numerical implementation techniques.
Geometi*y and stiffness
Background
Goodman et al (1968) developed a joint (interface) element to analyse jointed rock 
structures. It was a planar element and has since been applied to variety of soil-stmcture 
and rock-stmcture interaction studies. Ghaboussi et al (1973) presented a two 
dimensional and axi-symmetric slip element which they reported to be singular under 
certain conditions. Heuze and Barbour (1982) gave the first detailed formulation of the 
axi-symmetric interface element, but due to the complexity of the formulation they could 
only obtain the approximate stiffness matrix at the centre of the element. Yuan and Chua 
(1992) introduced exact formulation of a 4-node axi-symmetric interface element. For 
compatibility with 8-node elements, the stiffness matrix of a 6-node interface element has 
been developed in this research.
Formulation of axi-symmetric 6-node interface element
The stiffness matrix of an axi-symmetric interface element Iq in the local co-ordinate 
system is given by:
ki=J B^.DB.dv  (4-12)
where
B = the strain - displacement matrix 
D = the constitutive matrix. 
dv = t.R.O.dC
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Strain - Displacement matrix
A typical six-node interface element is shown in Fig. 4.10. The thickness of the element is 
assumed to be small in comparison to its length, and the stress and strain are assumed to 
be uniform across the thickness. The relative displacement in the local co-ordinate 
system can be expressed as;
Ur = N .U
or
'ih
W,' ■-N1 0 - N I G A2 G N\ G - N3 G N3 G
Yr. _ 0 -NI G - N I G A 2 G N\ G - N 3 G -A 3
6J
 (4-13 )
in which Urand v, are the relative displacements along the local co-ordinates, and Uj and v, 
are the nodal displacements in the same co-ordinate system. N i and N 2 are the 
interpolation (or shape) functions.
N i= -Ç /L ( l-2 C /L )  ......... (4-14)
N 2=Ç /L(1+2Ç Æ .) ......... (4-15)
Ns= (1-2Ç/L)(1+2ÇÆ.) ........(4-16)
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Fig.4.10 Six-node axi-symmetric interface element
Since the thickness of the element is veiy small, strain in the local co-ordinate system can 
be defined as;
8 =  â v !  âr[ =  Vf/t 
Y =  â u ! dy\ + â v !  s  u j t
where
s = interface normal strain
Y = interface shear strain in the local co-ordinate system 
t = thiclaiess of the interface element.
Combining Eqns. (4-13), (4-17),(4-18):
H  = Bu
(4-17)
(4-18)
(4-19)
in which
B = (l/t)N
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B = l/t
-NI 0 - N 2  0 N 2 Q m  0 - N 3  0 # 3  0
0 -NI 0 - N 2  0 N 2  0 m  0 - N 3  0 N3
Constitutive matrix
Silice the interface element represents the interaction characteristics between two
materials and is not a material itself, there will exist only a normal stress, a, and a shear
stress, X, in the interface domain.
X = ks.Wr = ks.t.y ...................... (4-20)
a  = kn. V;. = kn.t  (4-21)
 ^ = Ds ......................(4-22)cr
in which
k l  .....
and
^ = 0  ........
Derivation of stiffness matrix
Substituting B, D and dv in Eqn.(4-12):
ki== j  B^.D.Bdv  (4-25)
and
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or.
R = NiRi + N2R2 +N3R3 = - C/L(1-2C/L)Ri + C/L(1+2C/L)R2 +(1-2C/L)(1+2C/L) 
(Rl+R2)/2
R = Ç/L(-Ri+R2) + 1/2(Ri+R2) 
Assuming
Ri=R2 =Rm =r (a=90°)
R= r, and 0 = 2tc 
leads to the final expression:
(4-26)
pL/2k. = 2;zrJ L/2
-A 1 0
0 -A X
-  A2 0
0 - A 2
A2 0
0 A2
A1 0
0 AX
-A 3 0
0 - A 3
A3 0
0 A3
0
0
k..
-N1
0
0 - # 2
-NX 0
0 0 jyi 0 0 A3  0
-N2 Q N 2 0 m  0 -A 3  0 A3 dC
 (4-27)
KB: The assumption that a  =90° restricts this formulation to anchor models where the 
tendon is aligned with the vertical (y) axis. This is sufficient for the present studies, but 
would need to be generalised (via transformation matrices) for other values of a.
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Stiffness matrix for vertical anchor
Explicit integration of shape fonction products gives:
A '  L
4 4
15
8Z
15
It/2  -^3^^ = J  ^(1 -  y X l  -  - d Ç =  j jL
2 4 \/, 4 ^ .  . .  I
L 15
From which: 
4/c„
k = TwL15
0
Ak
~ K
0
4/c„
Symmetry
0 K 0 -4/c, 0 2/c, 0 -  2&J 0
0 K 0 -4/c„ 0 2/c„ 0 ~2k,j
0 -4&, 0 /c. 0 2/c. 0 -2/Cj 0
0 -4/c„ 0 K 0 2/c„ 0 -2A:„
4/ .^ 0 0 -2A:, 0 2/c, 0
4/c. 0 0 -  2/c„ 0 2A^
4/c. 0 -2/c, 0 2/c, 0
4/c„ 0 -2/c„ 0 2t„
16&, 0 -1 6 ^ , 0
16t, 0 -1 6 ^ ,
16/c, 0
16/c,
(4-29)
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For strain softening interface behaviour (Fig. 4.11) 
k„ = constant
and
Fig. 4-11 Strain softening behaviour of interface element
ks= ki if Y<Yp
ks = ( t r -Xp) / (Yr -  Y p) if Yp < Y <  Yr
ks= 0 if Y >Yp 
in which
Xp = Cp + a  tan cpp
and
Xr= c, + (3 tan (p,-.
4.4.2 Infinite Elements
The anchor pull-out analysis problem, lilce many geotechnical problems, involves an 
unbounded domain i.e. a domain which is much larger than the region to be analysed.
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For example, in Fig. 4.12 the finite element mesh covers only a finite zone around the 
anchor.
Steel tendon
i  ^ G rout Rock
o ------------------- 0
0
0
oo
O DDO
0
VJO
VJQ
o
0o
\jOoo oooc ooo oooco oO ooo
oo VJ u u u
Fig. 4.12 Typical finite element mesh for anchor
At the boundaiy of these meshes it is assumed that appropriate components of 
displacements are zero. This is only an approximation and a more accurate result will be 
obtained as the boundaries of prescribed displacement are moved farther away from the 
structure. The question which then arises is how far the finite element mesh should be 
extended in order to obtain reasonably accurate results. The answer is not unequivocal 
and is problem dependant. To help overcome this problem special elements have been 
devised by other investigators which extend in one or two directions to infinity. These
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elements are called infinite elements and they can be used at the boundaiy of the finite 
element meshes to model the infinite domain (Pande et al, 1990 and Kumar, 1985).
In the conventional finite element formulation, two global to local transformations (or 
mapping) are employed. One is for the co-ordinates and the other for unknown fimction 
values. The co-ordinate transformation is used to compute the Jacobian, which is then 
used to obtain global derivatives of the shape functions. In the case of infinite element 
formulation the same transformations are employed. In one method, the shape functions 
of the co-ordinate transformation are derived so that the infinite element in the global 
space is mapped into a more conventional shape in the local space. The conventional 
shape functions are then used in the function transformation. In other words, an infinite 
element in the physical space is compressed to be a finite element of regular shape in the 
natural space. Thus, the conventional Gauss-Legendre numerical integration scheme can 
be employed in the calculation of stiffness and mass properties of an infinite element.
The shape functions for these elements are so chosen that the displacement at the nodes 
located at infinity are zero (or some other prescribed values). The formulation of the 
element depends upon the type of decay that is to be incorporated. The common decay
types are (1/r), (1/r^) and ( 1 / V ^ ) .  In the following sections, the one-dimensional infinite 
element with (1/r) decay will be considered.
Formulations of One-dimensional Infinite Element
A one-dimensional infinite element is shown in Fig. 4.13, which extends from node 1 
(x=xi) to node 3 (x=xs) lying at infinity, x and ^ are cartesian and natural co-ordinates, 
respectively. The shape functions for node 1 and 2 are:
~ 2 â  1 + f  (4-30)
and the co-ordinate transformation is:
x= NiXi + N2X2 ........(4-31)
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Eqn. 4-31 can be solved for ^ as follows;
........
or in general
2{Xj -  X. )
X -  (2x. -  Xj) 
and with %2 ^  2xi
^ = 1 - ^  ........(4-33)
The condition X2 = 2xi implies that the mid-side nodes should be placed at twice the 
distance of node 1.
X-Xi x=X2 X=X3
2
(a)
^ = 0 ^ = +l
1 2 3
(b)
Fig. 4.13 One-dimensional infinite element in (a) global (b) local co-ordinates
Formulation Of Two-dimensional Infinite Element
Fig. 4.14 shows the geometry of a two-dimensional infinite element. The shape functions 
given for one-dimension can be extended to give shape functions for a two-dimensional 
infinite element extending to infinity in one direction The local co-ordinates Ç and r\ are 
related to the global co-ordinates x, y by;
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Fig. 4.14 Geometry of two-dimensional infinite element
X — (2Xj- — X j ) (4-34)
and
77 = 1 y d (4-35)
These equations allow Ç and T[ to approach unity as x and y approach infinity. The 
subscripts i and j in the above equations relate to the inner nodes of the infinite element, 
where node i is at the boundary of the main mesh. The spacing between node i and j is 
determined by a pole node “0” such that Xj - x; = x, - Xo. The mapping functions and shape 
functions for a singly infinite element are shown in Table 4.1.
Referring back to Fig. 4.12, the right-most column of elements could now be substituted 
with infinite elements, effectively removing the need to place a (conventional) boundary, 
far away from the tendon. This also can be applied to the bottom-most row, extending 
downwards to infinity.
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Table 4.1 Shape functions for two-dimensional infinite element 
Node Number Shape function
1 -  v)
( 1 - a
2  - 2 ^(1 - 77' )
( 1 - 0
3 107(1 + 1 )
(1 - 0
4 ( l  +  g ) ( l - 7 7 )
2(1 - 0
5 (1+ !)(! + 77)
2(1 - 0
4.5 THE CRISP PROGRAM
The CRISP (CRItical State Program) finite element code originated from research work 
carried out at the Engineering Department of Cambridge University starting in the mid 
1970’s. The program allows for the analysis of drained, undrained or fully coupled 
consolidation problems. The analysis can be plane strain, axi-symmetric or three- 
dimensional. There are several element types available in the program, including the 
three-noded bar element, thiee-noded beam element, linear strain triangles, cubic strain 
triangles, linear strain quadrilateral, twenty-node brick elements and six-noded interface 
(slip) element. An incremental tangent stiffness approach is adopted for the non-linear 
analysis. The program offers the following constitutive model options:
a) Linear elastic, isotropic and anisotropic, homogeneous and non-homogeneous (linear 
variation of stiffness with depth),
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b) elastic-perfectly plastic with a choice of Von Mises, Tresca, Drucker-Prager, or Mohr- 
Coulomb yield criteria.
c) Critical State with Cam Clay or Modified Cam Clay yield criteria.
For analyses using non-linear soil models (b and c), a tangent stiffness solution scheme is 
adopted in which the stiffness matrix is updated at each increment. As no iterative 
corrections are applied for the Critical State models, increments should ideally be kept 
very small to avoid excessive deviation from the true solution.
For elastic-perfectly plastic models, CRISP has adopted the following approach for 
dealing with elements which have yielded:
• For each element, at the end of the current loading increment, the program checks the 
stress state in each integration point (I P.) against the current yield surface.
• If the stress point is within or on the yield surface, no fiirther action is taken.
• If the stress point lies outside the yield surface, the yield function has been violated and 
the stress point must be corrected by bringing it back to the yield surface. This is done 
along the vector normal to the yield surface (in 3-D stress space) passing thiough the 
stress point in question. The resultant load which is taken off that I P. (plus all others 
in the element) must be redistributed. CRISP calls this an “out-of-balance” or 
correcting load and it is applied in the next increment.
The CRISP package consists o f two main computational models, namely the Geometry 
Program(GP) and the Main Program(MP). The GP program reads the geometric details 
of the finite element mesh as specified by the user. The input data for this program 
comprises user defined vertex node co-ordinates, element connectivity and element types. 
The GP program generates nodes derives the optimised solution order for the frontal 
solver and creates a permanent link file of geometric data to be subsequently read by the 
MP program. A second user-prepared data file contains the details of the analysis which 
is read by the MP program in conjunction with the link file. The MP program then solves 
for the displacements, stresses, strains and pore pressure based on the applied loading and 
boundaiy conditions of the model.
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Post-processing software can then be used to visualise results from selected increments.
More detailed information concerning CRISP can be found in the programmer’s guide 
(Britto and Gunn, 1990) or Britto and Gunn(1987).
4.5.1 Interface (Slip) Element
The interface (slip) element in CRISP can be used to simulate the interface between soil 
and structure. This element is based on that proposed by Goodman et al (1968). For 
compatibility with the 8- noded quadrilateral element a 6-noded element was developed. 
The material parameters for the interface are c and (f) together with elastic parameters 
which are the same as those of the adjoining soil. For the interface element these 
parameters are expressed in terms of the normal and shear stiffness, K,i and K* 
respectively. The following equations are used to estimating K„ and Ks:
( l  +  v ) ( l - 2 v )  .........
K, = G  (4-37)
If the shear stress is below the limit defined by
r  < c + cr„ tan^  (4-38)
then this element behaves exactly like its neighbours. The normal and shear stresses cr„ 
and T are calculated from:
=  K„U,
and
T = KV„
where Ur and V,- are the relative displacements parallel and normal to the length of the 
interface element. Once the limiting shear stress condition is reached a residual shear
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modulus ksres is used. The residual shear modulus is smaller by a factor between 10  ^to 
10  ^of the initial shear modulus. Fig 4. 15 shows the geometry of slip element in CRISP.
N4 N3 jo---1 --- o----------- --------- -9 . 1 1t
(5...............--- o----------- ---------- -Ô ^ i
N l iN2 1
<------------- ---------  L --------- ----------- > 1
Fig. 4.15 Slip element in CRISP
In this Figure L is the length and t is thickness (L »  t). When the shear stress mobilised 
on the interface is less than the limiting value the element behaves similar to adjacent solid 
elements, and relative slip occurs when this limiting stress condition is reached. The slip 
element is available only for plane strain models. When generating the mesh the slip 
element is treated as a flat rectangular element. The user must input the 4 corner nodes 
with different numbers. Even though it is an 8-noded element, the 2 mid-side nodes along 
the narrow dimension are dummy nodes. Le. these nodes are not used in the analysis.
The same co-ordinates can be assigned to the nodes which are separated by the narrow 
side. When specifying the 4 corner nodes the user should define the first 2 nodes specified 
as along the length of the element. The 4 nodes should also be entered in an 
anticlockwise direction (as per the normal convention). The slip elements should be 
placed such that they extend right through the mesh from one boundary to another. In 
other words, no other element can be attached to a slip element along either of its narrow 
sides.
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4,5.2 Modelling Anchor Pull-Out Using CRISP
The CRISP package has been used to analyse the load transfer in ground anchors. First, 
a two-material system (anchor and rock) has been studied (Fig. 4.16). In this axi- 
symmetric model all elements are 8-noded LSQ (element type 4). The model parameters 
are:
Anchor
8 >
3>
Rock
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. 16 Super elements and loads used in CRISP analysis
(a) insitu  (b) applied load
Eanchor = 2*10*^  kPa 
a^nchor 0.3 
Vrock =0.3
The materials were considered to be fully elastic. Analyses were carried out for different 
rock stiffnesses and the distribution of shear stress at the rock immediately adjacent to the 
anchor are shown in Fig. 4.17.
Analyses were also carried out using interface (slip) elements between the anchor tendon 
and rock as shown in Fig.4.18. The same material properties and elements as in the
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previous model were assigned to anchor and rock for this plane strain model. (Recall that 
the CRISP slip element cannot be used in axi-symmetry, hence only a plane strain analysis 
was possible.)
The parameters for the interface were as follows: 
c = 10 IcPa 
(j) = 45°
ksres = ks/1000
IIaI
1000
800
600
400
200
■ Soft rock (E /E = 100) 
“ •  Hai'd rock (É /^É =0.01)
0 1 2 3 4 5
Length (m)
Fig. 4.17 Distribution of shear stress in rock anchors for different rock stiffness
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Anchor ^
&
g>
Î
Rock
Interface
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 4.18 Finite element model (with slip elements) used in CRISP analysis (a) in- 
situ (b) applied load (c ) deformed mesh
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The behaviour of the model is mainly controlled by the interface. The materials are still in 
the elastic range when the interface reaches plastic yield. Therefore, it is not uni ealistic to 
assume elastic behaviour for the solid materials. Fig. 4.19 Shows the typical variation of 
shear stress in the slip element. According to the results (shown in Fig. 4.17), the stress 
distribution in a ground anchor is dependant on the relative stiffness of the different 
materials of the anchor. The stress distribution for soft rock is approximately linear, while 
in hard rock there is a marked stress concentration at the proximal end. These results 
corroborate the experimental data reviewed in Chapter Two.
I
40
30
20
10
00 10 20 30
No. of increment
Fig. 4.19 Typical shear stress variation in slip element
The slip element in CRISP (as shown in Fig. 4.19) responds in a pseudo-elasto-plastic 
manner. A new interface element with elastic-softening-plastic behaviour should be 
implemented for modelling interfaces. Since the source code of the program is available, 
it would be possible to implement the interface element, introduced earlier in this chapter. 
However, the current version of CRISP is not fast enough to be used within the 
optimisation programs (described in Chapter F ive), which normally necessitate hundreds 
of non-linear analyses in a sequential manner.
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4.6 VISAGE SYSTEM
VISAGE (Vectorial Implementation of Structural Analysis and Geotechnical 
Engineering) is a commercial finite element system in the field of geotechnics, stmctural 
and mining engineering and rock mechanics (V.I.P.S, 1996). The program is supported 
by FEMGV for pre-processing and post-processing.
4.6.1 Program Description
The program has the capability of solving a wide range of problems such as:
• steady-state stress analysis
• transient stress analysis for consolidation and creep
• dynamic analysis
• eigenvalue analysis, and
• seepage analysis
A wide range of applied loads and boundary conditions can be considered in the model, 
together with a wide range of constitutive models including
• elastic
• elasto-plastic including, Mohr-Coulomb, von-Mises, Tresca and Drucker-Prager,
• Hoek and Brown,
• Critical State and
• Jointed rock.
There is also the possibility of using restart facilities for applying or updating loads or 
transferring results between modules. The models can be two-dimensional, axi-symmetric 
and three-dimensional.
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4.6.2 Joint Element
The behaviour of an anchor is dominated by the behaviour of the interface. There are no 
special interface elements in VISAGE for modelling of interfaces, but the program does 
have a jointed rock constitutive model which can be utilised within standard continuum 
elements. The behaviour o f rock joints has been studied by Ladanyi and Ai'chambault 
(1970), Barton and Choubey (1977), Goodman et a/(1968), Jeager (1971) and Barton 
and Bandis (1980). Kodikara and Johnston (1994 ), Carter and Ooi (1988), Johnston and 
Haberfield (1992), Johnston and Lam (1984), Johnston and Lam (1989), Lam and 
Johnston (1989) and Williams et al (1980) have studied the behaviour of concrete-rock 
interface. Several constitutive models have been presented for rock joints, such as;
• non-linear elastic models
• elasto-plastic models
• Barton and Choubey model
4.6.2.I Non-linear Elastic Models of Rock Joints
If a compressive normal stress (a„) is applied on a rock joint, it causes it to close by a 
certain amount (5n). Fig. 4.10 (a) shows a typical relationship between an and Ôn • The 
slope of the curve is the tangential normal stiffness (X„) of the joint, which is defined as:
A ct
........
It is usual to assume that joints do not offer any reliable tensile resistance, implying 
K„ = 0 if a„ is tensile.
If a shear stress (t) is applied to the joint, there will be a relative shear displacement (0,) 
of the joint. Fig. 4.20 shows a typical relationship between t and ô . It is now possible to 
define a tangential shear stiffness ( Ks ), Fig. 4-20 (b), as:
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Ks is roughly constant until a peak value of shear stress is reached. However, non-linear 
values can be adopted if experimental results justify it. It should be noted that the 
behaviour of a joint represented by this model is uncoupled. The shear stresses do not 
produce any relative displacement in the normal direction and vice versa.
4.6,2.2 Elasto-Plastic Models of Rock Joints
In elasto-plastic models, the behaviour of a joint is assumed to be elastic before failure 
and then plastic. The Mohr-Coulomb model is one of the crudest elasto-plastic models 
for rock joints, but has been used extensively in geotechnical analysis and in the design of 
rock structures. Here the failure strength of the rock joint is assumed to be given by;
F  = |c r j-c r„ ta n ^ ~ c  = 0  (4-41)
where
|cr^ | is the absolute value o f shear stress on the joint plane.
Gn is the normal stress on the plane 
c is the cohesion, and 
^ is the friction angle of the joint.
From various studies {e.g. Pande et a l, 1990) it has been established that the flow rule 
for rock joints should be non-associated. A plastic potential function can be written as:
0  = fy| -  tan ^   (4-42)
in which xg is the dilatancy angle which can be identified from the experimental results of 
rock joint tests. The idealised relationship between x and Ôs is shown in Fig. 4.21 (Pande 
e ta l ,  1990).
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Normal stress (an)
compression
Relative normal displacement (ôn)tension
Shear stress (t)
Relative shear displacement (ôg)
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4.20 Typical stress -relative displacement relationships of joints 
(a) On versus ô» (b) t  versus ô&
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Peak strength
Linear strain 
softening
Residual stress
Relative shear displacement (5s)
Fig. 4.21 Idealised relationship between x and 6, in rock joints
4.Ô.2.3 The Rock Mass Factor
The deformability or strength of the jointed rock mass is required in order to predict the 
settlement or collapse of a rock structure or, in the current case, the behaviour of a 
ground anchor. Considering a rock mass in a uni-axial situation, an elastic Young’s 
modulus (Em) for the direction of loading can be defined for the rock mass. The ratio of 
Em to the elastic Young’s modulus o f intact rock is termed as rock mass factor (j) and is 
defined by;
J = (4-43)
where
Em is the Young’s modulus of the rock mass and 
Ei is the Young’s modulus of intact rock.
In addition to using in situ tests for determination of], several theoretical models have 
been developed to predict it. For instance, for a rock mass with parallel joints having a 
frequency of /  and a stiffness of joint k, the following equation (based on joint stiffness) 
can be used to predict the j value:
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o- o- Œ .f
E... "  K
which on re-arranging gives: 
1
(4-44)
J
1 + f . E ,K
(4-45)
4.6.3 Results from Finite Element Analyses
Extensive analyses have been carried out using the VISAGE finite element system. 
Throughout the analyses, 8-noded rectangular isoparametric elements and axi-symmetric 
models have been used. The local co-ordinate system used to define the shape function of 
the element and the Qauss point locations for the numerical integration are shown in Fig. 
4.22.
(0,0) 6
T)— 1
0.577
0.577 (b)
Fig. 4.22 Finite element representation of an 8-noded quadrilateral element (a) 
isoparametric element (b) Gauss point location
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The shape function polynomials in the local co-ordinate system at the corner nodes are: 
N 5 = ^ { l  + Ç){\ + V M  + r i - \ )
# 7  = ^ (1 +  #)(! + ? ) ( # - ,7 - 1 )   (4-46)
and at the mid-side nodes are:
N ^ = \ { \ - e ) { ^ + v  )
Af6 = i ( l  + ^)(l-77^)
Af8 = i ( l - f ) ( l - ; 7  )  (4-47)
Visco-plasticity
Geomaterials behave elastically at low stress levels and plastically at high stress levels. 
Hence when a soil or rock is modelled it should take into account the plastic nature of 
strain at high stresses. Various computational procedures have been used for elasto- 
plastic problems. These approaches can be classified into two basic methods, namely:
• initial stress and
• initial strain processes.
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The visco-plastic approach is the most important of the ‘initial strain’ type of 
processes(Naylor etal. 1981). Fig. 4.23 illustrates the elastic-visco-plastic model. It 
consists of a spring which is in series with a dashpot and slider system in parallel. The 
slider denotes yielding and permanent strain which cannot take place instantaneously due 
to the viscous dashpot which needs time to strain.
Dashpot in Slider
Spring
Fig. 4.23 Elastic-visco-plastic model
Thus, on instantaneous load application, only the elastic straining (s) o f the spring takes 
place, which can be more than the yielding strain. Since this strain is purely elastic, the 
stress (a) at t=0 is
 (4-48)a  =Es
where E is the elastic modulus.
If the stress is less than the yield stress (Y) no visco-plastic strains are set up. If the stress 
is more than the yield stress, the excess stress (a  -Y) is taken by dashpot and this results 
in visco-plastic strain (s^ '^ ’), which is time dependant and is:
8"P=G-8' (4.49)
in which /  is the elastic strain. The elastic stress in the spring reduces to 
cr =Es^ ~ E ( s -  6 ^
The excess stresses (a  -Y) are maintained by a set of body forces, which are in 
equilibrium with the initial system. At this stage of computation, the system of body 
forces can be removed by allowing the stmcture (which maintains its elastic properties 
unchanged) to deform further, thus adding new stresses and strains to the existing set.
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Once again these are likely to exceed the yield value. Therefore, the process has to be 
repeated. If the process converges, then finally, non-linear compatibility and equilibrium 
conditions will be satisfied.
Convergence Criterion
In visco-plastic analyses, similar to other non-linear analyses the approach must satisfy 
non-linear compatibility and equilibrium conditions. It is therefore necessaiy to establish 
some rules for iterative procedure, to ensure accuracy for termination. The purpose of the 
convergence criteria is to measure the satisfaction of the equilibrium equations. The 
criteria could be:
• norm of displacement change,
• norm of residual forces,
• absolute value of residual forces.
For each of these convergence criteria, the norm of the relative magnitudes at the current 
iteration, compared with their magnitudes at the previous iteration, are calculated and 
compared with a specified value. In VISAGE the convergence criterion is the norm of 
displacement ( V.I.P.S. 1996)
Fig. 4.24 shows variation of the convergence tolerance against the number of iterations. 
From intensive numerical analyses using VISAGE it was found that the minimum 
convergence tolerance for anchor pull-out analysis was 10'*^ . In some cases the required 
number of iteration for satisfying the convergence criterion was more than 10\ which is 
the maximum iteration number that can be introduced to the program. In this case the 
process continues in the next increment. Considering the huge number of required 
iterations for each increment the duration of a complete pull-out analysis was sometimes 
more than 24 hours on a 166 MHZ Pentium PC. The very large number of iterations is 
probably due to the use of joint elements which are strain-softening and this is placing a
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big demand on the program as it attempts to reach an equilibrium condition 
(convergence).
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Fig. 4,24 Variation of convergence against the number of iterations
Two-Phase Material Without Interface
A model comprising two materials, namely, anchor and rock has been used to investigate 
the stress distribution in ground anchors (Fig. 4.25). The symmetric mesh was created 
using the pre-processor FEMGEN (Femsys, 1996). To avoid the node concentration 
generated at the middle o f the model one rectangular layer of elements was manually 
inserted adjacent to the grout-rock interface. The results, which are qualitatively similar 
to CRISP findings, show the dependency of stress distribution in rock anchors on the 
relative stiffness of founding rock (Fig. 4.26).
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Interface (joint)
Grout
Rock
Tendon —
Fig. 4.25 Finite element mesh for anchor in VISAGE analysis
Two-phase material with interface
It was stated by the program author (Koutsabeloulis, 1995) that the rock joint 
constitutive model available in VISAGE could be utilised as an interface element. The 
first stage of the work was, therefore, to investigate the suitability o f the VISAGE joint 
element for the present analyses.
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Joint parameters
The joint properties are specified by the following parameters:
K„ normal joint stiffness
Ks shear joint stiffness
(() friction angle for Mohr-Coulomb criterion
\\f dilation angle for Mohr-Coulomb criterion
c cohesion for Mohi-Coulomb criterion
Cr residual cohesion
Sp plastic strain at which c,. is reached
at cut-off tensile stress
d joint asperity height
w joint spacing
Yvp rate of deformation of joint set 
W dip angle
q angle of strike (for 3-D analysis) 
h X-east direction (for 3-D analysis)
If a joint element is implemented as an interface element the last seven parameters are 
assumed to be constant. Therefore, the sensitivity of the results with respect to the first 
seven parameters has been studied and this is discussed in the following section.
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Fig. 4.26 Variation of shear stress from VISAGE
4.6.3.1 Parametric Studies
For studying the influence of each parameter on the behaviour of an anchor pull-out test 
simulation, some sensitivity analyses were carried out. The findings of these studies can 
also be used to assign the resolution of each parameter in optimisation programs(g.g. 
genetic algorithms), which will be discussed in the next chapter. Under a constant pull- 
out load, fixed values were assigned to each parameter (reference value) whilst one other 
parameter was varied. The vertical displacement against varying parameters has been 
plotted for five adjacent nodes.
The influence of joint friction angle ((j)) is shown in Fig. 4.27. According to these results, 
there is a reduction of displacement with increasing ^  (which seems reasonable and 
intuitively correct).
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Fig. 4.27 Sensitivity of tendon displacement to (j)
Fig. 4.28 shows the influence of Ks on the behaviour of the anchor. Variation of Kg in the 
range of 1*10^ to 3*10^ has little effect on the displacement of anchor head. Results from 
parametric study of cj (joint cohesion) are illustrated in Fig. 4.29. They generally show a 
reduction of displacement with increasing cohesion, falling by about 40% between 1.0 
and 1.1. Thereafter, for cj more than 1.1 the joint is in the elastic range and displacement 
is completely unaffected by value of cj. For cj less than 1.1 the joint behaves in a plastic 
range under applied load and the displacement is inversely proportional to Cj ,wliich 
agrees with expectations. Variation of displacement with \\f is depicted in Fig. 4.30 
showing a very steady reduction of displacement with increasing \|/. These results also 
agrees with expectations because, bigger dilation angle effectively increases shearing 
resistance once plastic yielding commences, which would have the effect of reducing 
displacement. The displacement is also affected by the convergence tolerance, as shown 
in Fig.4.31. For convergence tolerance less than 10' ,^ there is generally an exponential 
drop in displacement with increasing convergence tolerance. Consequently a value less 
than 10'  ^ should be used for convergence tolerance, which agrees with the 
recommendations in the program manual(VIPS,1996).
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However, for anchor pull-out analysis models with strain-softening behaviour, it may take 
several thousands of iterations to reach a satisfactory convergence.
In addition to sensitivity analyses for the above-mentioned parameters, the behaviour of
Cthe joint elements have been investigated for different softening ratios ( 7 ; ^ ) .  Fig. 4.32CJOl
to 4.33 illustrate the behaviour of three elements, (at proximal end, middle and distal end) 
of joint under pull-out loads for softening ratios equal to 15% and 33% respectively.
1.5
:I 0.5
9 -------V Distal element
Q----- -o Middle element
X Proximal element
Softening ratio = %15
.-o- -B
. -V — V
10
Increment No.
15 20
Fig. 4.32 Variation of shear stress in different increments for 3 joint elements
(softening ratio = 15 %)
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Fig. 4.33 Variation of shear stress in different increments for 3 joint elements
(softening ratio = 33 %)
The behaviour of anchors under cyclic loading also has been studied using VISAGE. As 
the program has no particular facilities for cyclic loading, the variation of loads in the 
loading/unloading/reloading procedure have manually been assigned to the model. Fig. 
4.34 shows the variation of shear stress in the joint during one cycle of loading, 
unloading, and reloading. Stress-strain relationship for joints is shown in Fig. 4.35. The 
behaviour of the interface is reasonable. Unloading and reloading of anchor in the plastic 
range of the joint will causes change in the shear stress, parallel to the original loading 
cui*ve, but it does not reach to the elastic peak value. Variation of shear stress with 
increment number is shown in Fig. 4.36.
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Fig. 4.34 Variation of shear stress at joint element with applied load
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Fig. 4.35 Stress-strain in joints under loading /unloading
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The joint element in VISAGE program can represent the required strain-softening 
behaviour, which has been described in this chapter for the interface element. This 
softening behaviour is described by several characteristic parameters, but measuring some 
of these in the field or the laboratory is very difficult. Therefore it is extremely difficult 
(or even impossible) to calibrate the numerical model against experimental data. 
Furthermore, the huge number of iterations apparently required for analyses involving 
strain-softening behaviour makes the program too inefficient to be considered for use 
with the genetic algorithm back analysis procedures described in Chapter Five. A large 
number of analyses were conducted by the writer with VISAGE, but despite its obvious 
power and range of features, and the fact that many discussions were held with the 
program author about the interface modelling, it was concluded that VISAGE was unable 
to meet the demands of this research.
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4.7 ABAQUS PROGRAM
The analyses described in tliis section have been undertaken using ABAQUS, which is a 
general purpose finite element program designed specifically for advanced structural 
analysis (Hibbit el ah, 1996). Any combination of elements, each with an appropriate 
material model, can be used in the analysis. Several constitutive models such as Von Mises, 
Dmcker-Prager, concrete. Critical State and user-defined material are available in the 
program. ABAQUS is capable of undertaking static, dynamic, non-linear, large 
displacement and elasto-plastic analyses. In most cases, in each non-linear increment 
ABAQUS iterates for equilibrium using the Newton method. The convergence criteria are 
automatically detennined by ABAQUS although user override of these tolerances is 
available if requiied. Also, in all the analyses the restart option of ABAQUS can be used to 
save data and analysis results, and to also access data that have already been saved.
4.7.1 Description of Model
Although a rock anchor is a thiee-dimensional body (Fig.4.3), in certain circumstances 
(explained in section 4.3) it can be simplified to an axi-symmetric model. For the 
simulation of an anchor the domain of the modeled anchor can be divided into thi ee 
parts, namely,
• a continuum region,
• an interface region, and 
® an infinite region.
Continuum regions comprise steel tendon, concrete and rock. For the modelling of 
these parts, 4-noded bi-linear and 8- noded bi-quadratic elements with reduced 
integration are used. Theoretically, the domain of the distribution of stress in the rock 
is infinite. In order to decrease the effects of truncation at boundaries, two techniques 
may be utilised namely, by
1. increasing the size and extent of the discretisation domain or
2. using infinite elements.
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In the present work the second approach has been used. For the infinite region two 
types of elements (namely 4-noded linear and 5-noded quadratic elements) are 
employed to represent the semi-infinite region of the rock.
Three different elements have been used for the modelling of the interfaces, as 
discussed in the following section.
4.7.2 Interface Modelling
As previously discussed in this Chapter, the response of an anchor is dominated by the 
behaviour of the interfaces between the materials. Using continuum elements with 
compatibility in the finite element analysis of anchor behaviour prohibits relative 
movement at the tendon-grout and grout-ground interfaces. Consequently the anchor 
head displacement fi om field data, which in most pull-out tests are the only available 
results, cannot realistically be compared with finite element predictions. Therefore, the 
role o f the interface is crucial in obtaining realistic results(Kaliakin and Li, 1995; Day 
and Potts, 1994). In general, for the modelling of the interface, there are thi ee different 
options:
• using contimmm elements,
• using contact (interface) elements, and 
» using discrete elements.
4.7.2.1 Continuum Elements
In certain cases continuum elements can be used to simulate the interface between two 
materials(Griffiths , 1985, 1988), such as the interface between grout and rock. Here 
the characteristics of the material used for the continuum elements is similar to 
concrete. Cracking is assumed to be the most important aspect of the behaviour, and 
representation of cracking and of post-cracking behaviour dominates the modelling. 
Cracking is assumed to occur when the stress reaches a failure surface, called the crack 
detection surface. This failure is a linear relationship between the equivalent mean 
pressure, p, and the Mises equivalent deviatoric stress, q. The model is a smeared 
crack model, in the sense that it does not track individual macro cracks. The post-
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failure behaviour for direct straining across cracks is modelled with the tension 
stiffening sub-option (Fig. 4.37). As the concrete cracks its shear stiffness is
Stress(o) Failure point
Strain {s)
Fig. 4, 37 Tension stiffening model
diminished. This effect is defined in the shear retention sub-option by specifying the 
reduction in the shear modulus as a function of the opening across the crack.
Results from models with concrete element
Analyses have been carried out using a thin layer of concrete elements as the interface 
between the grout and rock, as shown in Fig. 4.38. In this model the elements in the 
last right column could be replaced by infinite elements. Here it is assumed that no 
separation occurs between elements. The effects of cracldng are only considered on the 
element stiffness matrix. Fig. 4.39 shows the variation of shear stress in a typical 
anchor element. The first part (linear part) corresponds to the elastic part of the 
interface element and then the behaviour exhibits hardening. It is expected to reach a 
maximum point and then show softening behaviour, which but due to numerical 
difficulties, the analysis does not go on to give any evidence of this.
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Fig. 4.38 Axi-symnietric mesh used in ABAQUS analysis
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4.7.2.2 Contact (interface) elements
There are special contact (interface) elements in ABAQUS for modelling interface 
problems. They can be used for modelling the contact between discrete points, over 
parts of surfaces, and the interface between rigid bodies or deforming bodies. In 
ABAQUS, for axi-symmetric models, elements INTER2A and INTERS A (Fig. 4.40 ) 
can be used with sub-option They are zero-thickness elements, i.e. opposite
nodes have the same co-ordinates.
(a) 1
—w
2 (b)
Fig. 4.40 Zero thickness axi-symmetric interface elements 
(a) 4-noded (b) 6-noded
The sub-option Friction states that the contact surfaces do not slide over each other 
whilst the shear stress magnitude is less than the product of ju, the coefficient of 
friction, and the pressure stress between them (Fig. 4.41).
Shear stress 
limit
(X (friction coefficient)
Nonnal stress
Fig. 4.41 Friction model in ABAQUS (Hibbit a/, 1996)
Results from models with contact (interface) element
Figure 4.42 shows the axi-symmetric model which has been used for analyses. The 
connection of the distal end of the tendon and grout column to the earth is simulated
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using no-tension springs. Fig. 4.43 shows the variation of shear stress at the interface 
when the tendon is subjected to pull-out load.
No-tension 
spring
Fig. 4.42 Finite element model used in ABAQUS with interface element
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Fig. 4.43 Variation of shear stress at interface element
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It should be mentioned that, in the interface element, debonding occurs when the local 
stress across a node reaches a critical value. The failure function is defined by(Hibbit et 
a/, 1996):
........
where
a„ is the normal component of stress carried across the interface at the node
Ti and T2 are the shear stress components in the interface
and %2 are the normal and shear failure stresses are specified by the user.
The debond criterion is given by:
( ! - / „ , )  < / S ( l  + /„ , )   (4-51)
wherefoi is a tolerance which must by specified by the user.
Therefore, the interface behaviour is controlled by the combination of normal and 
shear stresses. As a result the stress-strain behaviour shown in Fig. 4.43 gives the 
appearance of post-peak strain-softening, but this purely a numerical effect and it is not 
something which the contact element can specifically provide for.
4.7.2.3 Nodal Interface Element
Nodal elements or discrete elements can be used to represent the interface between 
grout and rock as shown in Fig 4.44. It has been mentioned several times that there are 
two material interfaces in a ground anchor. The first interface is between steel tendon 
and grout, and the second between grout and ground. The behaviour of tendon-grout 
interfaces has been studied by researchers in the field of reinforced concrete. For 
instance, Fig. 4.45 has been introduced by Comite Euro-International du Beton 
(C.E.B, 1996) for bond stress-slip relationship between concrete and reinforcement. 
Based on experimental results, failure of the tendon-grout interface is rare, and in most 
cases failure occurs at the grout-ground interface.
In this research it is assumed that a liigh bond exist between steel and concrete, and 
that failure is considered to occur at the grout-rock interface. Based on available
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experimental results, this is not unreasonable. The interface between concrete and rock 
is simulated by two sets of spring elements. Axial springs are used to transfer normal 
stress in the interface. This element has no physical dimension and only its mechanical 
properties are of importance. Fig. 4.46 shows the behaviour of a normal spring. The 
behaviour of a ground anchor is controlled mainly by the shear behaviour o f the 
interface. The shear stiffness of the interface is represented by a non-linear spring, the 
details of which are discussed in the following section. These springs connect adjacent 
nodes in the grout and rock. The load-displacement parameters have been chosen to 
represent the interface of two materials. The whole mesh and the detail of the interface 
are shown in Fig.4 44. These elements can model the interaction between two nodes 
that are (almost) coincident geometrically, and this represents a joint with internal 
stiffness so that the second node of the joint can displace and rotate with respect to 
the first node.
RockGrout
(a)
Fig.4.44 Rock anchor model with spring interface element (a) whole mesh (b) 
detail of one row(c) normal and shear springs
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Parameters for defining the bond stress-slip relationship
Value j Unconfmed confined
j concrete concrete
Bond condition Bond condition
Good I Other Good I Other
I i cases i cases
Si 1 0 . 6  mm | 0 . 6  mm 1 . 0  mm
82 j 0 . 6  mm 1 0 . 6  mm 3.0 mm
S3 I 1.0 mm I 2.5 mm clear rib spacing
a  1 0.4 0.4
Xmax 1 1 Ï.ÔÏ^A i i . 2 5 ^ t
Tr  i O.lSXmax 0.4Xniax
Fig. 4.45 Bond stress-slip relationship between concrete and steel for monotonie
loading (after C.E.B 1996)
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Load (F)
Elongation (ô)
Fig. 4.46 Load displacement behaviour of axial spring element
Shear behaviour of interface
Experimental results from anchor pull-out tests indicate that the grout-ground interface 
has a softening characteristic (Weerasinghe, 1993). Experimental studies on the 
behaviour of chalk-concrete interfaces by Safifari-Shooshtari (1989) also showed this 
softening behaviour, as depicted in Fig. 4.47.
3 0 0 0
I N I T I A L  NORMAL S T R E S S  = ] 0 6  h P a
i n i t i a l  NORMAL S T R E S S  »  2 0 0  k P a
I N I T I A L  NORMAL S T R E S S  =* 4 0 3  k P o
2000
g
Û) 1000
SHEAR DISPLACEMENT (mm)
Fig. 4.47 Shear stress-displacement relationship for chalk-concrete interface
(after Saffari-Shooshtari, 1989)
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The behaviour is similar to that of rock joints, which was discussed in section 4.6.2.2 
and is represented in Fig. 4.48.
Peak strength
Linear strain 
softening
Residual stress
Relative shear displacement (Ô)
Fig. 4.48 Idealised shear behaviour of interface
Based on the available field and laboratory results for anchor pull-out tests, an attempt 
has been made by the writer to find a mathematical expression for the shear behaviour 
of the interface using curve fitting methods. Leong and Randolph (1992, 1994) have 
studied the load-displacement behaviour of rock-socketed piles. They concluded that 
the shear stress at the pile-rock interface can be expressed by the following equation:
T = cr„ D  + exp(-Bx)(l -  exp(-Oc)) (4-52)I - D ex p (-a .Bx){\ -  exp(-Cx))v 
wliich is a general equation for a softening curve.
Based on Eqn. (4-52) the following equation can be used to represent the stiffness of
the shear spring element at the grout-ground interface:
exp(-^x)(l -  exp(-Cx))
1 -  Dexp(-(%..g%)(l -  exp(-Cx))L = A D + (4-53)
In general, the four parameters A, B, C and D are dependent on the model detail, and 
can be identified by calibrating the numerical model against experimental results, as 
will be described in the next chapter. They do not have direct physical significance, 
and so cannot be selected with reference to other material characteristics.
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Eqn. (4 -53) is shown graphically in Fig. 4.49.
I
Elongation
Fig. 4.49 Typical load-elongation of a shear spring used as an interface element
Based on comparisons with experimental data (Weerasinghe, 1993, Adams, 1996), in 
the present work a similar curve has been used for simulating the shear stiffness 
between nodes.
The load transfer mechanism in anchors has been studied using the nodal interface 
element in ABAQUS. Fig. 4.44 shows the finite element mesh and the detail of the 
grout-rock interface. The anchor length is 2000 mm, and the grout-rock interface has 
been simulated using 81 normal and 81 shear springs. The analysis has been carried out 
with 1500 increments and the variation of load along the interface for different 
increments is shown in Fig. 4.50.
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Fig. 4.50 Variation of load along the interface in different increments
4.7.3 Comparison of Nodal Interface With User Defined Interface Element
A zero thicloiess interface element has been developed in Section 4.4.1, and this 
element has been implemented as the interface between grout and rock materials. The 
behaviour of the interface is assumed to be linear. To validate the spring element, 
analyses have been undertaken with the same model, but interface elements have been 
replaced by spring elements. For both spring and interface elements, linear behaviour 
has been assumed (Fig. 4.51). For comparison the stiffnesses of the spring and 
interface element were made equal. To this end, the stiffness of one spring has been 
considered as the stiffness of the representative area of that spring, multiplied by the 
stiffness of the interface element as shown in Fig. 4.52.
In the interface element:
LF  = T X A ~  K^i x S x  — x 2 x 7 T x r
and in the spring model
F  = K ^ ^ d
(4-54)
(4-55)
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From Eqn. (4 -54) and (4-55)
Shear stress (t)
(4-56)
Force (F)
Displacem ent (5) Elongation (6)
(») (b)
Fig. 4. 51 Stiffness of (a) interface element (b) Spring element
The load-displacement curves of the anchor head from two different elements have 
been compared in Fig. 4.53. The results show the same displacement at both elements. 
Therefore, spring elements can predict the load displacement of the anchor head.
Area represented 
by a pair of normal 
and shear spring
Fig. 4.52 Relationship between spring element and interface element 
(a) spring element (b) interface element and area representing the spring.
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Fig. 4.53 Comparison of load-displacement of anchor head using linear spring 
element and zero-thickness interface element
Mesh Generation
It is widely accepted that the type of mesh and its density has a considerable effect on 
the results of a finite element analyses (Cook, 1995; Pastor et al,  1992 ). It is 
advisable to use appropriate methods to generate different meshes easily. The 
FORMIAN program (Nooshin et a l ,  1993), which is based on FORMEX algebra, has 
this capability. It has been used for mesh generation for most of the axi-symmetric 
models. A typical FORMIAN program for mesh generation for an axi-symmetric 
model with two interfaces has been presented in Appendix B.
4.8 SUMMARY
In this Chapter, the finite element analysis of load transfer mechanisms in ground 
anchors has been discussed. Since the main focus of both experimental and theoretical 
of studies of ground anchors centres around the load-displacement of the anchor head, 
the behaviour of the interface has a crucial role in these studies. Attempts have been
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made to model the interface in different approaches. The analyses have been carried 
out using thi*ee different finite element programs, and the main findings can be 
summarised as follows:
Load transfer mechanisms in a ground anchor have been studied using the CRISP finite 
element program. The dip element with elastic-peiTectly-plastic behaviour in CRISP 
has been developed to study soil-structure interaction. This element has been validated 
for plane strain models only. Slip elements can be used satisfactorily in situations 
where slippage is not of prime concern, such as foundations or retaining walls. In 
anchor analysis, however, the slippage is of prime concern in the model. Therefore it is 
necessary implement an appropriate slip element with softening behaviour for the 
interfaces. The available slip element does not meet the requirements o f an interface 
element for anchor pull-out. However, because the source code of program is readily 
available, it would be possible to develop and implement a suitable slip element in 
CRISP.
Further analyses have been carried out using the joint element in the VISAGE 
program. The element is a pseudo-continuum element defined by fourteen parameters. 
VISAGE has been used for studying the load distribution in ground anchors, but this 
requires the values of parameters for continuum as well as joint elements, some of 
which are not readily measurable. Therefore, validation of the anchor model (with this 
joint element) against experimental results in not practicable. A simpler element 
(similar to interface element developed in Section 4.4.1) with less parameters would 
seem attractive, but users do not have access to the source code in order to do this.
Four different approaches have been implemented for modelling the interface using the 
ABAQUS finite element program. Continuum element, contact (interface ) element, 
spring element and user defined zero thickness interface element have all been used to 
model the behaviour of the interface between grout and rock. Continuum elements 
with concrete material and the smeared crack model were used to model the interface. 
Although this model cannot predict the displacement of the anchor head correctly, it is 
possible to predict the ultimate load carrying capacity of an anchor using this method. 
Contact (interface) elements, with elasto-plastic behaviour, have also been used. This 
element does not have the capability of producing prescribed softening behaviour. 
However, it can predict the load-displacement of the anchor head at least qualitatively.
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Nodal (spring) elements has been used to simulate the normal and shear stiffnesses of 
the interfaces. The behaviour of spring elements, which is simple compared with 
continuum elements, was validated with zero thickness interface element in the elastic 
range. Analyses were also carried out assuming softening behaviour for shear springs. 
The program runs quicldy enough to be used for identifying key parameters in a 
genetic algorithm procedure, which will be discussed in the next chapter. In addition to 
the speed of the program, ABAQUS has excellent post-processor and dynamic analysis 
capabilities. Therefore, it would be particularly worthwhile to develop a non-linear 
interface element and implement it in the program.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION IN GROUND ANCHORS 
USING GENETIC ALGORITHM
5.1 INTRODUCTION
A mathematical model is an idealisation of a physical problem with certain 
assumptions. The finite element and finite difference methods form the basis of 
powerful models for the simulation of physical problems. Agreement between the 
mathematical model and observed physical behaviour depends primarily on the 
goodness of the model, but also on the accuracy of the input parameters. All models 
require parameters in order to make predictions and for each set of parameters, 
various results such as stress, strain or displacement can be obtained. The parameters 
can be measured either directly or indirectly. For example, in the case of anchor pull- 
out analysis, parameters such as c and ^ for rock and concrete, E and v for steel are 
needed, and these can be measured directly by field instrumentation and/or laboratory 
techniques. Other parameters, such as peak and residual cohesion for the interface, are 
difficult to obtain experimentally using direct measurements and must be inferred from 
other measured values.
The objective of this chapter is to introduce a method of parameter identification, 
which can be used to identify the characteristic parameters of the interface from 
measured anchor behaviour. This method allows an accurate assessment of the 
interface behaviour without using expensive and complicated field instrumentation 
techniques. Parameter identification methods, which can be thought of as inverse 
problems, have been used in various fields of civil engineering. Essentially the 
unlcnown parameters are obtained from minimising the discrepancy between 
experimental and mathematical results.
Several search methods are available for the solution of this inverse problem, and 
these are discussed in the following section.
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5.2 SEARCH METHODS
Three types o f search methods can be found in the literature(Goldberg, 1989; 
Johnston and Picton, 1995), namely,
• calculus-based methods,
• enumerative methods and
• random methods.
The calculus-based methods divide into two main classes: direct and indirect. The 
direct method is simply the notion of hill climbing; to find a local maximum, climb the 
function in the steepest permissible direction. On the other hand, indirect methods 
seek local maxima/minima usually by solving a non-linear set of equations resulting 
from setting the gradient of the objective function equal to zero. If  there is more than 
one local optimum in the problem, the result will depend on the choice of starting 
point and the global optimum cannot be guaranteed. Enumerative schemes within the 
search algorithm start by looking at objective function values at eveiy point in the 
space, one at a time. Although it is a simple algorithm, it should be discounted 
because of its lack of efficiency. Random search algorithms can be expected to do no 
better than enumerative schemes.
In this thesis a genetic algorithm is used to optimise the above-mentioned objective 
function. The method is explained in the following section.
5.2.1 Genetic Algorithm
A genetic algorithm is an efficient broadly-applicable global search algorithm 
(Goldberg, 1989). It has been used as an optimisation method in the field of structural 
and geotechnical engineering studies (Adeli and Cheng, 1993; Simpson and Priest, 
1993; Pal et a l,  1996). It employs the Darwinian “survival-of-the- fittest” evolution 
theory to yield the best or better characters among the old population and performs a 
random information exchange to create superior offspring. This algorithm considers a 
group of points in the search space in every iteration called a population o f points. It
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uses a random search based on prior information to guide the search instead of a 
gradient search, so that the derivative information and step size calculations are not 
necessaiy. Therefore, the probability of becoming trapped in a local minimum is 
reduced. There are two fundamental steps in a genetic algorithm. The first step is the 
coding and decoding of the parameter sets by a “bit string”. The second step is the 
search algorithm in order to find the optimum solution.
5.2.1.1 Coding and Decoding of the Parameters
Coding the parameter set as finite-length strings over some finite alphabet is the first 
step in the genetic algorithm. Simple binaiy strings are normally used for coding. The 
length o f binary string to be used to code a parameter depends on the required 
accuracy. A real variable, X, whose range is < X  < can be discretised and 
coded using a binaiy string of length L as:
^min + ^ r ^ ( ^ m a x  -^m in)  (5-1)
in which,
value of the parameter the string represents
Xmin =lower bound of the parameter
X,nax =upper bound of the parameter
B  = decimal integer value of the binary string.
For example for L = 6 the string 000000 represents the lower bound, and the 
string 111 111 corresponds to the upper bound, X^ax . In this case X can be one of the 
2  ^=64 values equally spaced between lower bound, Xmm, and upper bound Xm„x • The 
values between two limits in the real-valued spaces can be transformed into binary 
string space by a linear mapping function
In general, there is more than one parameter in a given problem. To code multiple 
parameters, binaiy strings representing the parameters are simply concatenated end- 
to-end and presented as a single string or chromosome.
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The accuracy or resolution of each parameter can be calculated from:
A"n  — — .........(5-2)2 ^ - 1
in which ;ris the resolution of the parameter. It can be seen from Eqn 5-2 that, to 
have higher resolution (smaller tc) for each parameter, longer binaiy strings (bigger L) 
should be used. The resolution of each parameter and hence the length of the 
corresponding string can be selected based on the influence of that parameter on the 
result i.e. the sensitivity of the output of the system to that parameter.
5.2.1.2 Genetic Algorithm Search Procedure
Strings in the starting population of a size n, usually selected to be between 20 and 100, 
(CaiToll, 1995) are randomly generated. Each string is decoded to the con esponding 
original decision variables, and fitness of the string is evaluated. Successive generations
of population of solutions are created by using the genetic algoritlim operation, namely:
1. reproduction,
2. crossover ?i\\à
3. mutation.
A brief description of these operations will now given.
1. Reproduction'. Reproduction is simply a process to decide which strings should survive 
and how many copies of them should be produced in the mating pool. The decision is 
made by comparing the fitness of each string with the average fitness of the population. 
Fitter strings receive more copies in the next generation because they have a higher 
probability of selection. Thus the fitter strings persist while the least fit strings die off. 
The standai'd genetic algorithm uses a roulette M>heel method for selection, which is a 
stochastic version of the survival-of-the-fittest mechanism. In tliis method of selection, 
candidate strings fi om the current generation are selected to suivive to the next 
generation by designing a roulette wheel where each stiing in the population is 
represented on the wheel in proportion to its fitness value. Each claomosome has a 
fitness which can be regarded as a portion of the total fitness of the population. If tliis is
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drawn as a pie chart where the total area of the pie corresponds to the total fitness of 
the population, then an individual has a slice of the pie with a size that is proportional to 
its own fitness (Fig. 5.1).
5 1
0% 10%
40% 20%
3
30%
Fig.5.1 Roulette wheel of four members of the population
Thus those strings which have a high fitness are given a large share of the wheel, while 
those springs with low fitness are given a relatively small portion of the roulette wheel. 
Finally, selections are made by spinning the roulette wheel n times. Imagine that the pie 
chart is spun like a roulette wheel with a pointer at a fixed position. When the wheel 
stops spinning, the pointer indicates which individual is selected to be a parent. The 
number of times that an individual will be selected to be a parent is proportional to its 
fitness. If there are n individuals in the population, then the wheel is spun n times to 
select new parents. What actually happens is that a random number is generated 
between 0 and the total fitness. The number generated is compared with the running 
total. The first individual with a running total greater than the random number is then 
selected. The following example illustrates the procedure.
Suppose the maximum value of the fianction 
Y= xsin(x) +1000 (5-3)
for 0 <x <1000 is to be defined by genetic algorithm. The function is displayed in 
Fig. 5.2.
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A binary string (chi'omosome) with a length of six is used to code the real variable 
X, and the population size is set to four. Using a random process, four starting 
points are:
101000
100001
000110
100101
considering the lower bound 0 and upper bound 1000 the real values 
corresponding to these string could be decoded as 635, 524,95.2 and 587 
respectively using Eqn. 5-1.
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Fig. 5.2 Function used in genetic algorithm example
5.2.1.3 Fitness Function
The fitness function evaluates a scalar value called the fitness value for each set of 
parameters or chiomosomes. The fitness value represents the quality of binaiy string as a
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solution and the goal of the genetic algorithm is to minimise or maximise the fitness value 
depending on the problem. In this research our goal is to find a set of parameters for the 
interface which predicts the measured anchor head displacement, subjected to a certain 
applied load, with reasonable accuracy. So the fitness value could be obtained by 
calculating the differences between the mathematical and experimental data. In a problem 
with population size n, the probability of the zth individual string to be selected into the 
mating pool pSi is:
p s , = f i -  .... (5-4)J sum
in which
fi is the fitness of the /th individual string in the cun ent iteration and 
fstm, is the summation of the fitnesses.
The number of copies the zth individual stiing receives is determined by
/nurn  ^ - n x  ps) = - j — .... (5-5)
Returning to the illustrative example (by substituting x in Eqn. 5-3), the fitness (Y) for 
parameters are 367, 1144, 1094 and 570 respectively. The possibility of each
parameter being chosen as a parent for the next generation is shown in Table 5.1. The
final two steps are crossover and mutation.
2. Crossover: Strings in the new generation are randomly mated in pairs. A random point 
along both strings is selected, and bits in the strings past the crossover point are 
interchanged between the two selected strings. Table 5.1 shows tins step.
3. Mutation: At regular intervals a bit is randomly chosen and the bit is reversed. A “0” 
becomes “1” or a “1” becomes “0”. Mutation is usually defined by the “mutation rate” 
which is normally set to quite a low value, 0.005 say. This corresponds to one change 
in two hundred bits of data. Mutation is an important operator that ensures valuable 
genetic material is not lost jfrom the population forever.
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Fig. 5.3 shows the variation of fitness against the number of generation. The genetic 
algoritlim has conectly identified the maximum value of the function (Ymax==1812 at 
X=814) after only 13 generations. Admittedly this is a smooth, well-behaved fimction, but 
it is one with several local maxima in the range specified.
hi eveiy new generation, a new set of strings is created using elements of the fittest strings 
in the old generation, by using crossover and mutation operators.
Table 5.1 Steps in genetic algorithm example
string
No
hiitial
population
X
value
f(x) /•
S / /
actual
No
mating
pool
New
population
newX
value
1 101000 635 367 0.12 0.4 0 100|001 100110 667
2 100001 524 1144 0.36 1.32 2 000|110 000001 16
3 000110 95.2 1094 0.34 1.12 1 100|001 100101 651
4 100101 587 570 0.18 1.16 1 lOOjlOl 100001 523
Sum 3175 1 4
Ave. 793.7 0.25 1
Max 1144 0.36 1.32
In summary, genetic algorithms (G.A.) differ firom more normal optimisation and search 
procedures in the following ways:
• G.A. works with a coding of the parameter set, not the parameters themselves.
• G.A. searches fiom a population of points, not a single point.
• G.A. uses objective function information, not derivatives or other auxiliary laiowledge.
• G.A. uses probabilistic transition mles, not deterministic mles.
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Fig. 5,3 Variation of fitness with the No. of generation
5.3 IDENTIFICATION OF INTERFACE PARAMETERS USING GENETIC 
ALGORITHM
5.3.1 Linking Finite Element and Genetic Algorithm Programs
The Genetic Algorithm program, wliich was originally developed at the University of 
Illinois (Carroll, 1995) has been modified to run in a batch process together with the 
ABAQUS finite element code. A batch file was written containing the following steps:
1. Replace the value of certain parameters in the finite element input file by values created 
by the G. A. program.
2. Run the finite element program (with new values).
3. Run the post-processor program.
4. Read specified parameter values (in tliis case, applied load and anchor head 
displacement) at every increment fiom the post-processor output file.
5. Calculate the fitness (difference between program outputs and expected data).
The batch program mns in accordance with the flow chait shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Go to batch file (run the finite element 
program and read the outputs)
Fig. 5.4 Flow chart for parameter identificatioii by genetic algorithm
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5.3.2 Finite Element Model
The finite element mesh which was used is shown in Fig. 5.5, and is based on the 
dimensions of the gunbarrel test at Bradford University (see Chapter Two). Interface 
elements between tendon and grout, and between grout and rock (as mentioned in 
Chapter 4) have a crucial role in the modelling of load transfer in a ground anchor. 
Several options have been considered for modelling the interface. For instance, the 
behaviour of the interface was modelled by two sets of springs, namely normal and 
shear springs. Similar to the normal stiffness of the interface, the normal spring can 
sustain relatively high compressive stress, but the tensile strength of the spring is 
limited to a low value.
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Fig.5.5 Finite element mesh for parameter identification studies
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Figure 5.6 depicts the load displacement behaviour of the normal spring.
Load (F)
Tension
Compression Elongation (ô)
Fig. 5.6 Load displacement behaviour of a normal spring element
The behaviour of the interface in a ground anchor is dominated by shear displacement, 
and the shear behaviour is modelled using shear springs. Eqn. 5-6, which is almost 
identical to Eqn. 4-53, can be used as the mathematical expression of the load- 
deflection of the shear spring.
L - A \ D - \ r
exp(-^y)(l -  exp(-Cr))
1 -  Dexp(-0.15x)(l -  exp(-Cx)) (5-6)
The behaviour implied by Eqn. 5-6 is shown graphically in Fig. 5.7. In this study, Eqn. 
5-6 has been used for simulating the shear stiffness between nodes. In this model, the 
four parameters A, B, C and D are used simply to describe the shape of the load- 
extension behaviour of a shear spring. As such, they are not physical material 
parameters (like Young’s modulus, E and Poisson’s ratio, v). These unlmown 
parameters can be identified by calibrating the numerical model against experimental 
results. A genetic algorithm has been used for identifying these parameters, as 
described in the following sections.
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Elongation
Fig. 5.7 Load-deflection behaviour of a shear spring used in the interface 
5.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis
In order to have an indication of the influence of each parameter on the behaviour of 
an anchor, a series of sensitivity analyses has been carried out. In these analyses, one 
parameter is changed while the other parameters are fixed at constant values, called 
reference values. The resolution of each of the parameters, which should be 
prescribed in the genetic algorithm procedure, are chosen with regard to the 
sensitivity analysis results. Figs. 5.8 to 5.11 show the sensitivity of anchor head 
displacement to parameters A, B, C and D respectively. In Fig. 5.11, all parameters 
are shown together on a normalised axis, where each parameter has been divided by 
its maximum value. Fig. 5.8 shows the sensitivity of parameter A, which controls the 
peak value of Fig. 5-7. For a constant applied load the anchor head displacement 
decreases with increasing parameter A. Variation of Anchor head displacement with 
B, shown in Fig. 5.9 indicates that anchor head displacement and B are 
proportional. Anchor head displacement and parameters C and D are inversely 
proportional. It can be concluded from Fig. 5.12 that the parameter D has the highest 
gradient among the four parameters.
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Fig. 5.8 Sensitivity of anchor head displacement to parameter A
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Fig. 5.9 Sensitivity of anchor head displacement to parameter B
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Fig. 5.11 Sensitivity of anchor head displacement to parameter D
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Fig. 5.12 Sensitivity of anchor head displacement to all parameters
5.3.4 Application to Hypothetical Case Studies
To verify the validity o f the proposed procedure, its performance in hypothetical case 
studies are demonstrated here. An example finite element model with assumed 
parameters has been created and analysed using ABAQUS. The model is an anchor 
comprising three materials, namely, tendon, grout and rock. Normal and shear springs 
have been used for simulating the interface behaviour as shown in Fig. 5.13, with the 
behaviour of the normal springs considered to be bi-linear as shown in Fig. 5.6. The 
shear spring was considered to behave elastically, with a stififtiess of 3000 N/mm^. The 
load-displacement of the anchor head was linear with a gradient of 51.13 kN/mm.
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RockGrout
(a)
Fig. 5.13 Anchor model used in examples
It was then assumed that the gradient of the load-displacement was known to be 
51.13, and the genetic algorithm was used to find the stiffness of the shear spring. In 
this case, which the program analyses very quickly, the analyses ran with different 
values for the number of populations. The higher the number of populations, the faster 
the program reaches a target value. For instance, for a number of population of 50 the 
targeted value (within prescribed tolerance) is achieved quickly. To demonstrate the 
variation of error during the analysis a relatively low value (30) was assigned to the 
number of population. Other parameters were chosen according to the 
recommendations of the program author (Carroll, 1995). In the analyses the input 
parameters for the genetic algorithm were as follows:
• No. of populations =30
• Probability of mutation = 1%
• Max. No. of generation = 50
At the first generation the unknown parameter (/. e the stiffness of the shear spring) 
was found to be equal to 2993, which was the minimum value for the subsequent
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generations. This was veiy close to the value of 3000 N/mm^ expected (0.27% error) 
and, although it is a trivial example, it illustrates again how effective the genetic 
algorithm can be.
In the second example the same model as the previous example was used, but the 
behaviour of the shear spring was assumed to be non-linear. It was assumed that the 
load-deflection of the shear spring can be expressed by Eqn. (5-6).
The program was run with the following values for parameters A,B,C and D.
A=250
B=0.1
C=10
D=0.95
and the anchor head displacement {du )was obtained.
Then, parameters A and B were assumed as unknowns, whilst C and D remained fixed 
at the above values. The procedure could be repeated for other combinations of 
parameters. For instance A and B could be fixed while C and D are considered as 
unlcnown parameters. The goal of the program is to define values for A and B which 
can give rise to the same anchor head displacement. The program was mn in 
accordance with the flow chart in Fig. 5.4 and after each analysis the error was 
calculated from;
 (5-7)
i=\
in which;
du = measured (or assumed) displacement of the anchor head at the increment i
dci = calculated displacement of the anchor head at the increment i
In these analyses the input parameters for the genetic algorithm were as follows:
• No. of populations =30
• Probability of mutation = 1%
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• Max. no. of generation =100 (after 10 generations the constant error was less than 
2.0%, so the program was terminated after 28 generations.)
Fig. 5.14 shows the variation of fitness (error) with the number of generations. After 
the first generation the error is 5.14%. The error decreases with increasing numbers of 
generations, reaching 1.76% after 10 generations. The result (in terms of smaller 
error) can be improved by increasing the no. of populations and/or resolution (Eqn. 5- 
2).
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Fig. 5.14 Variation of error (fitness) with no. of generation for two parameters
The assumed and achieved values after 28 generations are shown in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2 Targets, input and output values of two parameters from G.A.
analyses
Parameter Target value Limits in the program Achieved value
A 250 100 <A<700 261
B 0.100 0.06<B<0.60 0.117
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5.3.5 Parameter Identification Using Laboratoi*y Test Results
5.3.5.1 Laboratoiy Test
Pull-out tests have been carried out using full-scale laboratory models of rock anchors 
at the University of Bradford, as described in Chapter Two. The dimensions and 
general view of the gunbarrel are shown in Figs. 5.15 and 2.20 respectively. As shown 
in these figures, the reaction pressure is applied to the top of the rock column, and 
therefore there is no need for a strong reaction at the base. The gunbarrel is a full- 
scale laboratory model for simulating a weak rock environment under laboratoiy 
conditions. It offers a controlled and reproducible tool for investigating the behaviour 
of the fixed anchor system during stressing. The gunbarrel design involves the use of 
steel tube 4500 mm long with an internal diameter of 600 mm and a tube thiclcness of
9.5 mm. The artificial rock, which was a mix of Pulverised Fuel Ash (pfa) and 
Portland cement (7:1 pfaipc with 0.45 water/solid ratio) was used to simulate the 
rock mass(Weerasinghe, 1993). An inflatable void- former was placed centrally within 
the grout to allow installation of the anchor column later on. Once the grout 
simulating the weak rock had set completely, the void-former was removed and the 
tendon assembly inserted concentrically within the hole. Finally, the annulus was 
grouted up around the tendon. In addition to grout and tendon, instrumentation was 
placed in the surrounding “rock” as well. Dummy strands were fixed at the top and 
bottom of the fixed anchor to measure the displacement of the top and bottom of the 
grout column. The dummy stands were free to move inside a plastic sheathing totally 
independent of the main tendon. Instrumentation used in gunbarrel not only measured 
the load-extension of anchor head, but also relative movement and load distribution 
along the fixed length.
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Fig. 5.15 Dimensions of the gunbarrel
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The original load-displacement curve from the gunbarrel test is shown in Fig. 5.17. 
The best-fit cui-ye to the peak points (produced by a least squares regression 
technique) is shown in Fig. 5.18, and the equation describing the curve is given in 
Eqn. 5-8. The data in Fig. 5.17 clearly show many unloading and reloading cycles 
(which have not been replicated in the finite element analyses). It is the continuous 
curve through the numbered points (1 to 24) which have been used to derive 
Eqn. (5-8).
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Fig. 5.17 Load displacement curve of anchor head (after Weerasinghe, 1993)
X= 203.32 xlog(l + — ) (5-8)
S.3.5.2 Genetic Algorithm Analyses
The goal of these analyses is to find a set of parameters A, B, C and D in Eqn. 5-6 for 
the interface which predicts the measured load-displacement behaviour of the anchor head 
as closely as possible. The fitness value could be obtained by comparing the experimental 
load -displacement behaviour of the anchor head with that predicted by the numerical 
model.
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Fig. 5,18 Fitted cui*ve for ioad-displacemeiit of anchor head (Eqii 5-8)
The fitness values were calculated based on Eqn. 5.8. The input parameters for this 
stage are as follows:
• No. of populations =50
• Probability o f mutation =1%
• No. of generations = 50
Numerical analyses have been carried out with the ABAQUS program on a model 
with the identical dimensions and material properties as the laboratoiy model, using 
spring interface elements. Extracting the displacement after each load increment, the 
load-displacement curve for each analysis has been plotted and the fitness value 
calculated by Eqn. 5.9:
.(5-9)
7 =  1
in which
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yti is the y co-ordinate (load)of the experimental cui*ve and 
yciis the y co-ordinate (load)of the curve from the FE analyses.
5.3.5.3 Results and Discussion
Fig. 5.19 compares the genetic algorithm result with the experimental curve. There is 
clearly a discrepancy between experimental data and the results from the G. A. 
analysis. This discrepancy may be attributed to the following points:
• In the anchor model there are 40 elements with 81 nodes (and 81 spring elements) 
along the 3 m anchor length. This may be too coarse, and increasing the number of 
springs (i.e. a finer mesh) would reduce the discrepancy.
• Although the load-elongation relationship of the shear spring is a cui*ve (shown in 
Fig. 5.7), in reality only a few points of this curve are considered in the ABAQUS 
input file, which requires discrete (digitised) points. It is worth mentioning that for 
every new set of parameters (A, B, C and D) the co-ordinates of the shear spring 
stifihess curve are calculated and replaced into the ABAQUS input file. To this 
end, first the peak value of the curve is calculated, by equating the derivation of 
Eqn. (5.6) to zero. Then the co-ordinates of 4 points before the peak point and 6 
points after the peak are calculated and inserted into the input file. For some 
combination of parameters A,B,C and D there is no peak for the curve. In this case 
the program stops and has to be re-run. It is reasonable to believe that using more 
points from the load-elongation curve will increase the accuracy of the predicted 
load-extension curve.
• Spring elements for the interface, despite being easy to use, probably do not give a 
particularly accurate representation. It could be argued that non-linear user-defined 
continuum elements would give a better performance.
• There may be some non-linearity in the stress-strain response of the artificial rock 
or other components of the experimental system, which has not been incorporated 
in the FE model.
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Fig. 5.19 Comparison between experimental data and genetic algorithm result 
for load-displacement at the anchor head
The genetic algorithm procedure indicates the following parameter values:
A =5730 
B =0.0551 
C =0.0156 
0= 1 .48
Fig. 5.20 shows the load-deflection relationship of a shear spring inferred from the 
genetic algorithm analyses. According to these results the maximum force in the 
spring is 8060 N., corresponding to a maximum shear stress of 0.45 N/mm^ in the 
equivalent interface element. The bond at the grout-ground interface as mentioned in 
different tests is between 0.30 and 0.948 N/mm^, so the genetic algorithm procedure 
has produced a value which is certainly in the right range.
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Fig. 5.20 Load-deflection of shear spring inferred from genetic algorithm
The following points are also worth mentioning:
• In this example, the load is applied in 100 increments. In other words, the program 
calculates 100 points (instead of one curve) and compares it with data from the 
experimental cuiwe.
• There may be different combinations of parameters for one set of data. In this 
special problem, as mentioned earlier, the individual parameters(A, B, C, and D) 
have no physical significance. Therefore any combinations of these parameters 
which give rise to the correct peak value (which represents the bond strength of 
interface) could be accepted.
• This method could be used in the research area. This procedure along with simple 
pull-out test and high quality site investigation results could lead to a relationship 
being established between bond strength and characteristic parameters for different 
geomaterials. The findings could be used to improve the current design methods 
for ground anchor design.
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5.4 SUMMARY
In the modelling of ground anchors, in addition to specification of the constituent 
materials, it is vital to know the characteristic parameters of the interfaces between 
these materials. Direct measurement of interface characteristics is difficult and 
expensive, especially for field tests. In this chapter, a search method based on 
parameter identification has been used with data from simple pull-out tests to identify 
the characteristic parameters of the interface. In this method, an inverse problem is 
given as: “ Icnowing the desired output of a model, what combination of input 
parameters is required for its achievement?”. In other words, an algorithm is used for 
the minimisation of the discrepancy between theoretical results and experimental data.
A genetic algorithm has been used to minimise the above-mentioned objective 
function. Hypothetical examples have shown the capability of this algorithm for the 
identification of interface parameters. The algorithm has then been used for a reliable 
laboratoiy test, in which the load-displacement behaviour of the anchor head as well 
as characteristic parameters for the materials were available. The interface has been 
simulated by two sets of non-linear springs. Based on experimental investigations of 
ground anchors and pile tests reported in the literature, the stress-displacement cuiwe 
of the interfaces is elastic-strain softening plastic. An attempt has been made to find 
the stiffness parameters of the mterface springs by minimising the discrepancy 
between the anchor head load-displacement cuiwe of the finite element model and of 
the experimental data. For simplicity, it has been assumed that no debonding occurs at 
the tendon-grout interface, which obviously will cause approximation in the 
predictions. Using a genetic algorithm, the peak value of the bond stress was found to 
be comparable with experimental data. The resultant peak value from genetic 
algoritlim analyses was less than the actual peak, but this can probably be attributed to 
the simplifying assumptions, and the method itself seems to work well. Undoubtedly, 
using more accurate constitutive models for rock and concrete along with an 
appropriate interface element, will give rise to better estimation of the desired values. 
It is concluded that the characteristic parameters of the interfaces, which are the key 
parameters in anchor design, can be estimated with this identification method using 
simple pull-out tests.
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CHAPTER SIX
PROPOSED METHODS FOR GROUND ANCHOR DESIGN
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The current understanding of load transfer in ground anchors and the recommendations of 
various codes have been reviewed in Chapter Two. These recommendations are based on 
the assumption of a uniform bond stress distribution for both soil and rock. In this Chapter, 
the available experimental and theoretical data will be considered in order to propose 
modifications to equations for estimating the load carrying capacity of ground anchors.
Cuiwe fitting techniques have been used to obtain “efficiency factors” for anchors in both 
cohesive and cohesionless soils. Efficiency factors (proposed by Barley, 1995) are essentially 
factors which can be applied to the standard design equations (e.g. Eqn 2-5) to incorporate 
some recognition of non-uniform bond stress along the fixed anchor. This offers a significant 
improvement, whilst retaining the inherent simplicity and familiarity of the original equations. 
Furthermore, based on available experimental data, an attempt has been made to use 
artificial neural networks to predict the ultimate load cariying capacity of ground anchors. A 
brief introduction to neural networks is given in the following section.
6.2 Neural Networks
The artificial neural network (as its name implies) is inspired by the neural architecture and 
operation of the human brain. Learning from examples is the most important capability of 
neural networks. This method is suited to solving problems that rely primarily on an analogy 
with previous case studies, coupled with a mixture of intuition and experience. Some of the 
advantages of neural networks are as follows:
• They do not need to be programmed, as they can learn from examples.
• They can generalise from their training data to the other data.
® They are fault tolerant, and can produce correct outputs fi om noisy and incomplete data.
• They are fast.
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A neural network consists of a number of interconnected processing elements, commonly 
referred to as neurons. The neurons are logically arranged into two or more layers and 
interact with each other via weighted connections. The scalar weights determine the nature 
and strength of the influence between the interconnected neurons. Each neuron is connected 
to all neurons in the next layer. There is an input layer, where data are presented to the 
neural network, an output layer that holds the response of the network to the output, and an 
intermediate layer (known as the hidden layer) as shown in Fig. 6.1.
Yi Y2
Output
layer
Hidden
layer
Input
layer
Fig. 6.1 Typical neural network architecture
The hidden layer(s) enable the network to represent and compute complicated associations 
between inputs and outputs. No connections are permitted between the processing units 
within a layer, but the processing units in each layer may send their output to the processing 
units in higher layers.
Each neuron in the hidden and output layers processes its input by multiplying each input by 
its weight, summing the product and then passing the sum through a non-linear transfer 
function to produce a result. The S shape sigmoid curve is commonly used as the transfer 
fLinction. The neural network learns by modifying the weights of the neurons in response to 
the errors between the actual output values and the target output values. This process is 
carried out through the gradient descent on the error. The changes in weights are in 
proportion to the negative of the derivative of the error term. One pass through the set of 
training patterns together with the updated training is carried out by repeatedly presenting
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the entire set of training patterns (with the weights updated at the end of each cycle) until
the average sum squared errors over all the training patterns are minimised.
Neural Network Implementation
The development of a neural network model involves the following stages:
1. The variables to be used as the input parameters for the neural network model have to be 
identified. This requires an understanding of the problem domain.
2. The next stage involves gathering the data for use in training and testing the neural 
network. This requires a data set of case records containing the input patterns and the 
expected (target output) solution. The training set must provide a representative sample 
of the data the neural network will process in the final application. As neural networks 
learn linear relationships more efficiently, it is advisable to reduce non-linearity in order to 
reduce training time. For example, if it is known that the input X is inversely related to 
the output, a more efficient approach would be to use (1/X) as the input.
3. Because the sigmoid transfer function modulates the output result to values between 0 
and 1, it is necessary to process the data before the patterns are presented to the neural 
network. Various normalisation or scaling strategies have been proposed (Goh, 1995). 
For a variable with maximum and minimum values of X^ax and Xmm, each value X is 
scaled to its normalised value A using the following equation:
A = ........(G-1)
4. The data are then randomly separated into a training set and a testing set. Usually about 
one third of the data are used as the testing set. The neural network is then fed the 
training patterns and learns through the adjustment of the weights. Training is carried out 
until the average sum squared error over all the training patterns is minimised. The testing 
set of patterns is used to verify the performance of the neural network. This assesses the 
quality of the neural network model and determines whether or not the neural network 
can generalise coiTect responses. Having a trained neural network, it is possible to get an 
output result from a normalised input value. Furthermore, the information from a trained 
neural network can be used to synthesis charts for use in the absence of a computer. It is 
this latter possibility which is pursued later in this chapter for ground anchor design.
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6.2.1 Application of Neural Networks in Civil Engineering.
Neural networks have been applied to problems in several civil engineering fields, including 
geotechnical engineering. Potential applications of neural networks in geomechanics have 
been discussed by Ghaboussi (1992). Goh (1994, 1995) illustrates the potential of using 
neural networks to capture non-linear interactions between various soil parameters in a 
system. For example Goh (1995) has used neural network to predict the ultimate bearing 
capacity of a square footing in sand, shown in Fig. 6.2. A three-layer neural network was 
used for estimating the ultimate bearing capacity. The input layer comprised three neurones 
representing B, D, and (j) (width of footing, depth of footing, and friction angle of soil, 
respectively). The output layer consisted of one neuron representing the ultimate bearing 
capacity (qu) The results compared well with theoretical predictions using the following 
bearing capacity equation;
= yDNq + OAyBN ........(6-2)
in which
= exp(;r tan (ft) tan^ (45 + <j)) and.................................................... ........(6-3)
Ny = 2(#g +1) tan ^  ........(6-4)
Fig. 6.2 Predicting bearing capacity of square footing using neural network
(after Goh, 1995)
The writer considered that this would be a worthwhile approach to attempt in the case of 
ground anchors. The Windows Neural Network program developed by Danon (1994) has 
been used for this analysis.
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6.3 LOAD TRANSFER AND DEBONDING
6.3.1 Field Data
Field tests have been carried out by Ostermayer and Scheele (1978) on instrumented ground 
anchors in medium to dense sands. Fig. 6.3 (a) shows the variation of tensile load along 
fixed anchor length in dense sand. The bond stress distribution in the same soil is illustrated 
in Fig. 6.3 (b). The results indicates that there is a pronounced concentration of bond stress 
at the proximal end of the fixed anchor at working loads. This leaves a significant portion of 
the fixed length (towards the distal end) at low (or even zero) stress level. It is only with 
increased applied load at the anchor head that the distal end begins to pick up load-by which 
time the bond stresses at the proximal end have dropped well below their peak values.
6.3.2 Laboratory Data
Similar results were obtained in laboratory tests on rock anchorage by Adams (1996) and 
Weerasinghe (1993) as shown in Fig. 6.4. By increasing the applied load on the anchor head 
the distal end begins to pick up load, by which time the bond stresses at the proximal end 
have dropped well below their peak value, via a process of strain-softening (for example 
compare cycles 3 and 13).
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Fig. 6.3 Distribution of (a) tensile and (b) skin friction along fixed anchor length
(after Ostermayer and Scheele, 1978)
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Fig, 6.4 (a) Load and (b) bond stress distributions at grout-rock interface inferred in 
laboratoiy pull-out test (data from Adams, 1996)
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6.3.3 Theoretical Results
Load distribution in rock anchors has been studied by the writer using various finite element 
programs, as described in Chapter Four. Fig. 6.5 shows the finite element mesh used in an 
analysis conducted with VISAGE (VIPS, 1996). Joint elements were used to represent the 
interface between grout and rock.
Interface (joint)
Grout
Rock
Tendon
Fig. 6.5 Finite element mesh for anchor in VISAGE analysis
Fig. 6.6 shows the variation of load and bond stress distribution along the grout-ground 
interface, at certain selected applied load levels.
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Fig. 6.6 Typical (a) load and (b) bond stress distributions along grout-ground interface
computed by finite element analysis
The data from field, laboratory, and theoretical studies all imply that the average mobilised 
bond stress Xave reduces with increasing fixed anchor length, resulting in a pronounced 
curvature in the relationship between applied tensile load (T) and length (L) of fixed anchor. 
The main implication is that longer fixed lengths result in a lower efficiency of the anchor.
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6,4 ANCHORS IN COHESIONLESS SOIL,
The most commonly-used equations for estimating the load capacity of ground anchors in 
cohesionless soil have an experimental basis. For instance, BS 8081 recommends the 
following equation for estimating the load earning capacity of a ground anchor in granular 
soil:
Tf -  L.n.tm\(p.................................................................................................. (6-5)
The limitations and inadequacies of this equation were discussed in some detail in Chapter 
Two. In this section, attempts are made to improve the equation for use in routine anchor 
design.
6.4.1 Modifying Current Design Equations
A simple modification which can be made to Eqn. 6.5 is through the application of an 
“efficiency factor” first defined by Barley (1995). This factor can be established via cui*ve 
fitting. With more data, neural network procedures could be used to improve design 
equations. The proposed equation for substituting Eqn. 6-5 is:
Tf = /^Z.w.tanç? ........(6-6)
in which 0 < /^ < 1 is the efficiency factor. Data from Ostermayer and Scheele (1978) have 
been used to establish an expression f o r A s  their data described the sand only in terms of 
relative density, use has been made of a relationship proposed by Bolton (1986) to infer 
operational cp values in their field tests. Based on a large body of experimental data, Bolton 
suggests that the angle of shearing resistance is built up from two components, as follows:
= + ........(6-7)
in which
(p is the peak angle of friction
(Pcs is the critical state angle of friction; and
^/is the angle of dilation.
For sands principally of quartz composition, (pcs is typically 33° whereas for feldspathic sands 
it is nearer 40°. Bolton also proposed the adoption of a relative dilatancy index Ir:
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(6-8)
where Id is the relative density (or density index) and p ' is the mean effective pressure in 
kN/m^.
The angle of dilation can be estimated from:
vi/ = 3Ir  (6-9)
Table 6.1 gives the Id values quoted by Ostermayer and Scheele (1978) for four different 
sands along with Ir, \j/, and q> calculated by the writer. Values of p ' are based on the 
overburden pressure at the average depth of the fixed anchor length, and are estimated to be 
about 100 kPa.
Table 6.1 parameters for sand and figured from field tests
Soil
number
Id
(%)
Ir
(deg)
4)
(deg.)
1 28 1.51 4.5 36
2 76 4.10 12.3 42
3 82 4.40 13.0 43
4 114 6.15 18.4 47
Inspection of experimental and field data suggests that the efficiency factor is a function both 
of fixed anchor length and friction angle:
A  = / ( 4 ^ )  = exp(-)g.L.tanÿ)  (6-10)
Cuiwe fitting technique, using least square method, indicates that P = 0.05, hence:
= exp(-0.05. Z. tan ^ )  (6-11)
Substituting Eqn. (6-11) into (6-6), a comparison can be made between observed and 
predicted anchor capacity, and this is shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Fig. 6.7 Comparison of obsei*ved and predicted anchor capacity in sand using curve
fitting procedures
6.4.2 Using Neural Network for Design
Field data has also been used in a neural network program to predict the pull-out capacity. 
The same data which has been used in the previous section (from Ostermayer and Scheele, 
1978) is used for the neural network learning input. The neural network adopted for this 
problem consisted of one input layer, one output layer and two hidden layers.
Two input neurons represented length (L) and tan cp and a single output neuron represented 
the ultimate pull-out capacity (T). The L values ranged from 2 to 9.5 m and (p was in the 
range of 36-47 degrees. A total of 64 training patterns was used. Fig. 6.8 shows the 
comparison of measured and predicted pull-out capacity by the neural network.
The information from the neural network can be synthesised into practical design charts to 
allow designers to rapidly estimate the ultimate pull-out capacity for a given value of L and 
(p. This can be done at the end of the training phase, whereby the model is fed some 
hypothetical input values of L and (p and the generalised capabilities of the trained neural 
network are used to determine the associated T values. Fig. 6. 9 shows the results of a 
typical relationship between L, ç  and T using the neural network.
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6.5 ANCHORS IN CLAY
For anchors in clay, the proposed modified equation is:
 (6-12)
where fc is an efiFiciency factor for clay 0 < f ^ <  \ which effectively incorporates the 
conventional adhesion factor a, in addition to reflecting the reduction in anchor efficiency 
with increasing anchor length. Fig. 6.7 shows the results of several pull-out tests on field 
anchors, installed principally in London Clay and glacial till (Barley, 1995). The principal 
implication of Fig. 6.10 is that the full undrained shear strength can often be mobilised for 
short fixed length (in the range 2.5-3.5m), but efficiency drops sharply beyond this.
For very long anchors,/, may be as low as 0.25. The field data indicate that the efficiency 
factor can be expressed as a function of fixed anchor length alone, tlirough a power law:
/ = / ( L )  = oL'  (6-13)
Cui*ve fitting of the data in Fig. 6.7 indicates a=1.6 and b=-0.6, hence:
 (6-14)
Eqn. (6-14) is based on limited data from anchor tests in London clay in the UK, and 
consequently can be little more than a tentative equation. This equation should be proved 
through more data as it becomes available. Eqn (6-12) is similar to the a  method of pile 
design in clay. Of course piles are normally under compression and the slenderness ratio of a 
pile is different to that of an anchor. Nevertheless, based on findings in the field of ground 
anchors, it seems that the efficiency factor could be applicable to pile design equations as 
well. Furthermore, in pile design a  is function of c». For anchors also the efficiency factor, fc 
is expected to be a function of c„ (e,g. see Fleming e t a l, 1992). This could be verified if 
sufficient reliable data were available. Moreover, reliable data could be used in a neural 
network progi am to create a design chart for ground anchors in clay, as described in the 
previous section for ground anchors in sand.
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Fig. 6.10 Efficiency factor for anchors in clay (data from Barley, 1995)
6.6 ANCHORS IN ROCK
As mentioned in Chapter Two, available experimental results for anchorages in rock do not 
cover a wide range of founding rocks. In addition, the published works generally lack details of 
design and construction aspects, and (more importantly) veiy rarely include detailed classification 
of the founding rock. In other words, the published works have not been well documented. For 
example rock anchorages have been widely used for strengthening existing concrete dams (Xu 
and Benmokrane, 1996; Cavil, 1994; Arcangeli and Cheng, 1993 and Wimberly e/a/., 1993). 
Published work indicates, however, that most of anchorages have been designed using simple 
empii'ical equations. Table 6.2 shows details of design data for rock anchors in dam 
strengthening. There are no data available concerning the strength properties of rock such as 
unconfined compressive strength (U.C.S), modulus of elasticity or fiiction angle. There ai e some 
empii'ical relationships between rock type and strength properties for intact rock. The U.C.S. 
values given in Table 6.2 have been estimated based on the recommendations of Waltham (1994).
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Table 6.2 Detail of rock anchors used in dam strengthening
No Dam Countiy Rock type
work
bond
MPa
Ult.
S.F
Ult.
Bond
MPa
Length
(m)
U.C.S
MPa
1 Chichester Australia Tuff.
Sandstone
0.72 1.67 1.202 9.0 20
2 Tentei*fieid Australia 0J9 1.67 1.32 5.5
3 Warragamb Australia Sandstone 1.8 1.67 3.01 5.6 70
4 Bounington Canada Granite/
diorite
0.85 1.67 1.42 5.0 200
5 Corra linn Canada Granite/
diorite
0.83 1.67 1.386 6.0 200
6 Eder Germany Graywacke 
and slate
0.53 1.92 1.018 10 180
7 Menjil Iran Concrete 0.8 1.67 L338 12. 35
8 Muda Malaysia Sandstone, 
and shale
Z54 1.59 4.03 2.4 20-70
9 Tarbela Pakistan Chiste,
limestone
0.72 1.67 1.202 6.
10 Steenbras S. Africa Sandstone 1.43 1.58 2.26 2.4 70
11 Owen falls Uganda 1.4 3 4.2 8.0 220
12 Mullardoch UK Granulite 1.33 Z37 3.15 5.4 200
13 Minidoka USA Basalt 1.2 1.67 2.004 7.6 250
14 Morgan falls USA 0.76 1.82 1.38 9.0
15 Elkhart USA Clayed silt 0.37 1.58 .585 9.0
16 J.H.Bankhead USA 0.66 1.67 1.1 9.1
17 Ryan USA &65 1.67 1.085 12-16
18 Lake Lyne USA Siltstone
limestone
0.26 1.67 0.434 25
19 Pacoima USA 0.7 1.69 1.17
20 Stewart
Mountain
USA Diorite & 
granite
0J2 2.0 0.64 9.-14 200
21 Bagnell USA Limestone 1.1 1.54 1.69 13.8 25-100
22 Sebalcwe USA 1.34 1.67 2.24
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Attempts have been made by the writer to use the above data in a neural network to 
establish a design chart for pull-out capacity of rock anchor. But the data should include 
characteristic parameters of rock such as, modulus of elasticity, E, unconfined compression 
strength, and/or cohesion, c and friction angle, (]). This chart could then be used to estimate 
pull-out capacity o f rock anchors based on the anchor length and characteristic parameters 
of the founding rock. However, at the present time, the available data is not sufficient to 
cany out the necessary training process, so it was simply not possible to produce a 
meaningful neural network.
6.7 SUMMARY
Based on the available data from experimental and theoretical studies, it is clear that the 
bond stress distributions in ground anchors are highly non-linear. Despite widespread 
knowledge of this non-uniformity, however, a simple way of providing for it in routine 
design does not yet appear to have been established. A simple modification which can be 
made to the current design equations is through the application of a correction or an 
efficiency factor. The factors presented in this chapter have been established via curve fitting 
techniques on relatively limited field and theoretical data in sand. The same method has been 
used for anchors in clay. The efficiency factor for clay is based on very limited data and 
could be improved even further, provided sufficient reliable data were available. The data 
from anchor pull-out tests have also been used in a neural network program to predict the 
pull-out capacity of anchors in sand. The same method could be used to establish a design 
method for anchors in clay and rock. But the database should be expanded to include 
characteristic parameters of the constituent materials before it can be effectively utilised in 
the conventional statistical methods or artificial neural network techniques.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
DISCUSSION
The discussion in this chapter is based on the findings of the literature survey in Chapter Tavo 
and the computational results obtained by the writer, and presented in Chapters Three to 
Seven.
7.1 CURRENT DESIGN METHODS
Millions of anchorages for various civil engineering projects have been installed successfully 
throughout the world over the past forty years. However, most of them have been designed 
using codes of practice based on empirical equations. Recommendations of large values for 
factor of safety and mandatory acceptance tests for every individual anchor in current codes of 
practice indicates the high degree of uncertainty associated with the cuirent design methods 
for ground anchors. These tests guarantee the minimum factor of safety, but there is no 
indication of the degree of over-design.
7.1.1 Anchors in Sand
The actual measured capacity of injected anchors in cohesionless soils is much greater than 
would be expected fi'om applying conventional soil mechanics theory to the design. For 
example, BS 8081 (1989) has recommended Eqn. (2-5) for estimating the load holding 
capacity of anchors in sand.
T -   (2.5)
this equation seems straightforward enough for design application, but the presence of the 
factor “n” actually makes it difiScult to use reliably unless the designer is veiy experienced. 
There is no closed fonn solution for estimating n, or even an approximate empirical
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expression. BS 8081 (1989) only provides tabulated values covering a wide range. The huge 
variability of n may even act as a disincentive to measuring (j) accurately, if it is the former 
which has the larger influence. Even P.T.I. (1994)-another widely used standard for anchorage 
design- only quotes approximate values of ultimate load per unit length of fixed anchor 
(effectively combining n with tan(|)). These are 10-20 kips/ft for dense sand/gravel, 7-10 Irips/fi 
for clean medium sand and 5-10 Idps/fl; for silty sand.
7.1.2 Anchors in Clay
Design methods for anchors in clay in cohesive soil ai e based on more rational equations e.g. 
Eqn. 2-7.
Tj. = anDLc^^  (2-7)
(Rational in the sense that the adhesion factor a  is rather better understood than n, largely on 
account of research work in piling engineering). The adhesion factor can only be in the range 
of 0 < a  < 1, whereas it is not so easy to put bounds on n. However the fundamental flaw 
with both Eqns. (2-5) and (2-7) is that they imply a linear relationship between pull-out load 
(T) and fixed anchor length (L), and this is simply not supported by the available experimental 
and theoretical data. In fact all the data point to unit pull-out resistance falling with increased 
anchor length.
7.1.3 Anchors in Rock
According to the available theoretical and experimental research work, the bond strength 
between grout and rock is highly dependent on the rock strength. Current codes of practice 
consider the bond strength as a function of unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of the 
founding rock. For example BS 8081 (1989) recommends 10% of UCS for bond strength and 
the recommendations of P.T.I (1994) are shown in Table 2.1. However, results from pile load 
tests shows that bond strength is not a linear function of UCS, so anchor design in rock is 
cuiTently subject to the same approximation and uncertainties as that for soil anchors.
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It is surprising that the phenomenon of progressive debonding, which is widely accepted as 
being the main cause of the non-linearity between T and L, has apparently been ignored by 
modem codes of practice. With such gross approximations in current design equations, it is 
perhaps inevitable that the industry has come to rely heavily on proving tests in the field.
7.2 ANALYTICAL MODEL
Several analytical methods have been developed by various workers to evaluate the stress 
distribution along a grouted ground anchor. Research has also been conducted into the 
related area of understanding the mechanisms of load transfer mechanism in piles. In most 
of these analytical studies only the shear deformation of the founding rock or soil has 
been taken into account and the normal (compressive or tensile) deformation is ignored. 
The analytical model based on minimum potential energy developed by the writer in 
Chapter Three considers both shear and normal strain in the anchor and the ground. The 
method assumes a semi-infinite layer of rock - infinite in the horizontal direction, and with 
a vertical thickness equal to the anchor length. This effectively creates an infinite “slab” of 
rock.
It can be seen from the detail of the procedure (in appendix A) that all o f the input 
parameters can be changed veiy easily, simply by editing the appropriate line(s) at the 
start o f the program. However the current mathematical model is limited to a single linear 
elastic ground layer and a regular anchor shape {i.e. constant diameter, with no taper or 
underreams). Potentially, this method can also be applied to layered soil or rock and to 
dififerent constitutive models, but through a more complicated mathematical procedure, 
which may well prove intractable. The program mns fairly quickly (about 20 minutes on 
a UNIX workstation), which is comparable with the mnning time for elastic finite element 
analyses.
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7.2.1 Benchmarking
Results from the analytical model, found using the MAPLE mathematical package, were 
compared with results from the ABAQUS finite element model (conducted by the writer). 
Comparison was also made between the analytical model and the finite element results 
published by Pinelo and Matos Fernandes (1981). Both the analytical and numerical 
models are based on the same fundamental governing equations, and therefore a close 
agreement between them would be expected. However, there are some discrepancies 
which can only be attributed to the detail of the individual models - assuming that they 
have both been programmed correctly. This may not be considered sufficiently rigorous 
benchmarldng, but agreement was considered close enough for the purpose of this 
research.
7.2.2 Hardware and Software Requirements
The program has been developed to i*un in MAPLE, although a similar symbolic 
mathematical package (e.g. MATBEMATICA or MathCAD) would suffice. Such 
packages are widespread in both industiy and academia, and more people are likely to be 
familiar with their use than with finite element programs. These symbolic maths packages 
can be run on small personal computers (PCs) as well as LTNIX workstations. It could be 
argued that the cost of individual commercial licence for MAPLE or MathCAD might be 
a disincentive to the use of the writer’s analytical model. A program written in a high- 
level language could be compiled and then distributed as an executable file (costing 
nothing to the end user). However, the programming would be considerably more 
complex if symbolic maths could not be used.
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7.2.3 Evaluation of the Model
The advantages and disadvantages of the analytical (MAPLE) model can be classified as 
follows:
a) Advantages:
• The equations are exact (e.g. there are not dependent on mesh quality, as is the case in 
finite element models).
• Unlike typical finite element programs which are a “black box” for the user, in this 
model the process is clear for the user to see.
• Because it uses symbolic mathematics there is no truncation error of the Idnd normally 
associated with numerical methods.
• It is easy to do parametric studies, because, with a little extra coding, a further loop 
could be set up in which one or more parameters were being automatically varied.
b) Disadvantages
• Only linear isotropic elastic analysis can be carried out at present - this could be 
extended to include plastic behaviour, but would require a complicated procedure.
• The complete simulation of anchor pull-out needs strain-softening behaviour to be 
introduced for the interfaces, and this is not possible in the analytical model.
Overall, the analytical (MAPLE) model may be considered to have limited use to 
practitioners in anchor design, but could be quite useful to research workers.
7.3 SPREADSHEET MODEL
The analytical (MAPLE) model and the numerical analyses described in Chapter Four, are 
capable of giving indications of the bond stress distribution at a particular load level, or a 
continuous prediction of load-displacement at the anchor head. However, these methods 
(despite increase in desktop computing power, and greater availability of the required
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software) are still far from being practicable design tools and there is still a need for 
something to fill the gap between sophisticated analysis and cmde empiricism.
It is felt by the writer that the spreadsheet (Excel) model devised in Chapter Three can fill 
this gap. The model is able to represent load transfer and progressive debonding, and can 
therefore be used to predict the load-extension characteristics and ultimate capacity of a 
ground anchor. The bond stress-strain relationship introduced in the spreadsheet program 
is quite general and can be piecewise linear, or continuously vaiying. This can provide for 
perfectly plastic (non-hardening) or strain-softening behaviour as desired. The program 
can be used to obtain the complete load-extension relationship of the anchor head, and 
both the axial load and bond stress distribution along the tendon. In the spreadsheet 
model, any parameter (whether geometric or material) can be changed veiy easily. The 
program is more versatile than the analytical (MAPLE) model and can be used to model 
an anchor with vaiying diameter, and/or passing thiough different soil or rock strata very 
easily. The program mns very quickly (10-15 minutes) which compares extremely 
favourably with the several hours usually required for finite element models with strain- 
softening behaviour at the interfaces.
7.3.1 Benchmarking
Results from spreadsheet model have been compared with laboratory test results 
conducted at the Bradford University, and the agreement is reasonable. The load- 
displacement curve for the spreadsheet model is not exactly the same as that for 
laboratory test (Fig. 3.11), but the discrepancy could be reduced by changing the 
parameters describing bond at the interface. Comparison were also made between the 
spreadsheet model and field test results. Unlike the laboratoiy (gunbarrel) test, in the 
field the founding rock is an infinite region and is different from the spreadsheet model 
which assumes a rigid material surrounding the tendon-grout column. In the current 
spreadsheet model only one interface (between grout and ground) has been assumed, and 
this could well be a serious shortcoming which contributes to the discrepancy between 
computed and obsei*ved behaviour.
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7.3.2 Hardware and Software Requirements
The model only requires Excel or a similar spreadsheet package such as Lotus 1-2-3 or 
Quattro Pro, which are comparatively inexpensive and widely used by engineers and 
researchers alike. Unlike finite element programs which really need fast computers with 
large amounts of memoiy, the spreadsheet model can run on a computer of fairly modest 
specification(even as low as an 8086 processor with 640 kb RAM). Clearly its overall 
speed and performance will be enhanced by a higher hardware specification, but this is 
not essential.
7.3.3 Evaluation of the Model
In comparison with other modelling techniques for ground anchors, the spreadsheet
model has the following advantages:
• The capability of immediate graphical display on screen as the calculation progresses.
• Progressive load transfer and debonding can be monitored continuously.
• Almost any kind of bond stress -strain relationship can be introduced.
• It can be mn by design engineers without any specialist training in finite element or 
other numerical methods.
• It is not a black box, and the user can see how all the quantities are changing inside the 
program; indeed, he/she can change any of the relationships simply by editing the 
appropriate cell contents.
• It can be used for parametric studies very easily and conveniently.
However the model does have its disadvantages, such as:
• It requires interaction with the user in that some of the operations required manual 
intervention, and automation of the steps (to the level possible, say, in a high-level 
language program) would be difficult if not impossible. (It should be pointed out,
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however, that some may consider this interaction to be beneficial, in that the user may 
actually learn more this way.)
• The current version only uses one interface (between the grout and the ground)-no slip 
can occur at the tendon-grout interface although this could be incorporated with 
further development work.
• The surrounding ground is assumed rigid, and therefore the interface behaviour is 
independent of the founding materials - whereas in reality the variations in normal 
stress at the tendon-grout column will have an influence on bond.
• The model cannot simulate the behaviour of an anchor under cyclic loading.
Overall, the spreadsheet model would seem veiy attractive to practitioners, but in its 
current stage of development may not be considered rigorous enough for research 
purposes. However, it is an excellent qualitative model and one which does much to 
illustrate the important phenomenon of progressive debonding. Therefore it has potential 
as a computer-based learning tool.
7,4 NUMERICAL ANALYSES
Several different approaches have been presented in Chapter Four for the finite element 
analysis of load transfer in a ground anchor. The analyses have been carried out using 
three different finite element programs, namely CRISP, VISAGE and ABAQUS, making 
it possible to compare their relative strengths and weaknesses in overall terms. Their 
ability to model load transfer and progressive debonding in a ground anchor centres 
around the facilities for interface modelling, and this is discussed later.
7.4.1 Comparison of Finite Element Programs
The CRISP package is well documented and has been used in the geotechnical 
community (both academia and industry) since the early 1980s. The source code is 
effectively in the public domain (following the publication of Britto and Gunn, 1987), so
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unlike many finite element programs it is not a “black box” and the user has the ability to 
see what is happening inside the program. It is also possible to make changes, for 
example the introduction of a new element type or constitutive model, which has made it 
very popular with research workers. A large number of publications based around the 
use o f CKISP are in existence, testifying to its wide use and providing valuable examples 
for new users.
Although it is CRISP 94 which has been used in this research, a new version with a 
Windows user interface (SAGE CRISP) has been commercially available since 1996.
This has far superior pre- and post-processing facilities to CRISP 94, although the 
fundamental limitation of 2D modelling remains. (The CRISP “engine” is able to handle 
3D meshes and computations, but 3D modelling requires good visualisation of geometry 
and results and this is not possible unless a package like FEMGV or PATRAN is used.) 
Both CRISP 94 and SAGE CRISP are PC-based programs, and although the FORTRAN 
"engine" could be re-compiled for use on another platform (e.g. SPARCstation), there 
would be no pre- or post-processing software.
The main drawback with CRISP 94 in the context of this work was the fact that the 
Goodman-type interface element had never properly been validated for anything other 
than plane-strain analysis. Britto (1995) stated that it ought to work correctly in axi- 
symmetry although preliminary analyses by the writer did not really confirm this. In 
retrospect, more effort could have been spent in verifying the interface element for axi- 
symmetric use, and maldng any necessary code changes. However, substantial changes 
would have been required to extend the interface behaviour to strain-softening. 
Consequently, an alternative package was sought, and attention turned to VISAGE.
VISAGE is a relatively new program in civil/geotechnical work, having been developed 
for use within the oil and mining industries during the late 1980s. Initially it was 
developed within the BP organisation, but moved outside when VIPS Ltd was established 
in 1992. The focus and orientation of the program is much more towards rock than soil 
mechanics, and this may act as a deterrent to its adoption within civil engineering. For
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example, the visco- plastic method is rarely used in soil mechanics analysis, but is quite 
common in rock problems.
VISAGE has much to commend it, and it seems particularly well geared to handling large 
problems with many thousands of elements. The equation solvers seem efiScient and 
robust, although the writer found that, in the ground anchor analyses, strain-softening 
was veiy demanding and required excessive numbers of iterations. VISAGE comes fully 
integrated with FEMGEN/FEMVIEW, which is an extremely powerful and versatile pre- 
and post-processing system. PC and Unix workstation versions are both available. The 
source code for VISAGE is completely private and so user modifications are not 
possible. During the course of this research, the program developers showed a close 
interest in the writer's work and made some modifications to the joint model to permit 
strain-softening, but this was not entirely successful. Implementation of the axi-symmetric 
interface element presented in Section 4.4.1 was requested but was never done; user 
implementation was not possible. Ultimately it was concluded that the VISAGE joint 
model was too sophisticated for ground anchor analysis, in the sense that it had too many 
parameters and degrees of freedom. Slow speed of execution (owing to excessive 
iterations whilst strain-softening) ultimately dictated that a different package should be 
investigated.
ABAQUS has been in existence for a good many years and is probably one of the most 
widely used general purpose finite element codes in the world. Because of its generality, 
it has been economically viable for the developers (Hibbit et.ah, 1996) to invest heavily in 
its development and validation, so users can have a high degree of confidence in its 
reliability. Like VISAGE, the source code is hidden, although it is a little easier to add in 
new elements and stress-strain models via the "user-defined" interface. The writer found 
this particularly useful as it enabled him to experiment much more with different ways of 
modelling interface behaviour. It is also a robust program, with comprehensive theory 
and validation documents. It comes with its own pre- and post-processing software, 
although integration with FEMGV, PATRAN etc. is quite common.
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For soil and rock engineering analysis, ABAQUS suffers from not being a purpose- 
written geotechnical code. Recognition and provision of such important aspects as 
effective stress, in-situ conditions, changing geometry and geomechanics constitutive 
modelling is not as explicit as in CRISP and VISAGE. However, for ground anchor 
analysis these factors are not as important as the interface behaviour, and it is here that 
ABAQUS seems to be well-endowed. The writer also found it advantageous that many 
of his research colleagues were using ABAQUS and this gave him a good base'of support 
and help to draw upon - veiy important in finite element analysis.
To summarise the main differences between the programs. Table 7.1 has been drawn up.
7.4.2 Comparison of Interface Elements
One of the main concerns in using the three above-mentioned finite element packages was 
the capability of each to model the interface adequately. In CRISP, the Goodman-type 
interface (slip) element is based on the familiar Mohr-Coulomb shear strength model with 
physically meaningful parameters. However, the element has only been validated for plane 
strain and, more importantly, the behaviour o f the slip element is not elastic-soflening- 
plastic, which appears to be necessaiy if anchor interfaces are to be modelled properly. 
The program can predict the commencement of debonding and also the load- 
displacement behaviour, though the latter is not accurate.
In VISAGE, the joint element can be used for modelling the interfaces, in both plane 
strain and axi-symmetric models. It is possible to assign softening behaviour for the joint 
element, based on formal plasticity theory. In addition to material parameters the joint 
element has fourteen other parameters, some of these parameters such as K,, (normal joint 
stiffness), c (cohesion) and (j) (friction angle) are physically meaningful but some others 
such as, d (joint asperity height), w (joint spacing), Yvp(rate of deformation of joint set), 
etc. have no physically meaning when applied to ground anchor interfaces, and their 
presence can be conftising.
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In ABAQUS, four different types of element are potentially applicable for modelling the 
interfaces, namely: continuum element, contact (interface ) element, spring element and 
user-defined zero thickness interface element.
Continuum elements with concrete material and the smeared crack model can be used to 
model the interface. By using this model it is possible to predict the ultimate carrying 
capacity of an anchor, but the anchor head displacement cannot be predicted properly. 
Contact (interface) elements, with elasto-plastic behaviour, have also been used. This 
element can predict the initiation of debonding, but does not have the capability of 
introducing softening parameters for its behaviour. Discrete or nodal elements have also 
been used to model the grout-ground interface. Normal and shear stiffness of the 
interface has been simulated by two sets of non-linear springs. The stiffness of the normal 
spring is simply a bi-linear curve. Any kind of curve (including softening behaviour) can 
be assigned to the shear spring veiy easily. If the stiffnesses of the springs are introduced 
correctly, the load-displacement of the anchor head can be predicted quite well. The 
behaviour of spring elements, which are simple compared with continuum elements, was 
validated with the zero thickness interface element in the elastic range. The most accurate 
interface element is probably the user-defined interface element (described in Chapter 
Four). It has the advantage of being totally compatible with the adjacent continuum 
elements. However, implementing a non-linear version of the user-defined element is 
much more complicated and time consuming than spring the elements. In summaiy, there 
are quite a few different options available for modelling the interface between grout and 
ground, and grout and tendon. The final choice depends on the level o f sophistication 
desired, offset against the difficulty of parameter selection, and the computational 
time/error subsequently require.
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Table 7.1 Comparison between CRISP, VISAGE and ABAQUS programs
Specification Program
CRISP 94 VISAGE (ver. 6.0) ABAQUS (ver. 5.6)
Main Focus Geotechnical 
(soil mechanics)
Geotechnical 
(rock mechanics)
Stmctural analysis/ 
general purpose
Minimum hardware 
requirement
386 PC 386 PC UNIX workstation 
or Pentium II PC)
Versatility moderate liigh high
pre-and post­
processing
low quality excellent (FEMGV) very good 
(specifically the 
post-processor)
Interface element Slip element (plane 
strain only)
Joint element (2-D 
and 3-D)
Continuum, contact, 
nodal and user- 
defined element 
(2-D and 3-D)
Infinite element Not available Only in UNIX 
Version
Available
Source code fully available not available not available
Verification manual non existent limited comprehensive
User support veiy limited reasonable 1 good
Published
applications
many few many (but few 
geotechnical)
Cost low high 1 high
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7.4.3 Effects of Other Modelling Decisions
Almost all geotechnical problems (including ground anchors) involve an infinite domain,
i.e. a domain which is much larger than the region which can realistically be analysed, and 
this should not be ignored in the numerical modelling. In both ABAQUS and the UNIX 
version of VISAGE the far region has been modelled using infinite elements, where 
necessary. However, for simulating the Bradford gunbarrel test, the dimensions of the 
finite element model were those of the actual gunbarrel itself
For modelling the field ground anchors in CRISP and VISAGE (PC) both the vertical and 
horizontal (bottom) boundaries were fixed using roller support, as shown in Fig. 4.12. 
This boundaiy fixes the ground in the normal direction only. Corresponding to 
theoretical set-up of pull-out tests, the tensile load was applied to the anchor head 
(tendon) and its reaction was applied to the upper layer of ground. Truncating the model 
in the radial direction would give rise to errors in the finite element analysis results. 
However, based on analyses carried out by the writer using ABAQUS, this error is 
negligible for the anchor head load-displacement cui*ve, if the radius of the ground is five 
time larger than the radius of the grout. In the modelling of the gunbarrel the same 
boundary conditions as the physical model were applied to the finite element model. 
Furthermore, in ABAQUS the connection of the distal end of the tendon to the founding 
ground was simulated using no-tension springs. Actually for simple pull-out test the no­
tension springs are not necessary. However, if in-situ stress are applied to the model or in 
the case of cyclic loading the springs play their role.
Overall, because the capability of interface modelling was the most important 
consideration in these programs it was decided to use ABAQUS with nodal interface 
elements for the bulk of the finite element analyses. Furthermore, ABAQUS was the 
fastest of the three programs and was well suited for use in a genetic algoritlim procedure 
which required a huge number of analyses.
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7.5 IDENTIFYING INTERFACE PARAMETERS
In the modelling of ground anchors, the predicted behaviour is mainly controlled by the 
characteristics of the interfaces. Unlike the constituent materials, direct measurement of 
interface parameters is difficult and expensive, especially in field tests. Indirect methods 
combined with simple pull-out tests have been used to estimate the characteristic 
parameters of the grout-ground interface, and this has been presented in Chapter Five.
If  a simple bi-linear behaviour is assumed for the interface (such as the Goodman-type 
interface element used in the CRISP program), it is not difficult to find the main 
parameters such as Ks, c and ^  from straightforward back analysis. But, more 
sophisticated methods are necessaiy if models are used which take account of the fact 
that the stress-displacement curve of the interfaces is elastic-strain softening-plastic, as 
mentioned in Chapter Four.
K  genetic algorithm (GA) has been used to attempt to identify the interface parameters 
when more sophisticated representations of the interface are employed.
7.5.1 Genetic Algorithm
Various types of search methods, such as calculus-based methods, enumerative methods 
and random methods were mentioned in Chapter Five. Although these other methods 
have not been tried for the specific problem in this research, the evidence from other 
researchers indicates that genetic algorithms are faster, more robust, and more reliable.
Normally, each individual genetic algorithm program is developed for a particular 
application. In the current research, the algorithm has been combined with a finite 
element code. At a particular point of the GA, a batch file including the finite element 
package is run. The writer has connected GA with both the VISAGE and ABAQUS 
codes. Combination of the GA with the PC version of VISAGE was difficult. VISAGE 
(PC) is compiled with Salford FORTRAN, but the flow chart shown in Fig. 5.4 could not 
be compiled with this FORTRAN compiler. However, a combination of Microsoft and 
Salford FORTRAN compilers was used to obtain a working combination. For the case of
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ABAQUS, which runs under a UNIX version of FORTRAN it was easier to implement 
the flow chart. The GA program itself is not terribly long or sophisticated, and mns veiy 
quicldy. However, in this particular parameter identification procedure, the finite element 
program has to be mn several hundred times. Therefore, the speed of the procedure 
depends primarily on the finite element program. For the current anchor problem, which 
involves non-linear strain-softening interfaces, even ABAQUS (which is relatively fast) 
took more than one week to obtain the result. Obviously this procedure cannot be 
recommended for use by practitioners, but would be feasible for researchers. Nowadays, 
many types of GA programs are available in various computer languages. Because the 
stmcture of the GA is relatively simple, and in most cases the source code of the program 
is available, evaluating the quality of the program is not difficult. Before implementing the 
GA program described in Chapter Five (Carroll, 1995), it was validated against a 
complicated problem and the results were in close agreement with analytical methods. 
Admittedly, this is not extensive validation, but it is reasonable to believe that the GA 
program was operating as intended when linked with the finite element codes.
7.5.2 The Interface Model
As mentioned in Chapter Four, interfaces in ground anchors can be modelled in several 
different ways. It was also concluded that, among the available interfaces, spring and 
user-defined interface models were well suited for implementation in the GA process. 
However, based on the findings of experimental researchers, the interface element should 
be able to represent strain-softening behaviour. Attempts have been made to find a 
general equation for the stress-strain behaviour of the grout-ground interface. The 
resultant equation (Eqn. 5.6) was shown graphically in Fig. 5.7 for a nodal (spring) 
interface element. This curve, involving four parameters (A, B, C, D) is clearly empirical 
in nature and has not been derived from first principles (unlike, for example, the joint 
element in VISAGE). However, it offers a convenient and versatile description of 
interface behaviour, and one which would be easily understood by practising engineers.
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7.5.3 Parameter Identification
From the majority of pull-out tests, only the load-displacement curve of the anchor head 
is available. In problems where only boundary measurements are available, the results of 
back analysis to obtain parameters should be interpreted with care, considering the 
complexity of soil or rock behaviour. This problem has been encountered in other 
geotechnical research. For example, Hillier (1992) conducted research to derive elastic 
stiffness and undrained strength parameters for clay using field plate load tests and finite 
element analysis. He concluded that the interpretation of soil parameters from the load- 
settlement curve is influenced by numerous conflicting effects of both the material 
behaviour and the physical constraints of the test procedure. To avoid this problem, it 
was recommended that additional quantities should be measured (e.g. using strain 
gauges) to supplement the basic load-settlement curve. In the current research, the 
possibility of misinterpretation of the interface parameters due to the effect of “aliasing” 
should be recognised. However, although only two quantities are available from the 
anchor test (i.e. load and extension), it should be remembered that it is the whole curve 
which is available. A properly defined interface with correct parameters would be capable 
of reproducing the complete curve, and not just one pair of values at a particular load(or 
extension) level. So, although “aliasing” is a potential problem, it is alleviated by having a 
complete curve of load-displacement which would have to be replicated.
It can also be argued that the problem may be under-determined, i.e. for one set of input 
data (the load-displacement curve), more than one combination of parameters may exist. 
However, in the current study the individual parameters (A, B, C, and D) have no 
physical significance, and any combination of parameters which can reproduce the 
essential observed behaviour could be considered acceptable. This is not really a rigorous 
defence of the GA process of parameter identification, but an argument based on 
pragmatism.
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7.5.4 The Analysis Process
The first step in the GA method is to determine the importance of each parameter. To this 
end a series of sensitivity analyses for each of the parameters A, B, C, D was carried out. 
The resolution of each parameter was then assigned, based on the results of these 
sensitivity analyses. Prior to application of the GA method to interface parameter 
identification, some hypothetical analyses were carried out to evaluate the capability of 
the method. For this purpose, the procedure was run for a set of assumed values of 
parameters A,B, C, D. Parameters A and B then were assumed as unknowns, whilst C 
and D remained fixed at the above values. The GA was able to estimate the parameters 
accurately. The goal of the program was to define values for A and B which gave rise to 
the same anchor head displacement. The procedure could have been repeated for other 
combinations of parameters. For instance A and B could have been fixed while C and D 
were considered as unknown parameters. The procedure was repeated for one parameter 
fixed and three ynknown (not presented in Chapter Five), and the results were 
satisfactory. The procedure for all four parameters as unknowns was also attempted , but 
was abandoned because it required excessive computational time to obtain a result.
7.5.5 Results
As stated earlier in this Chapter, the procedure ran in accordance with the flow chart 
shown in Fig. 5.4. It should be noted that a continuous curve was fitted to the 
experimental data and this was assigned in the GA program. Unfortunately only a limited 
high quality experimental data were available, and so the procedure could not be repeated 
against different input data. The agreement between the experimental and estimated load- 
displacement curves is not really very satisfactoiy (see Fig. 5.19). In order to improve the 
results, the following points are suggested;
• Use more discrete data for the shear spring stiffness cui*ve (because ABAQUS only 
accepts discretized points defining a curve rather than the complete curve itself).
• Use a finer mesh (and more nodal interface elements).
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• Implement a user-defined interface element with softening behaviour (similar to the 
element which was developed in Chapter Four), instead of nodal (spring) elements.
An interface element is more compatible with adjacent continuum elements than nodal 
spring elements, and would improve the model significantly. In the current model, 
normal and shear stiffnesses are simulated by two independent spring elements. 
Changing the normal stress at the interface has no significant effect on the results, but 
in the user-defined interface element the behaviour of the interface is controlled by c 
and (j), and changing the g,i has a direct effect on interface behaviour.
Although initial results from the GA procedure are not very satisfactory, clearly the 
method itself seems to work quite well. Unfortunately, the method is time consuming and 
so it was not possible to investigate a sufficiently large number of different cases in order 
to have greater confidence in the procedure, or to establish how it might be refined. For 
example, to obtain the results in Fig. 5.19 took about ten days elapsed computing time. 
There were many stoppages for some combinations of parameters for which the program 
could not find the peak value of the shear spring stiffness, which delayed computations 
greatly.
The results of this study demonstrate how a modern and relatively simple random search 
algorithm, the GA, can be used to calibrate a model and determine the characteristic 
values of the interface. It is the writer’s belief that the characteristic parameters of the 
interfaces, which are the key parameters in anchor design, can be estimated with this 
method using simple pull-out tests. As mentioned in Chapter Two, at the moment it is 
common practice to assume (cmdely) that bond strength between grout and rock (Tuh) is 
about 10% UCS. Even a modest improvement on this level of practice could bring about 
significant efficiency gains in anchor design. The main drawback at the present time is 
that, although the GA parameter identification procedure is relatively straightforward, it 
is computer time-intensive. Also, a finite element code with strain-softening interface 
capabilities is required. However, the results of the GA procedure could then be entered 
into much simpler models for more routine use. For example, the four parameters
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(A,B,C,D) used to define the ABAQUS shear springs could be used directly with the 
spreadsheet (Excel) model.
7.6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING CURRENT DESIGN 
EQUATIONS
It will be a long time before finite element analysis is used routinely in design, so there is 
a strong need for something which can be used immediately by designers. The 
suggestions for improving current design methods in Chapter Six are aimed very much at 
the practitioner and anchor designer and can be categorised as:
• using curve fitting techniques to obtain an “efficiency factor”, and
• using neural networks to obtain design charts for estimating ultimate pull-out.
7.6.1 CuiTe Fitting
Using curve fitting techniques to real data is a well-established practice, and has been 
used widely in geotechnical engineering, mainly because it is difficult to derive theoretical 
models which take account of the natural variations in soil and rock. For example the 
hyperbolic model (Duncan and Chang, 1970) and Imperial College logarithmic model 
(Jardine et.al., 1986) have both been used to described the non-linearity of soil stiffness 
for use in finite element programs. They are based on curve fitting techniques to 
laboratory triaxial test data, rather than being derived from first principles. The main 
obstacle to using these techniques for ground anchors is availability of data. Some data 
has been published for anchors in soil, but it is limited. Data for rock anchors is largely 
incomplete, preventing any worthwhile work.
However, where data is available it shows clearly that pull-out resistance is not linearly 
proportional to the fixed anchor length. Therefore, the equations found in most codes of 
practice for anchors are clearly in error. There is no excuse for ignoring the effect of 
progressive debonding on load transfer mechanisms, when it can be incorporated veiy
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easily. The efficiency factors (/, for sand and/c for clay) are easy to obtain, and even 
easier to use in design. For engineers who do not want to perfonn a more sophisticated 
type of analysis, they offer a convenient compromise.
Eqns. (6-6) and (6-11) are suggested by the writer for anchors in sand. In the modified 
Eqn. (6-6) the problem with estimating the “n” value has not been eliminated. It would be 
possible to derive new equations for anchor design, but recommendations from industry 
(Barley, 1994a) were that it would be better to retain the original equation, because 
designers are familiar with it. However, other parameters (e. g. relative density, 
coefficient of uniformity) of the founding materials will affect the capacity of the anchor, 
and it would be desirable to find a way of taking these factors into account explicitly. 
Obviously Eqn. 6.6 can be used for design anchor in different sands but the value of f  
was obtained from a special case and should be checked for sands with different 
specifications.
Eqns (6-12) and (6-14) are suggested by the writer for anchors in clay. The original 
equation has a logical basis and hence is less approximate than Eqn. (6-6) - rather less 
uncertainty surrounds the grout-ground bond in clay than in granular material. Although 
Eqn. (6.12) is based on limited results from pull-out test on anchors in stiff clay in UK, it 
is unlikely to be very different for other regions. An analogy may be found with pile 
design, where the alpha-method (though having its origins in research in UK soils) has 
gone on to be used internationally. Once again the modification of the design equation for 
anchors in clay has been brought about in such a way as to retain its inherent simplicity.
Unfortunately, there is insufficient well-documented experimental data available to allow 
proposals to be formulated for modifying the design equations for rock anchors.
However it is reasonable to expect that the efficiency factor in rock would have a similar 
form to that for anchors in clay, because of the dominance of adhesion in the grout- 
ground bond.
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7.6.2 Neural Networks
The neural network technique is a relatively new computational tool that is particularly 
useful for evaluating systems with a multitude of non-linear variables. A neural network is 
a “computational mechanism able to acquire, represent, and compute a mapping from one 
multivariable space of infonnation to another, given a set of data representing that 
mapping” (Goh, 1995). Normalised data from pull-out tests in sand has been used to 
“train” a neural network consisting o f one input, one output and two hidden layers.
To verify the accuracy of the trained network, it has been tested against that part of the 
data which was not used for training. The advantage of the neural network is that it can 
generalise from its training data and it does not need any prescribed equations. 
Furthermore, it is veiy fault tolerant i.e. it can produce correct output from “noisy” and 
incomplete data. In the current study, even with limited data, the performance of this 
technique is promising. It can be improved even further by introducing more reliable data 
for training and it would be worth considering how other inputs could be developed. For 
example, the relative density or uniformity coefficient of the soil could well have an 
influence on anchor pull-out. This could be a rational way of doing away with the 
empirical factor “n” , by allowing the neural network to decide how these other factors 
come into play. It may not be attractive for design engineers to start from scratch with a 
neural network. However, the trained neural network can be employed to synthesise 
design charts for use when the computer is not available. An example chart of this kind 
was developed in Chapter Six for aiding the design of ground anchors in sand. The main 
obstacle to both the simple curve fitting and more sophisticated neural network 
procedures is the lack of good quality reliable data for anchors in a range of founding 
material - both soil and rock. It would be of great long term benefit to the ground 
anchoring industiy if a reliable database could be built up over the next few years. The 
data could be used to establish the generality of the efficiency factors proposed in this 
thesis, as well as providing more data for training neural networks, and for calibrating 
computer models - from simple analytical to powerftil finite element.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 INTRODUCHON
The primaiy aim of this research was to gain a better understanding of the load transfer 
mechanisms in ground anchors and in paiticular the phenomenon of progr essive 
debonding. It has been recognised for some time that this phenomenon can have a major 
effect on the load-extension and pull-out capacity of anchors, yet there has been no 
agreement on how to allow for it in design. The mechanism of load transfer in ground 
anchors is a complex phenomenon. Most codes of practice recommend mandatory 
acceptance tests for every individual anchor in conjunction with factors of safety as lai ge as 
3 be used on pull-out resistance. These recommendations reflect the high degree of 
uncertainty in current methods for designing ground anchors, much of which stems fi'om 
the widespread use of simple design fonuulae which imply linear dependence of pull-out 
resistance on fixed anchor length. In contrast all of the available physical and theoretical 
data overwhelmingly points to a pronounced non-linearity, with major implications for 
anchor efficiency. Until the design formulae recommended by codes of practice take full 
account of the actual behaviour of anchors, their reliability will remain unchanged and the 
uncertainty will continue.
Currently available experimental results from laboratory and field tests do not cover a wide 
range of founding rocks or soils, such data is expensive and time consuming to obtain. 
Consequently, it would be of great value to develop theoretical methods for the accurate 
prediction of ground anchor behaviour. Such theoretical models could be used to 
generalise the limited experimental results to a wider range of soils and rocks.
8.2 ANALYTICAL MODEL
The axial load and bond stress distribution in a ground anchor has been studied by the 
writer using an analytical model based on both:
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• minimum potential energy theorem, and
• simplified stress distribution (progressive yield model).
Using the luinimum potential energy theorem leads to the establishment of differential 
equations for the anchor and rock domain. A function describing the load distribution 
can be found by solving these differential equations using a symbolic mathematical 
package (MAPLE). In this model the materials have been assumed to behave 
elastically, and this assumption is valid for load levels close to the working range (see, 
for example the results from a full-scale laboratory anchor pull-out test in Fig. 5.17).
The results fi'om this analytical model are in good agreement with finite element 
analyses, and although it is somewhat limited in its present form, it has the potential to 
be developed and extended to a wider range of cases. The model requires a symbolic 
maths package, but these are becoming more common in engineering practice.
New insights into the mechanisms of load transfer and debonding in ground anchors are 
offered tlirough a simple analytical model which has been implemented in a spreadsheet. 
It is a very versatile model capable of accepting any kind of bond stress-strain 
relationship for the interface. The model is quite versatile and can be used to simulate 
anchors with varying diameter in layered soil or rock vei"y conveniently. Qualitatively, 
the predictions of this model are very good indeed, and it has great potential as a 
teaching tool on the phenomenon of progressive debonding. Quantitatively, there is 
room for improvement, but the predictions agree quite well with available data from full- 
scale anchor tests. Tliis model has the big advantage of speed, and the fact that it utilises 
a spreadsheet environment, which most engineers will be familiar with.
8.3 NUMERICAL ANALYSES
Load transfer mechanisms in ground anchor have also been studied using the finite 
element method. Since the behaviour of the interfaces has a crucial role in the overall 
behaviour of a ground anchorage, attempts have been made to model the interfaces 
using several different approaches in order to asses their relative merits. Three 
different commercially available finite element packages have been us,ed and evaluated. 
The packages - CRISP, VISAGE, and ABAQUS - all have their strengths and
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weaknesses, reflecting the environment in which they have been written and 
developed. It is difficult to separate a finite element code from its pre- and post­
processor, as this is what may ultimately determine what the user is able to model and 
visualise. The user interfaces to three programs were very different, but were all 
capable of handling the relatively straightforward demands of an axi-symmetric anchor 
analysis. In the present study, however, it was the interface modelling capabilities 
wliich determined the usefulness of each package.
A Goodman-type Slip element has been used to study anchor pull-out behaviour using 
the CRISP finite element program. The behaviour of the slip element is bi-linear elastic 
rather than elastic-softening-plastic, with slip determined by a Mohr-Coulomb 
criterion. This element has been validated for plane strain models only, so can only be 
used to represent the approximate behaviour of a ground anchor.
Further analyses have been carried out using ûiQ jo int element in the VISAGE finite 
element program. The element, which is a pseudo-continuum element, is fully defined 
by fourteen parameters, and has been used to examine load transfer and progressive 
debonding in ground anchors. However, using this model for studying the behaviour of 
ground anchors requires the specification of parameters for the continuum as well as 
for the joint elements. The main disadvantage of this element is that it has too many 
parameters which need to be evaluated before the analysis can take place, and the 
evaluation of some of these parameters is extremely difficult.
Four different approaches have been utilised for modelling the interface using the 
ABAQUS finite element program, namely:
• continuum elements,
• contact(interface ) elements,
• spring elements and
• user-defined zero-thickness interface elements.
Among these the spring element is the easiest to use. The behaviour of the interface is 
modelled by normal and shear springs, and any kind of behaviour (including strain 
softening) can be assigned to the shear spring very easily. A zero-thickness interface
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element was developed by the writer and was also implemented in ABAQUS for the 
elastic analyses.
It is concluded that of the above-mentioned interface elements, the user-defined 
interface element is best able to meet the requirements for modelling anchor debonding 
and pull-out.
8.4 IDENTIFICATION OF INTERFACE PARAMETERS
When modelling ground anchors, in addition to the specifications of the founding 
materials, it is vital to know the characteristic parameters of the interfaces between the 
different materials. Direct measurement of the interface characteristics is difficult and 
expensive, especially from field tests. In this study, an indirect method (along with a 
simple pull-out test) has been devised to estimate the characteristic parameters of the 
interface. In this method, an inverse problem is used for the minimisation of the 
objective function, which is the discrepancy between theoretical prediction and 
experimental data.
A Genetic Algorithm has been used to minimise the above-mentioned objective 
function. Hypothetical examples were used to show the capability of this algorithm for 
the identification of interface parameters. The algorithm has been verified using high 
quality laboratoiy test results, in which the load displacement of the anchor as well as 
the characteristic parameters of the material were available. The interface has been 
simulated by two sets of non-linear springs, with the stress-displacement cui*ve of the 
interfaces assumed to be elastic-softening plastic. Attempts were made to find the 
stiffness parameters of the springs by minimising the discrepancy between the load- 
displacement curve of the model and the experimental data. Using a genetic algorithm, 
the peak value for the bond was found to be comparable with experimental data. 
Undoubtedly, using more accurate constitutive models for the ground and grout, 
along with an appropriate interface element, will give rise to better estimation of the 
desired values. It is concluded that the fundamental parameters of the interfaces, which 
are the key parameters in anchor design, can be estimated using this method along 
with simple pull-out tests.
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8.5 MODIFICATION OF CURRENT DESIGN EQUATIONS
From available experimental data and theoretical studies, it is clear that the bond stress 
distribution in ground anchors is highly non-linear. Despite widespread knowledge of 
this non-uniformity, however, a simple way of providing for it in routine design does 
not yet appear to have been established. A simple modification which can be made to 
the current design equations is through the application of a correction or an efficiency 
factor. This factor has been established via curve fitting techniques on relatively limited 
field and theoretical data, for both cohesionless and clay soils. Available data has also 
been utilised to synthesise design charts for ground anchors using neural network 
techniques.
Anchors in Sand
Based on available experimental data, itis proposed that the equation recommended by 
British Standard (BS 8081, 1989) for estimating the ultimate carrying capacity (T) of a 
low-pressure grouted anchor in sand should be ;
T -  /^Zwtan^  (8-1)
in which
L  is the fixed anchor length (m)
(j) is the friction angle of the sand
n is an empirical factor which purports to take account many other aspects, 
fs is an efficiency factor for sand which is found to be: = exp(-0.05Z tan<z5).
Aitificial neural network techniques have also been used to synthesise a practical 
design chart to allow an designer (without access to a computers) to rapidly estimate 
the ultimate capacity of anchors in sand. This approach is very promising, but needs a 
greatly extended database from anchor tests before it can be generalised further.
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Anchors in Clay
Based on experimental data, it is proposed that, for anchors in clay the equation 
recommended by the BS 8081 (1989) should be modified to;
Tf = f^aTiDLc^,  (8-4
in which
D  is the fixed anchor grout diameter
L  is the fixed anchor length
c„ is undrained shear strength of the soil
fc is the efficiency factor which can be estimated from = 1 . 6 ^ .
8.6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Based on the foregoing Discussion and Conclusions, a number of areas have been 
liighlighted as deserving of further study and investigation. These include various 
extensions and refinements to the theoretical models developed by the writer, together 
with further experimental work and frill-scale anchor testing.
1. The analytical (MAPLE) model for anchor pullout should be extended to remove 
some of the present Incitations. For example, anisotropy, non-linearity, layering or 
plastic yield could be introduced.
2. The spreadsheet (Excel) model for load transfer and debonding should be 
developed further. The addition of a second interface between grout and tendon 
would be particularly usefril - as would the ability to model cyclic loading, in order 
to follow more closely the loading histoiy of a typical test anchor. It may even be 
possible to introduce a normal (confining) stress on the tendon-grout column wliich 
could vary with some fonn of dilation in the interface(s). Certainly, more rigorous 
benchmarking would be desirable.
3. In view of its widespread use in geotechnical engineering, it could be beneficial to 
validate fully the CRISP interface element in axi-symmetry, and possibly develop it
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further to incorporate softening, based on relative displacement. As the present 
model is only bi-linear elastic, the later will not be particularly straightfoi*ward.
4. VISAGE is a powerful code with great potential, and the joint element - though 
overly complex for the task of modelling anchor interfaces - probably deserves 
further attention. It may be that, with further development, it could become a very 
useful element for strain-softening interfaces.
5. Although not a purpose-written geotechnics code, ABAQUS has actually been the 
most successful of all those employed during the course of this research. Further 
development of the user-defined interface element would certainly be worthwhile.
6. Regardless o f the actual finite element package being used, more attention needs to 
be given to the matter of modelling cyclic loading, with strain-softening and 
debonding at the interfaces.
7. The parameter identification procedure using a genetic algorithm would appear to 
have tremendous potential, but is still in an early stage of development. More work 
is needed to improve its reliability and accuracy, and also to improve its efficiency.
8. The general applicability of the proposed efficiency factors for anchors in sands and 
clays should be established through by gathering further data from anchor tests.
9. Similarly, the versatility o f design charts derived from neural network techniques 
could be greatly improved if more field data was made available for network 
training.
10. It would be highly beneficial to begin the establishment of an international database 
of ground anchor test data in a range of founding materials, both soil and rock.
11. A classification of rocks based on the pull-out capacity of anchors could be 
devised.
12. There is no agreement currently on optimum tendon bond length in different 
founding materials, and it would be veiy useful to attempt to establish this from 
further experimental and theoretical studies.
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APPENDIX A
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF ANCHOR MODEL
A cylindrical anchor is shown in Fig. A. 1, placed in a uniform rock medium with 
laiown material properties, namely. Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (v). 
Length, radius, cross-sectional area, and the Young’s modulus of tendon are L, R ,
As and Eg, respectively. For the grout R, Ac and Eg are radius, cross-sectional area, 
and the Young’s modulus, respectively. The problem is axi-symmetric and therefore 
cylindrical co-ordinates(r,0,z) are appropriate. By use of the constitutive relationships 
and the strain-displacement equations of elasticity, the stress at any point is:
E { \ - y )
1 0~ (l + v ) ( l-2 v )
> >
z^
Urzj 1 -  2v y  rz ,
(A-1)
in which
- a-
u
«. = 7
du
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Fig. A .l Cylindrical rock anchor
Based on practical considerations radial displacement, w(r, z) in the rock is negligible, 
compared to the vertical displacement in the rock w(r, z) (Vallabhan and Mustafa, 
1996). Furthermore, it is assumed that vertical displacement at any point (r, z) in the 
rock surrounding the anchor can be represented as:
w(r, z) = w(z). (f)(r)  (A-2)
such that (!)(R) = 1 and (f>(oo) = 0
based on these assumptions, there are two non-zero internal strains in the rock 
medium, namely:
G z = ^  = .ct)(r)  (A-3)Œ dz
and
 (^-4)az O' dr
The corresponding non-zero stress components are:
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Æ ( l - v )
( l + y ) ( l - 2 y )
V 0
1 - v
0
1 - v  
1 0 
l - 2 v0 2(1- v ) \w(z)
0dw(z)
dzd(l>{r)
dr
(A-5)
and
and
E v  , ,  .dw(x)
- -
E  . # ( r )Trz = Gyrz -  ^w(z)
(A-6)
(A-7)
2(1 + v) dr (A-8)
where
E, V and G are the Young modulus. Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus of the rock, 
respectively.
The total potential energy of the anchor-rock system is given as:
n ~  Usteel Uconcrete ~^ Urock~ P^(0)  (A-9)
n -  \ l E A A d ^ y i E A A d ^ P \ \ \ ^ , < y , s , , d v o i - P w { 0 )  .........(A-10)
because
dv = 2m\dr.dz
dv dw 
'  a  dk
w(r, z) = 0
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-  ^ _ n S e  — —  — 0r
^  + =  (A -ll)ôz a  dr dr
n  = ^ ( E , A ,  + £ , 4 ) £ ( ^ ^ ^ j  dz + ~ jjj(^o-,s,+ T„ r„)2nr.dr.dz-P w (0)
+  ”  2ô f r )  r.dr.dz-Pwi<S) ( A - 12)
Stationary of 77at w and (j) requires that S II^  0 for any admissible variation 5w and 
5(j), and this can be true if (Zienkiewicz and Morgan, 1983):
Sn. = — Ôw + — Sé = Q  (A-13)dv d(j)
‘^ yjyWc^fr.dr.dzl^ + [2ô0y (r)(^ l)V .rf/-.< fe  +dr •’0 dz
511=  ^ (cil]+bl2 +2cl3)Sw +(2bl3 +cIé)S^  (A-14)
where;
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dz'
1 3 = £ £ V ^ x ^ ^ ) ' ' ' - ^ - ^  =
_ rf /7w/(z).
dr •’0
dz
^^^j^i\yv)é^fr.dr.dz  =  =
Jo  ^ iR dr
FromEqn. A-14
d^w
dz'
or
where
[ 2a + 2 6 <jp {i')rdr ] + 2 c = 0 (for anchor domain)
- C i ^  + C2W-0  (A-15)
a n d
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•  dz^^(!)(r).r.dr'\ + 2c^^w^{z)dz^^^^ r . d r - 0  (for rock domain)
or
With boundary conditions (f>(R) = 7 at r  = 7? and —  = 0 at r  = oqdr
the following equation is yielded:
r — f r — 1 - — = 0 for R < r < o o  d r \  dr )  m
in which ;
m= n: E2(1+ vl) (2 f wVz + - ^ )  •’ a
and
n = Æ i X - y , )(l + v , ) ( l -2 v , )
2 \  
dz-\-(m \
m which
a  = i
k.
E  ttR^ +2ôJ  r(jPdr
where.
/Cj - 2Æ2(1+ v j
(A-16)
Solution of Differential Equations:
Solving the differential equation in the anchor domain
d'^w
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leads to:
w(z) = 5 ,e “” + B^ e>^  /  = j —   (A-17)
Using boundaiy conditions c, —— - P .  at z = 0 and —  = 0 at z = 7dz dz
pa  -  °yc^  {e^’^  - 1)
"  yc ,{ I-e -^* )
and for the rock domain
ir  \  dr )  m
or
+ r  — - y ^ V V  = 0.................................................................. ........(A-18)dr dr
where
= •V m
Eqn. A. 18 is the modified Bessel’s equation of order zero, for which the solution is: 
K r)  = cy^{pr)-Vc^K^iJ3r) ........(A-19)
where y{Pr )  and K^^{pr) are the modified Bessel functions o f first and second 
order, respectively. Using the boundary conditions, it is found that Ci = 0 and the 
solution is:
^ ( ,)  = E Æ 1  
K „ m
Hence the procedure produces following two equations:
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w{z) = B,e~’’ +B^e'
K,(J3r)(p{r) =
K , { p R )
In these equations, coefficients are functions of w and (j) and their integrals. These 
equations can not be solved to yield a closed-form solution. However, assuming that 
the coefficients are constant, a closed-form solution could be calculated, subject to 
boundaiy conditions. Using an iterative procedure on the closed-form formula, 
solutions are obtained until the coefficients converge within a prescribed tolerance. 
The procedure is implemented on the computer algebra system MAPLE.
After convergence, the value of p  is obtained and a , Bi and B2 are then computed. 
Having these parameters, one can obtain displacement and load distribution in the 
anchor. The problem has been solved for different rocks.
(MAPLE is a computer algebra system which has been developed at the University of 
Waterloo in Canada since the early 1980’s. The package has four main components, 
namely Symbolics, Numerics, Graphics and programming. The programming facility 
in MAPLE enables the user to write procedure in the MAPLE language when 
performing a particular task several times.)
The MAPLE program used for anchor analysis is as follows; 
#LOAD-DISPLACEMENT OF GROUND ANCHOR:
# The program computes the displacement of a vertical rock anchor using variational 
^methods
# Assign parameter values:
Es:=200000;v:=0.2;Rs:=40;L:=3000;P:=438100;
Ec:=16500;v:=0.2;R:=100;
E l :=70;vl:=0.2;
G1 :=El/(2*(l+vl));
Edashl:=E l»(l-vl)/((l+vl)*(l-2*vl)); 
pi:=3.14; A:=pi*Rs^2; Ac:= pi*(R'^2-Rs^2); 
b:=0.004;eps:=1.0;
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# Start iterations
for i from 1 by 1 while eps> 10^(-4) 
do
# Solution of Bessel's equation
bl :=b:
phi~BesselK(0,b*r)/evalf(BesselK(0,b*R));
dphisqr :==diff(phi,r)^2 : phisqr:=phi^2 :
k “ 2*pi*evalf(Int(r*dphisqr, r=R..infinity, 'continuous')):
tt:=2*pi*evalf(Int(r*phisqr,i-R..infinity, 'continuous')):
kl:=G l*k: ttl:=Edashl*tt:
alpha :=sqrt(k 1 /(Es * A+Ec* Ac+tt 1 )) :
a:= sqrt(kl*(Es*A+Ec'‘'Ac+ttl)):
cl :=Es* A+Ec*Ac+ttl :
c2:=kl :
B 1 : =P/(sqrt(c 1 * c2) * ( 1 -exp(2 * alpha*L))) :
B2:=B 1 *exp(2*alpha*L):
#Displacement in the anchor 
gama:=sqit(C2/C 1 ) :
w:=B 1 *exp(-gama*z)+B2*exp(gama*z):
m:=evalf(2’^ pi*Gl*evalf(Int(w'^2,z=0..L, 'continuous'))+
2*pi*G2*(subs(z=L,w))'^2/(2*alpha)):
dwsqr :=diff(w, z)^2 :
wLsqr :=subs(z=L, w)^2 :
n : =2 * pi *Edash 1 * evalf(Int(dwsqr, z=0.. L, 'continuous')) :
b:=sqrt(n/m):
eps:= abs(bl-b)*R:
#Write output to a file
appendto (ancitr); lprint(i,b*R,kl,ttl); writeto(terminal);
# End iteration on convergence
od;
writeto (ancequ); lprint(w); writeto(terminal); 
plot(w, z=O..L);
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APPENDIX B
FORMIAN PROGRAM FOR MESH GENERATION
It is widely accepted that the type of mesh and its density has a considerable effect on 
the results of a finite element analyses (Cook, 1995 and Pastor et a l 1992 ). It is 
advisable to use appropriate methods to generate different meshes easily. The 
FORMIAN program which is based on FORMEX algebra, has originally been 
developed for configuration processing for space stmctures at the department of Civil 
Engineering, University of Surrey (Nooshin et aA, 1993). It has been used for mesh 
generation for most of the axi-symmetric models using ABAQUS program. Following 
is a typical FORMIAN program for mesh generation for an axi-symmetric model with 
two interfaces. In this program basically a row of mesh is generated. The ratio of 
element dimensions is set by parameter “a” , the number of rows is determined by 
parameter “b” .
;a,b:
st=rin(2,4*b,l)l[0,0,0;l,0,0;l,l,0;0,l,0]
c=rinid(3,4*b, 1,1)|[1,0,0;2,0,0;2,1,0; 1,1,0]
rl=rinid(2,4*b,2,l)|[4,0,l;6,0,l;6,l,l;4,l,l]
r2=rin(2,4*b,l)|[8,l,l;8,0,l;16,0,l;16,l,l]
sh=rin(2,4*b+l,l)|[0,0,0]
sv=rin(l,3,2)|[4,0,l]#[16,0,l]
L01=rin(l,2,l)|[0,4*b,0]
L02=rin(l,3,2)|[4,4*b,l]#[16,4*b,l]
inter2=rin(2,4*b,l)|[4,0,0;4,l,0]
st=mt(20,100,1,a, 1,1 )|St; c=mt(20,100,1,a, 1,1)|c
rl=m t(20,100,l,a,l,l)|iT
r2=mt(20,1 GO, 1, a, 1,1 ) |r2
sv=mt(20,100,l,a, 1,l)|sv; sh-mt(20,100,l,a, 1,l)jsh 
Lt=mt(20,100,1, a, 1,1 )| (LO1 )
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Lr=mt(20,100, l,a, 1,1)|(L02) 
inter2=mt(20,100,1, a, 1, l)|inter2 
gi-st#c#rl#r2 
gr=pex|gr
clear; use vm(2); show gr 
gri=gr#inter2 
m=ram(sed(3, l,2))|gri 
dst=dic(m)|st; dc=dic(m)|c 
dr 1 =dic(m) | r 1 ; dr2=dic(m) | r2 
dsv=dic(m)|sv
dsh=dic(m)|sh; dLt~dic(m)|Lt 
dLr=dic(m)|Lr; dinter2=dic(m)|inter2 
n=dep(3)|m
keep n,dst, dc,dr 1,dr2,dinter2,dsv, dsh, dLt,dLr
li
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